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ABSTRACT 
 
 
The aim of the work presented in this thesis was to produce the improvement of the 
existing simulation tools used for the analysis of materials and structures, which are 
dynamically loaded and subjected to the different levels of temperatures and strain 
rates. The main objective of this work was development of tools for modelling of 
strain rate and temperature dependant behaviour of aluminium alloys, typical for 
aerospace structures with pronounced orthotropic properties, and their implementation 
in computer codes. Explicit finite element code DYNA3D has been chosen as 
numerical test-bed for implementation of new material models. Constitutive model 
with an orthotropic yield criterion, damage growth and failure mechanism has been 
developed and implemented into DYNA3D. 
 
Second important aspect of this work was development of relatively simple 
experimental methods for characterization of engineering materials, and extensive 
experimental work has been undertaken. Tensile test has been used for the 
characterisation of two aluminium alloys, at different levels of the strain rates and 
temperatures, and for three different orientations of materials. The results from these 
tests allowed derivation of material constants for constitutive models and lead to a 
better understanding of aluminium alloy behaviour. Procedures for derivation of 
parameters for temperature and strain rate dependant strength models were developed 
and parameters for constitutive relations were derived on the basis of uniaxial tensile 
tests. Taylor cylinder impact test was used as a validation experiment. This test was 
used to validate the implementation, and accuracy of material model in computer 
code. At the end of each incremental development, validation of the constitutive 
material model has been performed through numerical simulations of Taylor cylinder 
impact test, where simulation results have been compared with the experimental post-
test geometries in terms of major and minor side profiles and impact-interface 
footprints. Plate impact test has been used to determine the material properties at high 
strain rate, and to investigate damage evolution in impact-loaded material. 
 
Initially the material model has been designed as a temperature and strain rate 
dependant strength model in a simple isotopic form, which then has been tested and 
verified against the experimental results. Coupling of the Hill’s orthotropic yield 
criterion with isotropic, temperature and strain rate dependant, hardening material 
model, has been chosen to suit the orthotropic behaviour. Method for calibration of 
orthotropic yield criterion has been developed and parameters have been identified for 
the orthotropic model under the associated flow rule assumption and in case of plane 
stress on the basis of tensile and cylinder impact tests. The complexity of the model 
has been further increased through coupling of hardening model with orthotropic yield 
criterion including damage evolution and failure criteria. The constitutive model was 
developed within the general framework of continuum thermodynamics for 
irreversible processes, and plate impact test and tensile tests have been used for 
determination of parameters for damage part of the new material model. 
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NOTATION 
 
 
 
t  Time 
T  Temperature 
V  Velocity 
ρ  Density 
µ  Shear modulus 
E  Young modulus 
ν  Poisson’s ratio 
UG,   Activation energy 
ug,   Normalized activation energy 
S   Engineering stress 
σ  Cauchy stress 
e  Engineering strain 
ε  Strain 
ε&   Strain rate 
eC  Elastic tensor 
H   Plastic characteristic tensor 
Yσ   Yield stress 
ε   Effective strain tensor 
σ  Effective stress tensor  
H  Effective plastic characteristic tensor 
D  Damage tensor 
M   Damage effect tensor 
J  Damage characteristic tensor 
Y   Damage energy release rate 
W   Work  
γ   Dissipation rate 
ψ   Helmholtz free energy 
 iii
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1. Statement of objective 
 
The main objective of this research project is development of constitutive 
models for modelling of strain rate and temperature dependant behaviour of 
aluminium alloys, typical for aerospace structures with pronounced orthotropic 
properties, and their implementation into an explicit nonlinear finite element code. 
The output of this work is to offer enhanced simulation tools to be used for the 
analysis of aluminium structures, which are dynamically loaded and subjected to the 
range of temperatures and strain rates. 
 
The complexity of a constitutive model is generally related to its intended 
application. Areas of application include metal forming processes, crashworthiness, 
and high velocity impact problems typical for the aerospace structures. Improvement 
of the simulation tools in general should result in reduction of the difference between 
numerical simulations and real mechanical processes. 
 
Computer simulations can replace expensive and time consuming tests, enable 
designers to validate reliability of structures and manufacturers to check defined 
manufacturing processes, before the decision is made to start the production. The 
combination of experiments, numerical solutions and dynamic material 
characterisation has been shown to be very effective in reducing both manpower 
requirements and cost. 
 
Goal in material modelling is to develop models, which are widely applicable 
and reasonable easy to characterise (determine input parameters for the model). Some 
material models require only a value of dynamic yield stress as input data, while 
others require a complete description of material behaviour. In the most general case 
stress depends on strain, strain-rate, damage, temperature and loading history. One 
model may be applicable for more than one application, but generally it has been 
found that certain classes of models are used for only certain type of applications. 
 
Generally constitutive models must have following characteristics: capability to 
describe important aspects of material behaviour, to be mathematically and 
computationally simple, and to require a reasonable amount of experimental effort to 
obtain material parameters. 
 
No mater how complex mathematical model is, it is possible to incorporate such 
model into a computer code. The difficulties in obtaining experimental data and 
model constants determine the practical value of the model. The second important 
aspect of this work is the development of relatively simple experimental methods for 
characterization of engineering materials for the proposed model. 
 
The new material model was implemented into the explicit finite element code 
DYNA3D. The constitutive model comprises of a strength model, an orthotropic yield 
criterion, damage initiation, evolution and failure model. Initially the new material 
model has been designed as a temperature and strain rate dependant strength model in 
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a simple isotopic form, which then has been tested and verified against the 
experimental results. The complexity of the model has been increased in the further 
iterations through coupling of strength model with orthotropic yield criterion 
including damage evolution and failure criteria. 
 
A schematic representation of the project research methodology is presented in 
figure Fig. 1.1.1. , and an outline description of the three iterations is given below.   
 
 
Fig. 1.1.1. Project research methodology 
 
First iteration [1-4] consisted of implementation of the isotropic strength 
model with strain rate and temperature dependency and determination of parameters 
for the proposed strength model. 
 
The proposed Mechanical Threshold material model is capable of accurately 
modelling behaviour of aluminium alloys typical for aerospace structures, which are 
temperature and strain rate dependent, and as a starting point of this development a 
number of well established strength models have been considered to suit this 
behaviour. 
 
Second iteration [5] of the development consisted of coupling orthotropic 
yield criterion with isotropic, temperature and strain rate dependant, hardening 
material model, and determination of parameters for orthotropic criterion. 
  
Proposed material model contains an orthotropy definition as a type of 
anisotropy. This includes the definition of material properties Elastic modulus, Shear 
modulus, Poisson’s ratio for three directions and the anisotropy parameters that define 
the yield criterion.  
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Third iteration [6-8] consisted of integration of strength and damage models 
with orthotropic yield criterion and determination of parameters for damage model. 
 A number of existing failure material models and approaches to modelling of 
failure were assessed.  For instance, effective surface reduction based models, models 
based on thermally activated damage and fracture and material instability based 
damage and failure models.  This consideration resulted in the definition of the 
concept for the new material model.   
  
Tensile tests were used for the characterisation of two aluminium alloys, at 
different levels of strain rate and temperature, and for different orientations of 
materials. The results from these tests allowed derivation of material constants for 
constitutive model and lead to a better understanding of aluminium alloy behaviour. 
This has been achieved through data processing with final result in the form of input 
parameters for the material constitutive models. 
 
Taylor cylinder and plate impact test were performed as validation 
experiments. Depending on the initial impact velocity and sample geometry of the 
material, a vide range of strains, strain rates and temperatures can be achieved in a 
single test. These tests provide a clean set of experimental data from which is possible 
to validate a material model and its implementation into a computer code. Plate 
impact tests were used to determine the material properties at high strain rate, and to 
investigate damage evolution in impact-loaded materials. 
 
Implementation of the proposed material model has been followed by 
validation of the model through the set of simulation tests and comparison with 
experimental results. On the end of iteration, validation of the constitutive material 
model has been performed through numerical simulations of Taylor cylinder impact 
test. The simulations of Taylor impact tests have been done using the public domain 
version of Lagrangian finite element code DYNA3D, and have been compared with 
the experimental post-test geometries in terms of major and minor side profiles and 
impact-interface footprints.  
 
1.2. Structure of the thesis 
 
Chapter 2 
Review of relevant experimental and simulation techniques 
 
Literature survey of the most common experimental techniques in the area of 
material model development and validation was performed. Experimental methods of 
probing material behaviour at intermediate and high strain of rates are outlined. 
 
Furthermore, the main aspects of computational methods for impacts problems 
are presented. The review considers a number of hydrocodes, their similarities and 
differences. 
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Chapter 3 
Experimental work 
 
In order to characterise the materials of interest, i.e. determine material 
parameters a series of experiments were performed.  The materials chosen for this 
research project AA7010 and AA2024 are commercial aluminium alloys very 
common in aircraft structures and of high importance to AIRBUS.  
 
Uniaxial tensile test 
 
Uniaxial tensile tests for the two aluminium alloys were performed as a 
function of temperature at the intermediate strain rate regime using universal 
hydraulic testing machine fitted with environmental temperature chamber at School of 
Engineering – Cranfield University. Uniaxial tensile tests for two aluminium alloys 
were performed in three different material directions, namely  (extrusion),  and 
 (transversal). 
o0 o45
o90
 
In this work non-standard specimen geometry was used in order to extend the 
strain rate range of the servo hydraulic machine. To determine specimen geometry a 
set of simulations has been done and the new specimen geometry was determined. 
 
Since that maximum achievable strain rate was in the intermediate strain-rate 
regime 10 s-1, temperature chamber provided low temperature tests as alternative for 
the tests at high strain rates, based on the assumption that that the strain rate and 
temperature effects are interchangeable. 
 
Results from these tests are presented in this work as stress-strain curves of 
AA7010 and AA2024 at different strain rates and temperatures, and for different 
orientations of materials. 
 
Taylor cylinder impact test 
 
Several Taylor impact test, using specimens cut out from a rolled plate of 
AA7010 aluminium alloy were performed. Geometric profile data for deformed 
specimens were generated using a 3D scanning machine. The data consist of digitised 
side profiles for minor and major direction, and digitised footprints that give cross-
sectional area at the impact interface. 
 
These digitised shapes show good experimental reproducibility, and represent 
an excellent data set for direct comparison with numerical simulation results.  The 
specimen heights and radial deformations were used for comparison. 
 
Plate impact test 
  
 Plate impact test were performed on OFHC Cu using single-stage gas gun. 
Plane samples were impacted by plane projectile plates at different velocities.  
 
Using stress gauges, which were supported with PMMA blocks on the back of 
the target plates, stress-time histories have been recorded. 
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After testing, micro structural observations of the softly recovered OFHC Cu 
spalled specimen have been carried out and evolution of damage has been examined. 
 
 
Chapter 4 
Strain rate and temperature dependence 
 
The material models detailed in this chapter are formulated primarily to 
describe material strength as a function of strain, strain rate and temperature. 
Significant attention was paid to the temperature and strain rate dependant material 
models such as Johnson-Cook (JC), Zerilli-Armstrong (ZA) and Mechanical 
Threshold Stress (MTS), and detailed descriptions of those models are given. 
 
One of the limiting factors in obtaining accurate simulations result is the lack 
of specific material input parameters for advanced constitutive strength models such 
as Johnson-Cook, Zerilli-Armstrong and Mechanical Threshold Stress (MTS). 
Therefore, procedures for determination of the input parameters for the models were 
developed and presented in detail. 
 
Procedures for derivation of parameters for temperature and strain rate 
dependant strength models were applied to the aluminium alloy AA7010. Parameters 
for Johnson-Cook (JC) and Mechanical Threshold Stress (MTS) models were derived 
on the basis of tensile tests, and used as input parameters for numerical simulation of 
Taylor impact test. 
 
The numerical simulations of Taylor impact tests were performed using the 
public domain finite element code DYNA3D, and compared with the experimental 
post-test geometries. Modified form of MTS material model was implemented in 
DYNA3D computer code while the JC material model was used as implemented in 
DYNA3D. 
 
Chapter 5 
Anisotropic plasticity 
 
The yield criterion chosen for the orthotropic material is the Hill’s yield 
criterion with isotropic hardening.  The MTS model was chosen to represent 
hardening of material in the referent direction. Rolling direction of plate has been 
chosen as referent direction.  
A modification of Hill’s yield criterion was proposed to allow combined 
isotropic-kinematic hardening, which can be useful for analyses of orthotropic 
aluminium alloys in sheet or plate form. 
Tensile tests in a different material directions resulted in different yield 
stresses, and those values have been used for calibration of orthotropic yield criterion. 
Because of the limitations of the uniaxial tests (only longitudinal strain of flat tensile 
specimen has been measured for all three different directions) results from Taylor 
tests were used for determination of Lankford coefficients. 
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A method for calibration of orthotropic yield criterion has been developed and 
parameters have been identified for Hill’s orthotropic model under the associated flow 
rule assumption.   
 
Using the determined parameters for Hill’s criterion, the corresponding 
temperature and strain rate dependant initial yield loci and yield surfaces were 
constructed for aluminium alloy AA7010. 
 
Numerical simulations of Taylor test experiments have been done in order to 
test proposed procedure for calibration of Hill’s orthotropic yield criterion and 
calculated parameters for aluminium alloy AA7010. 
 
 
Chapter 6 
Material failure modelling 
 
This chapter starts with literature survey, which include analysis of the 
existing work in the field of material failure modelling. Significant attention was paid 
to the material models, which describe spall phenomenon.  A review of exiting 
dynamic failure criteria is presented in this chapter. 
 
A material failure model based on the assumption that material separation 
during fracture processes is thermally activated has been adopted for the proposed 
model. With this basic assumption, the proposed model is compatible with the 
Mechanical Threshold Stress model and therefore in the first instance it was 
incorporated into the MTS material model in DYNA3D. 
 
In order to analyse proposed criterion a series of FE simulations have been 
performed for OFHC Cu. The numerical analysis results clearly demonstrate the 
ability of the new model to predict the spall process and experimentally observed 
tensile damage and failure. It allows simulation of high strain rate deformation 
processes and dynamic failure in tension for wide range of temperatures. Also, the 
proposed cumulative criterion for fracture enables one to simulate tensile damage 
including spall over a wide range of impact velocities. 
 
 
Chapter 7 
Coupling of anisotropic elastoplasticity and damage 
 
The coupled anisotropic elastoplastic and damage framework for ductile 
fracture is presented in this chapter. The yield criterion chosen to suit the orthotropic 
material is the Hill’s yield criterion with isotropic hardening, which was represented 
with MTS strength model for the material behaviour in the referent direction. To 
account for the physical mechanisms of failure, the concept that thermal activation of 
material separation during fracture processes has been adopted as basic mechanism 
for proposed model. 
 
General coupling of anisotropic elasto-plasticity and damage formulations is 
demonstrated within a thermodynamically consistent framework. This framework 
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follows an irreversible thermodynamic approach using internal variables together with 
their associated generalized forces. 
 
Firstly, the internal variables and thermodynamic potentials used to describe 
the processes are identified. The concept of transformation or mapping to effective-
stress space is introduced. General forms for damage functions and yield functions in 
the effective-stress space are constructed using homogeneous functions. Finally, the 
compliance with the first and second thermodynamic laws is enforced. 
 
 An anisotropic damage evolution equation and a constitutive equation of 
plasticity are formulated using a damage effect tensor . Elastic-plastic 
constitutive and damage evolution equations are formulated by the use of the 
symmetric tensors H - plastic characteristic tensor and J - damage characteristic 
tensor, to represent the shapes of the yield and damage surfaces respectively.  
)(DM
  
Method for calibration of the proposed damage model is presented, and 
applied on the aluminium alloy AA7010, using experimentally determined stress – 
strain curves. 
 
 
Chapter 8 
Implementation and Validation 
 
This chapter presents the implementation of proposed strain rate and 
temperature dependent, anisotropic elasto-plastic-damage model into public domain 
DYNA3D code. The developed model has been implemented in the code, using 
proposed elastic predictor/plastic corrector/damage mapping, integration algorithm. 
Numerical simulations of Taylor impact cylinder have been carried out to validate 
implemented model and good agreement with experimental results was obtained. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL AND SIMULATION TECHNIQUES 
 
2.1. Introduction 
 
It is now well established, that most materials show a significant change in 
mechanical response under increased rates of straining. Material characterization 
involves not only the stress-strain response, but also the accumulation of damage and 
the mode of failure which materials undergoes.  
 
The mathematical description of the relationship between the stresses, strains, 
their derivatives, temperature and damage is referred to as the constitutive law or 
relationship. 
 
The basic problem is how to determine the constitutive relationship that best 
describes a particular material or class of materials. The most general form of a 
material constitutive equation should cover the description of material behaviour 
under the widest range of strain rates that may be encountered. However this can be 
extremely difficult, thus constitutive equations often cover only certain range of strain 
rates. It has been observed that for a number of materials different physical 
mechanisms are dominant at different strain rates.  
 
In describing the relationship between stress and strain and their time 
derivatives for particular material, we have to emphasize that both stress and strain are 
point tensors functions, so a constitutive law relates stress and strain at a point. In the 
most general case, the relations between stresses (three normal and three shear stress) 
and strains (three normal and three shear strains), their time derivates, as well as any 
other function necessary to describe the material behaviour must be considered. It is 
obvious that constitutive relationship necessary to completely describe the materials 
behaviour can be extremely complex, because of the large number of components of 
stress, strain and their time derivate that may be involved in the formulation. 
 
A several forms of constitutive law are given by following relationship: 
 
),,( Tf εεσ &=         (2.1.1.) 
 
Where ε  is strain, ε&  is strain rate and T is temperature. Because plastic 
deformation is irreversible and path dependant process, the response of the material is 
dependent on the deformation substructures, thus we can add one more term in the 
above equation, and we have: 
 
)_,,,( historyndeformatioTf εεσ &=     
 (2.1.2.) 
 
For simplicity reasons, instead of dealing with tensors, it is much simpler to 
consider scalar quantities of stress and strains. That is the reason why experimental 
investigations are focused primarily on one-dimensional states of stress or strain. 
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In this chapter strain rate effects are discussed, and some of the considerations 
in dynamic testing of materials are summarized. An overview of major experimental 
techniques is presented, and details of experimental methods that have been used in 
this work are given in subsequent chapter. 
 
The second part of this chapter considers computational aspects of 
development of a material model. Computer programs used to numerically simulate 
highly dynamic events in solid mechanics are commonly referred to as hydrocodes. 
One of the reasons for using the hydrocodes is to have a numerical test-bed for 
developing material models. It is therefore, very important that the code has a flexible 
material interface subroutine which allows a constitutive model to be added to the 
code with minimal effort. The availability of the source code provides the most 
flexible environment for the user. 
 
2. 2. Experimental techniques 
 
2.2.1. Strain-rate regimes 
 
Different mechanisms govern the deformation behaviour of materials within 
different strain rate regimes, and general classification of strain rate regimes is 
presented in figure Fig. 2.2.1.1. 
 
 
Fig. 2.2.1.1. Dynamic aspects of mechanical testing [35] 
 
The range of strain-rate between  to  correspond to the creep 
behaviour of materials usually observed at elevated temperatures and creep type laws 
are used to describe the mechanical behaviour.   
610− 510− 1−s
 
At strain rates of the order of  to , quasistatic stress-strain curve 
are obtained from constant strain rate tests such as uniaxial tension, compression. 
Those quasistatic stress-strain curves are often used as an inherent property of 
410− 310− 1−s
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materials. One should be aware that they are valid descriptions of materials only at the 
strain rate at which test was performed. 
 
At higher strain rates, the stress-strain properties may change and specialized 
testing techniques have to be applied. The range of strain rates from  to  is 
known as the intermediate or medium strain–rate regime, and within this regime 
strain-rate effects should be considered in most metals, although the magnitude of 
such effects may be small in some cases. 
110− 210 1−s
 
Strain rates of  or higher are generally referred as the range of high 
strain rate response. Within the high strain-rate regime inertia, thermal and wave-
propagation effects become important in material behaviour. At strain rates of   
and higher, we are generally dealing with shock waves propagation through material. 
At these high strain-rates we have to pay attention to thermodynamic effects, because 
in this region we have transition from nominally isothermal conditions to adiabatic 
conditions. 
310 1−s
510 1−s
 
 
2.2.2. Intermediate strain-rate tests 
 
The simplest method for determining strain-rate sensitivity of a material is to 
increase the speed of a uniaxial tension and compression test. Those tests are ideal, 
because the state of stress is purely uniaxial. Various types of machines are designed 
for performing tests at intermediate strain rate, and it is possible to achieve strain rates 
up to approximately . Hydraulic or pneumatic devices are utilized to rapidly 
accelerate a driving ram to a constant speed and then sustain that speed for the 
duration of test. 
1110 −s
 
Also, different types of machines are utilized for torsion mode of deformation 
to achieve shear strain rates in the medium strain-rate regime. The torsional mode of 
deformation allows the achievement of very large strains without geometric 
instability, which is present during a tension test, and is known as necking.        
 
2.2.3. High strain-rate tests 
 
The Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) or Kolsky apparatus is one of the 
most widely used experimental configurations for high strain-rate material 
measurements. The concept of the Hopkinson bar involves the determination of 
dynamic stresses, strains or displacements occurring at the end of a bar through 
observation of the effect from some distance away. In addition to the original SHPB 
developed to measure the compressive response of a material, this technique has been 
modified for loading samples in uniaxial tension and torsion. 
 
Among the different Hopkinson bar techniques (compression, tension and 
torsion) the compression bar remains the most readily analysed and least complex 
method to achieve a uniform high-rate stress state. Compression bar test apparatus 
consists of: pressure bars - two long symmetric bars, bearing and alignment fixtures to 
allow the bars and striking projectile to move freely, but in precise axial alignment, 
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striker bar, a gas gun or on alternate device for accelerating a projectile, strain gauges 
mounted on both bars to measure the stress wave propagation, instrumentation and 
data acquisition system to control, record and analyse wave data. 
 
Fig. 2.2.3.1. Schematic of a Split-Hopkinson-Pressure-Bar apparatus [13] 
 
The impact of striker bar with incident bar produces a longitudinal 
compressive incident wave in the incident bar iε . When this wave reaches the bar – 
specimen interface, a part of pulse is reflected rε , while the rest of the stress pulse 
passes through specimen and the output bar as transmitted wave tε . The time of 
passage and magnitude of these three elastic pulses through the incident and 
transmitted bars are recorded by strain gages. Forces and velocities at the two 
interfaces of the specimen can be determined using the wave signals in the function of 
time from gages. When the specimen is deforming uniformly, the strain rate within 
specimen is directly proportional to the amplitude of reflected wave. The stress within 
the sample is directly proportional to the amplitude of transmitted wave. The reflected 
wave is also integrated to obtain strain and is plotted against stress to produce the 
dynamic stress strain curve for the specimen. 
  
2.2.4. Taylor impact test 
 
The alternative method of probing the mechanical behaviour of materials at 
high strain rates is the Taylor rod impact test. This method consists of firing a solid 
cylinder of the material against a massive and rigid target. The deformation in the rod 
due to impact shortens the rod as radial flow occurs at the impact end of the bar. The 
dynamic flow stress of the cylinder material can be estimated by measuring the 
overall length of the impacted cylinder and the length of the undeformed (rear) section 
of the cylinder. 
 
Fig. 2.1.4.1. Schematic of Taylor Impact Cylinder Test [12] 
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This test has been used mostly as a validation experiment. In this approach, the 
final length and cylinder profile of the sample are compared with code simulations to 
validate the material constitutive model implemented in the computer code. 
Comparisons with the recovered samples provide a check on how accurately the code 
can calculate the gradient in the deformation stresses, strain rate and thermal effects 
leading to the final strains of the sample cylinder during the impact. 
 
2.2.5. Plate impact test 
 
 Plate impact experiments are used to study dynamic deformation and failure 
modes of materials at high strain rate. The recovery configurations in these 
experiments are performed with the objective of examining the microstructural 
changes in the specimen after it is subjected to loading under a uniaxial strain 
condition. The experiments are designed to achieve a controlled plane-wave loading 
of specimens. In practice, this is limited by the finite size of the plates employed, 
which generates radial release waves. 
 
 
Fig. 2.2.5.1. Schematic of a Plate Impact Test apparatus [31] 
 
A plate impact experiment involves the impact of a moving flat plate, called 
the flyer, with another stationary plate, called the target, which is usually the 
specimen. In the normal plate impact experiment, the specimen is subjected to a 
compression pulse. The test is designed to provide insights into behaviour of materials 
 presence of shock waves, and thus it is necessary that the material of the specimen 
 under a uniaxial strain condition. In case where the diameters of both the flyer and 
en their thicknesses, planar impact generates two one-
e propagates into the target and the other into the flyer 
late. Those shock waves reflect as rarefaction waves from free surfaces of the flyer 
. The experiment can be designed so that these 
refaction waves interact inside the target, producing a state of tension in some 
region.
in
is
the target are much greater th
dimensional shock waves. On
p
and target plates respectively
ra
 If this tensile stress level exceeds the dynamic yield strength of the material, 
fracture takes place, producing a scab from that section of the target. The velocity and 
the thickness of this scab depend upon the yield strength of the target and impact 
velocity. 
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 2.3. Numerical analysis 
 
2.3.1. General considerations 
 
The equations governing the impact of solids are, in general, non-linear and 
cannot be solved analytically, thus, numerical analysis of the equations is used to 
determine the response. All hydrocodes attempt to solve (numerically) the differential 
equations that govern the dynamics of a continuous media. These equations are 
established through the application of conservation laws (energy, momentum, and 
conservation mass) and compatibility equations (strain, stress, displacement, etc. 
relations). 
 
All the finite difference and finite element computer program consists of three 
main logical units: pre-processor, solver and post-processor. A compact description of 
the computational process is shown in Fig. 2.3.1.1. The three stages listed may be
incorpo tinct
codes, which is more usual case. 
 
 rated in a single computer program, or code, or may exist as a three dis
 
 
Fig. 2.3.1.1. Schematic representation of the computational process [15] 
 
The pre-processor generally generates a detailed computational mesh for the 
eometry of interest g
in
from an abbreviated description provided by user. This 
form
processor, where typically large amounts of computing time are spent, 
tines, each having a special purpose (calculate element 
 etc). The conservation laws for mass, momentum and 
nergy
ation is coupled to a description of the materials making up the geometric 
bodies by specifying appropriate parameters for the equation of state, the stress-strain 
relationship used by the code in both elastic and plastic regimes, and the failure 
criteria to be used. A description of boundary and initial conditions ends this stage of 
the process. 
 
The 
consists of several subrou
atrix, equation of state,m
e , coupled to an equation of state for determination of pressures, a constitutive 
relationship, a failure criterion and post-failure model are cast into finite-difference or 
finite-element form and integrated in time in this phase, using information generated 
by the pre-processor.  
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Output of the computations is generally massive and can run into hundreds of 
megabytes or even gigabytes, which are difficult to read and interpret. Recourse is 
therefo
tion, and a 
fundam
e 
materia
otherwise the iterative simulation can 
iverge. The main advantage of Langrangian approach is that the code is simpler and 
lso, the boundary conditions can be more easily 
pecified and history data are easily obtained. Important feature in Langrangian codes 
is their
2.3.3. T
t 
rmulation. The procedure for the discretized equation of motion is called explicit if 
 in the computational cycle is based on the knowledge 
m e 
re made to post-processors, which are essentially computer programs that 
prepare displays of the items of interest. The graphical representation includes: mesh 
and contour plots of strain, stress, velocity, strain rate, pressure, temperature, etc. at 
given time. 
 
2.3.2. Mesh descriptions 
 
Hydrocodes differ in the approach they take to arrive at a solu
ental difference is in the use of Eulerian or Langrangian spatial discretisation. 
In Lagrangian coordinates, every point in the deformed body is referred to some 
reference state, and any discretisation, such as finite element mesh or finite difference 
zoning used in the analysis, deforms with the material. In Eulerian coordinates, 
however, the points are fixed in space and discretisation does not move with th
l. 
Using the Lagrangian method, mass inside the element remains constant and 
only the volume of the element changes as the material distorts. Because of the fact 
that the time step is controlled by the size of the smallest element, care should be 
taken that elements do not become too distorted, 
d
requires less computational time. A
s
 ability to model the contact interface between different materials. 
Eulerian codes enable simulation of large distortions of material and because 
of that problems with large deformations can be simulated easily. A computational 
grid is fixed in space and code calculates the quantities that flow into and out of the 
cells. The main disadvantage of this type of the code compared to the Langrangian 
codes lies in the fact that it is very difficult to preserve distinct material boundaries. 
Langrangian formulation is most appropriate for impact of solide bodies since 
the surfaces of the bodies will always coincide with discretization and are therefore 
well defined. The disadvantage is that the numerical mesh can become severely 
compressed and distorted in many problems [15]. This behaviour has a very adverse 
effect on the integration time step and accuracy. 
 
ime integrating methods  
 
The time stepping methods are the essence of most structural dynamics 
problems. There are basically two time integration methods outside of classical 
closed-form solutions available to analysis: implicit formulation and explici
fo
the solution at some time tt ∆+
 condition at tim tof the equilibriu , and possibly at previous times. The advantage 
of using the explicit method is that there is no need to calculate stiffness and mass 
matrices for the complete system. Thus the solution can be carried out on the element 
level and relatively little storage is required. The drawback of the method is that it is 
conditionally stable in time, and the time step must be carefully chosen. The size of 
the time step must be sufficiently small to accurately treat the high-frequency modes 
that dominate the response in wave propagation problems. 
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In an implicit scheme, the solution at any time tt ∆+  is obtained with 
knowledge of the accelerations at the same time. Implicit methods are unconditionally 
stable. However, such stability is obtained at the expense of solving a set of 
simultaneous equations at each time step. Time steps in implicit method can be much 
lager then in explicit method, but at the expense of progessivly lower time accuracy. 
 
2.3.4. Discretization methods 
  
It is necessary in a computer analysis to replace a continuous physical system 
by a discretized system. In the discretization process, a computational mesh replaces 
he discretization techniques most commonly used are the finite 
ifference, finite volume, boundary element and finite elements methods. In finite 
ifferen
on property of both techniques is the local separation of spatial 
 time dependence of the dependent variable. This permits separate 
treatme
 
d 1D linear or 
quadratic elements arranged in rows, columns, and layers. It has been optimised to 
produc
 equations of motion 
and is especially efficient for the solution of transient dynamic problems. DYNA3D's 
materia
the continuum. T
d
d ce techniques, differential equations are approximated directly by replacing 
the derivatives by difference quotients. In the finite element method, the governing 
differential equations are first cast in an integral form and then solution is sought in 
the form of linear combination of algebraic polynomials defined over domain 
element. A comm
ependence fromd
nt of the space and time grids. Since there is no basic mathematical difference 
between the two methods they should have the same accuracy in numerical 
computation. The main difference lies not in the methods themselves, but in data-
management structure of computer programs that implement them. 
 
2.4. Summary 
One of the main objectives of this research was development of new material 
model and implementation in computer code, and hence public domain version of 
Lagrangian finite element code DYNA3D [14] has been chosen as numerical test-bed. 
DYNA3D has been used together with TRUEGRID as pre-processor and TAURUS as 
a post-processor. 
 
TRUEGRID has been used as a pre-processor, and this program tessellates a 
geometric model into hexahedron brick elements and quadrilateral shell elements. 
Each block is composed of 3D hexahedral, 2D quadrilateral, an
e high quality, structured, multi-block hex meshes or grids and serves as a pre-
processor to most popular analysis codes. 
 
DYNA3D is a Lagrangian, nonlinear, explicit, three-dimensional finite 
element analysis code for structural/continuum mechanics problems, and it has been 
used as a platform for new material model development in this research.  Due to its 
explicit nature, DYNA3D uses small time steps to integrate the
l library includes isotropic elastic, orthotropic elastic, elastic-plastic, 
orthotropic elastic-plastic, rate dependent elastic-plastic, and temperature dependent 
elastic-plastic, concrete, and rubber-like materials.  Its element library includes solid, 
shell, beam, bar, spring and damper elements.  DYNA3D also has various contact 
slideline options for different contact situations between two bodies. 
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TAURUS has been used as a post-processor, and it reads the binary plot files 
generated by the DYNA3D three-dimensional finite element analysis code and plots 
contours, time histories, and deformed shapes. Contours of a large number of 
quantities may be plotted on meshes consisting of plate, shell, and solid type 
elements. TAURUS can compute a variety of strain measures, reaction forces along 
constrained boundaries, and momentum. TAURUS has three phases: initialisation, 
geometry display with contouring, and time history processing. 
 
Second important aspect of this work was development of relatively simple 
experimental methods for characterization of engineering materials, and extensive 
experimental work has been undertaken. Tensile test has been used for the 
characterisation of two aluminium alloys, at different levels of the strain rates and 
temperatures, and for three different orientations of materials. Taylor cylinder impact 
test was used as a validation experiment. Plate impact test has been used to determine 
the material properties at high strain rate, and to investigate damage evolution in 
impact-loaded materials. Details of experimental methods that have been used in this 
work are given in the following chapter. 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 
 
 
3.1. Uniaxial tensile test 
 
3.1.1. Purpose of test 
 
The purpose of the proposed work is to perform a series of tensile tests on two 
aluminium alloys at varying strain rates and temperatures. The results from these tests 
will allow derivation of material constants for constitutive models and will lead to a 
better understanding of aluminium alloy behaviour. This was achieved through the 
design of experiments and data processing with final result in the form of input 
parameters for the material constitutive models. 
 
Several tests are proposed in order to investigate different aspects that can 
influence material properties [20-23]. From material response at different 
temperatures and strain levels it is possible to identify the mechanism governing the 
deformation process. This allows the influence of individual mechanisms to be 
determined; this information is necessary to derive constants for complex models such 
as the MTS model. 
 
Plastic deformation is controlled by the thermally activated interactions of 
dislocation with obstacles. In the thermally activated regime, the interaction for short 
distance obstacles are described by an Arrhenius expression, which relates strain-rate 
(ε& ) to activation energy ( ) and temperature (T), of the form [55]: G∆
 
)exp(0 kT
G∆−= εε &&        (3.1.1.1.) 
 
The strain rate and temperature are therefore interchangeable and different 
combinations will yield the same thermal activation energies. It was expected that 
under those circumstances, the overall mechanical response would be very similar as 
long as thermal-activated processes dominate deformation process. 
 
Based on this idea, ranges of tensile test were performed in this work using 
Instron servo hydraulic fatigue machine, fitted wit environmental chamber. The tests 
were performed at temperatures between –50 and  and at strain rates 
between  and . 
Co200+
1310 −− s 1110 −s
 
 
3.1.2. Measured variables 
 
A standard tensile test is carried out by moving one end of specimen (via a 
machine crosshead) at a constant speed, v, while holding other end fixed. The primary 
variables recorded are load and extension. Load-extension variables depend on 
specimen size. Since we want to measure material properties, we normalize the 
measured variables to account for specimen size. The simplest way to do this is to 
normalize with respect to the original specimen geometry. 
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Engineering variables: 
Engineering Stress 
0A
PS = ;       (3.1.2.1.) 
Engineering Strain 
0
0
0 L
LL
L
Le f
−=∆= ;     (3.1.2.2.) 
where  is initial cross-sectional area,  is gage length and P is measured force. 0A 0L
 
Engineering strain rate is defined as the rate at which strain increases. This 
quantity can be simply obtained by noting that all strain takes place in the deforming 
length, , so that the crosshead speed, v, is the same as the extension rate of : dL dL
 
lengthdefor
speedcrosshead
L
v
dt
LdL
dt
dee
d
dd
_
_/
0
0 ====&    (3.1.2.3.) 
 
If we normalize measured variables to current configuration we are able to 
calculate true variables. 
  
We can express the total true strain as a simple integral: 
 
∫ ∫
=
==
t
t
fe
e
L
L l
dld
0 0
εε  or )ln( 0LLf=ε      (3.1.2.4.) 
  
Similarly, the real or “true” stress refers to the load divided by the current 
cross sectional area: 
 
A
P=σ          (3.1.2.5.) 
 
Exactly analogously to the definition of engineering strain rate, the true strain 
rate is defined as , and this rate is simply related to the crosshead speed: dtde /
lengthdeforcurrent
speedcrosshead
L
v
dt
LdL
dt
d
d
dd
__
_/ ==== εε&    (3.1.2.6.) 
 
If we assume that plastic deformation produces no net change in volume, or 
that plastic incompressibility can be applied, we can easily find following relationship 
between true and engineering variables as follows:  
 
Relationship between the two strain measures: 
)1ln( e+=ε  or 1)exp( −= εe       (3.1.2.7.) 
 
Relationship between the two stress measures: 
)exp(εσ S=  or )exp( εσ −=S       (3.1.2.8.) 
 
or, in terms of engineering strains 
)1( eS +=σ .         (3.1.2.9.) 
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3.1.3. Test specimen 
 
Materials 
 
Selected materials for this work were commercial aluminium alloys. Materials 
were supplied by Apollo Metals Corporation, as hot rolled plate form (1475mm x 
1200 mm) for AA7010-T7651, and as rolled sheet form (2642 mm X 1270 mm) for 
AA 2024-T3. 
 
The choice to characterise alloys instead of pure metals has resulted from 
current lack of available experimental data for anisotropic aluminium alloys loaded at 
various strain rates and temperatures. 
Material AA7010-T7651 was supplied in 6.35 mm thick plate form with 
following chemical composition (in %): 0.04 Si, 0.08 Fe, 1.66 Cu, 0.01 Mn, 2.26 Mg, 
0.78 Cr, 0.81 Ni, 6.08 Zn, 0.11 Zr, 0.03 Ti. 
 
Material AA2024-T3 was supplied in 2.5 mm thick sheet plate form with 
following chemical composition (in %): 0.09 Si, 0.19 Fe, 4.71 Cu, 0.57 Mn, 1.38 Mg, 
0.01 Cr, 0.06 Zn, 0.02 Ti, 0.02 V. 
 
Selection of test specimen  
 
Specimens were selected and prepared taking care not to influence reliable 
indication of the properties of materials [16-19]. In testing materials from metal plate, 
regard should be given to the direction of rolling, and for anisotropic characterization, 
tests were made on specimens which were cut parallel to the direction of rolling, on 
specimens which were cut perpendicular to the direction of rolling, and on specimens 
which were cut at the angle of 45o in the respect to the direction of rolling.  
  
For each strain rate, temperature was varied, and five temperature and strain 
rate levels were proposed. This is related to the analysis of isotropic characterization. 
For anisotropic case, three direction of anisotropy have been considered. 
  
For each material the number of specimens was related to the number of 
specified tests and number of necessary repetitions, since each tensile test requires a 
new specimen, 3 repetitions per test were proposed to ensure accuracy of the 
experimental data. 
 
Preparation of test specimen 
 
In preparing specimens of plate, we have to satisfy requirement, that finished 
specimen does not contain any of the damage material. 
The finished surface of specimen from shred blanks was at least 3 mm from 
shred surface and at least 6 mm from flame-cut faces. 
Care was taken not to bend the piece, because working of the material tends to 
change its properties. 
The finish cut on mechanical metal specimens was made by turning or milling 
and a fine enough surfaces were obtained. 
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Test specimen geometry 
Two kinds of tensile specimens are generally used for tensile test [9-11]: a 
round bar for bulk material, and a flat specimen for sheet products. The gauge length 
of specimen refers to the distance between ends of an extension gage put on the 
specimen to measure extension between these points. The deforming length is the 
length of the specimen which undergoes plastic deformation during the test and this 
length may change but should always be significantly longer then the gauge length in 
order to ensure that deformation is fairly uniform over gage length.  
ISO standard proportional flat specimen has geometry as follows: gage length 
is defined as , where  is the specimen cross-section, and the gauge 
length may be rounded off to the nearest 5 mm provided that the difference between 
the computed  and that rounded length is less than 10% of . Deforming length of 
specimen is defined with following relation . 
2/1
00 65.5 SL = 0S
0L 0L
2/1
00 2SLLd +=
As an alternative to the standard specimen geometry mentioned above, in this 
work non-standard specimen geometry was proposed, because one of the 
requirements for this test is achieving of intermediate strain rate conditions, using 
standard servo hydraulic fatigue machine. The dog bone specimen proposed for this 
work is shown in Fig 3.1.3.1. 
 
Fig 3.1.3.1. Flat (dog bone) tensile specimen 
 
To determine specimen geometry a set of simulations has been done. A flat 
specimen subjected to axial loading was studied as a testing model for the initial 
determination of specimen geometry (Fig 3.1.3.2.).  
 
Fig. 3.1.3.2. FE simulation of tensile test for flat specimen  
 
The same boundary conditions as those, which will be used for the 
experim ere imposed on l velocity on ental test, w  the model, as a prescribed maxima
the one end of specimen of 100 mm/s, and displacement boundary conditions on the 
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other end were chosen to simu d of specimen. Boundary conditions were 
applied on section of specimen, which represented beginig of grep region. 
aking into account 
late fixed en
limitations of available testing equipment, following 
geometrical parameters of tensile specimen were chosen for material AA7010: total 
length , total width 20
T
mm150=Lt mmW mmT 35.6=, thickness , t = deforming 
length =dL ngth 10 mmL 20 , gauge le 5.2= . Varied parameters for ma l AA7010 
are s
teria
hown in following table. 
 
Case I II III 
R Radius [mm] 5  4 3 
0W  Gage width [mm] 10 12 14 
Tab. 3.1.3.1. Varied geometrical parameters of flat test specimen for AA7010 
 
On the basis of simulation, it was concluded that most uniform distribution of 
stresses corresponds to the specimen with R 5mm=  and mm100W = , and this 
y was adopted as a metry for material AA7010. 
Similar analysis was performed for the other material AA2024, and on the 
basis of s etrical similarity and requirements of existing equipment, 
me spe et
geometr n initial geo
imulations, geom
cimen geom ry for both materials AA7010 and AA2024, was adopted as 
170= , total width 
sa
follows: total length Lt mm mmWt 4.25= , deforming length 
20=dL , gauge length mmL 5.120 = , gage width mmW 100 = , radius mmR 8= , 
thickness of specimen for AA2024 mmT 5.2=  and thickness of specimen for 
AA7010 mmT 35.6= . 
 
3.1.4. Testing apparatus 
stron 8032 Servo hydraulic fatig e machine, supplied with Instron 8500 
controlling electronics, and with the f
109 kN  and 40 
litres/m achine can provide a maximum steady-state velocity 
of 80 m
 
The selection of apparatus for particular test involves consideration of: the 
purpose of the test, the accuracy required, availability and economy. On the basis of 
above criterions following equipment was chosen: 
 
Testing machine: 
In u
iollow ng characteristics: 100 kN actuator with 
tall force, 45 litres/minute manifold, 1 litre pressure line accumulator s
in servo valve. This test m
m/s (Fig. 3.1.4.1.). 
 
 
Fig. 3.1.4.1. Characteristic of Instron 8032 Servo hydraulic machine 
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Environmental chamber: 
stron SFL 3339-406 temperature chamber, supplied with digital control 
handse
eans of carrying out materials test 
ntrolled air temperature environment. Chamber is equipped wit LN2 
 peratures below ambient 
temperature (Fig. 3.1.4.2.)
 
 
In
t Eurotherm 2408, with following characteristics: temperature range: Co70−  
to Co250+ , temperature stability Co2± . 
 
This temperature chamber can provide a m
in accurately co
is required for testing at temcooling module, which
. 
 
 
Fig. 3.1.4.2.100 KN Servo Hydraulic Fatigue Machine with 
maximal steady-state velocity of 80 mm/s 
 
LN2 supply: 
 
Wessington PV-120 liquid nitrogen storage vessel with following 
characteristics: capacity: 120 ltr, max working pressure 4.5 bar, static evaporation rate 
1.2% per day. Liquid nitrogen is maintained a  in an insulated Dewar flask, 
which is pressure relived at no more than 1.5 bars. 
  
Extensometer: 
 
Instron 2620-602 dy , 
which is designed r use with posites and 
other materials, exhibiting total strains up to ± 20% of the 
 
Fig. 3.1.4.3. Dynamic strain gage extensometer mounted on 
the dog bone specimen 
Co196−t 
namic strain gauge extensometer
 metals, comfo
original gauge length. Application of this extensometer 
include, wide operating temperature range, from Co80−  to 
Co200+ . 
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3.1.5. M
or all tests, 3 items are measured and recorded with maximal sampling 
frequency of 12 kHz, for the calculation of mat pertie
load that gives access to the stress in the specimen, measured by load 
fitted as a standard to testing ma
po e cr at g ation e len  
s
 lo stra d b cal e ter c  
measurements o the e d red perat
 
kHz/channel 
 
The tem  is mea one eath ameter type K 
th le, fitted ard to rature ch r, and p ed 
w tion a ntre o rn air grid  the centre  baffle. 
 
3 matrix
  
owing t (Tab. presen posed tes trix with al 
practical achievable ranges for temp rature and cr shead speed
-------------------- 
C d 
-50  C 0  +7 C +  +
easurements 
 
F
erial pro s: 
- The 
 cell, which is
- The 
chine. 
sition of th osshead th ives elong  of the fre gth of the
pecim n. 
- The
e
ngitudinal in measure y mechani xtensome apable for
f strain on levated an uced tem ures. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.1.5.1. Data Logger with 
maximal sampling frequency of 12 
 
 Inconel sh
te pe
perature
 wh
sured with ed 3 mm di
ermocoup ich is 
t th  ce
as a stand
f the etu
m
 t
ambe osition
ith its junc e r a  of the
.1.6. Test  
Foll able 3.1.6.1.) re ts pro t ma maxim
e os . 
 
Temperature 
rosshead spee
o oC 0o 140oC 200oC 
0
 
AA2024 
AA7010
AA2024 AA2024 AA2024 
A7010 
AA2024 
AA7010 
.008 mm/s 
 AA7010 AA7010 A
0.08 mm/s 
 
AA2024 
AA7010 
AA2024 
AA7010 
AA2024 
AA7010 
AA2024 
AA7010 
AA2024 
AA7010 
0.8 m /s AA2024m
 
 AA2024 
AA7010 
AA2024 AA2024 AA2024 
AA7010 AA7010 AA7010 AA7010 
8 mm  
 
 AA20
AA7010 
A
A
 AA2024 
AA7010 
/s AA2024 24 
AA7010  
A 2024 
A 7010 
AA2024
AA7010
80 m s
 
 
AA7010 
AA20
AA7010 
A 4 
A 010 
AA2024 
AA7010 
m/  AA2024 24 A 202 AA2024 
A 7 AA7010 
Tab. 3.1.6.1. Test ma  fo
 
trix r tensile test 
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On the basis of specifications of an A2024-T3 
(Tensile strength R=452-463 MPa, Elongation A=18-20 %) and AA7010-T7651  
(Tensile strength R=546-556 MPa, Elongation A=11-12 %), tensile test parameters 
are ado d
 
Material Crosshead 
speed 
[mm/s] 
Engineering 
strain rate 
[1/s] 
p
[H
mber of 
ples 
mech ical properties for A
pte  and summarized in the following table (Tab. 3.1.6.2.). 
Sam ling Estimated Nu
frequency test time   sam
z] [s] 
AA7010 6.4 x 1 1000 0.008 0-4 2 500 
AA2024    250 500 
AA7010 0.08 6.4 x 10-3 20 50 1000 
AA2024    25 500 
AA7010 0.8 6.4 x 10-2 200 5.0 1000 
AA2024    2.5 500 
AA7010 -18 6.4 x 10 2000 0.50 1000 
AA2024    0.25 500 
AA7010 80 6.4 x 100 12000 0.050 600 
AA2024    0.025 300 
Tab. 3.1.6.2. Tensile test parameters 
 
ecimens and tests were named with a set of 8 characters/numbers following 
 
Sp
the hereafter definition: 
 
• Character 1  : 2  Material AA2024 
• Character 3&4&5 : 8M3  Test speed 0.008 mm/s 
8M2  Test speed 0.08 mm/s 
8M1  Test speed 0.8 mm/s 
8P0   Test speed 8 mm/s 
8P1   Test speed 80 mm/s 
• Character 6&7  : M5  Test temperature -50oC 
00    Test temperature 0oC 
P7   Test temperature +70oC 
14   Test temperature +140oC 
20   Test temperature +200oC 
• Character 8  : N  Specimen number 
Figures 3.1.6.1. a-c and Fig 3.1.6.2. a-c show photographs of typical tensile 
specimens used in this project. 
 
Fig. 3.1.6.1. a-c shows AA7010 specimens: a) before, b) after the deformation 
of 
→
7 →  Material AA7010 
• Character 2  : L →  o45=α  (L direction) 
T →  o45=α  (LT direction) 
D →  o45=α  
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
5.20=ε , and c) fractured specimen, tested at 1400 C and 6.4x 10-4 s-1. 
 
Examples of the specimens for AA2024 are shown in Fig. 3.1.6.2. : a) before 
testing, b) deformed with elongation of 5.20=ε , and c) fractured specimen tested at 
tested at 00 C and 6.4x 10-4 s-1. 
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Fig. 3.1.6.1. Tensile specimens for material AA7010: a) Untested flat tensile 
specimen for material AA7010LT, b) Specimen 7L8M3142 with elongation of 
, tested at 1400 C and 6.4x 10-4 s-1, c) Fractured tensile specimen 7L8M3141 
tested at 1400 C and 6.4x 10-4 s-1   
 
5.20=ε
 
Fig. 3.1.6.2. Tensile specimens for material AA2024: a) Untested flat tensile 
specimen for material AA2024LT, b) Specimen 2L8M3002 with elongation of 
5.20=ε , tested at 00 C and 6.4x 10-4 s-1 , c) Fractured tensile specimen 2L8M3001 
tested at 00 C and 6.4x 10-4 s-1
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3.1.7. Te
. 3.1.7.1. and Fig. 3.1.7.2. show a classical strain rate dependant 
response for AA7010. The effects of strain perature are clearly observed 
since the difference in the flow stress between the different strain rates and 
t
 
nsile test results 
 
Figures Fig
 rate and tem
emperatures are distinct and significant. 
 
Fig. 3.1.7.1. AA7010 stress-strain curves for L direction at different strain rates and 
temperatures 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.1.7.2. AA7010 stress-strain curves for LT direction at different strain rates and 
temperatures 
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Figures Fig. 3.1.7.3. and Fig. 3.1.7.4. show stress-strain response for 
AA2024.The AA2024 is not strain rate dependant, but e erature is 
clearly observed. 
 
ffects of temp
 
Fig. 3.1.7.3. AA2024 stress-strain curves for L direction at different strain rates and 
temperatures 
 
 
Fig. 3.1.7.4. AA2024 stress-strain curves for LT direction at different strain rates and 
temperatures 
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Typical stress-strain plots for aluminium alloy AA2024 and AA7010 from 
 for three 
5  and , are presented in Fig. 3.1.7.5. and  
ig. 3.1.7.6. 
tensile tests performed at C  and at the strain rate of 
different specimen orientations at o0 , 4
o70+ 14104.6 −−= sxε&
o o90
F
 
Fig. 3.1.7.5. Stress-strain response for AA2024 at +700 C and 14104.6 −−= sx  ε&
 
Fig. 3.1.7.6. Stress-strain response for AA7010 at +700 C and 14104.6 −−= sxε&  
 
tress-strain plots for aluminiumS  alloys AA2024 and AA7010 from tensile 
tests performed at Co70+  in the strain rate range from 14104.6 −−= sxε&  to 
10104.6 −= sxε&  for three different specimen orientations at o0 , o45  and o90 , are 
presented in Appendix A.  
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 3.2. Taylor cylinder impact test 
 
3.2.1. Purpose of test 
 of 
recovered cylinders with com
essenti
bonded
 
The Taylor test is a dynamic compression test, which was originally developed 
to estimate the high strain rate compressive flow stresses of ductile materials and to 
compare their dynamic compression failure properties. Its main use at present is the 
validation of high-strain rate constitutive models, by comparing the shapes
puter predictions [24-27]. High-speed photography is 
al for checking models if viscoelastic materials such as polymers or polymer-
 explosives are being studied. 
 
G.I. Taylor proposed original cylinder impact test [12]. His method consists of 
firing a solid cylinder of the material against a massive, rigid target. The dynamic 
flow stress of the cylinder material can be estimated by measuring the overall length 
of the impacted cylinder and the length of the undeformed (rear) section of the 
projectile by means of the following simple formula: 
 
)/ln()(2
)(
Hlll
HlV
−
−= ρσ    
1
2
   (3.2.1.1.)  
where σ  is the dynamic yield stress of the material of the projectile, ρ  density, V its 
impact velocity, l  initial height  and 1l , H  are defined in figure Fig. 3.2.1.1. 
  
 
Fig. 3.2.1.1. Schematic diagram of a Taylor impact specimen during deformation and 
final state 
 
Taylor used a very simple analysis that assumed rigid, perfectly plastic 
material behaviour and simple one-dimensional wave-propagation concepts. He 
assumed that deformed region is propagating away from the rigid wall at a velocity 
, while the undeformed portion of the cylinder whose instantaneous length is  is 
travelling at a decreasing velocity . It is assumed that the material behaviour is rate-
independent, 
pC h
v
)(εσσ = , and rigid-plastic, that is elastic strains are negligible. 
 
However, the Taylor test, or variants such as rod-on-rod impact, have been 
used and developed to the present day. It has not often been used to obtain dynamic 
yield stresses of materials but for studying (a) the propagation of plastic waves, and 
(b) for checking constitutive models by comparing the shapes of recovered cylinders 
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with computer predictions. It has also been used for its original purpose in obtaining 
the dynamic properties of (a) polymers at room temperature, (b) metals at elevated 
temperatures and (c) energetic materials. 
 
The most common experimental arrangement for this test consists of firing a 
cylindrical rod specimen against a rigid target. Very high strain rates (103 to 105 s-1), 
with a three-dimensional stress-state, are reached near the impact face. The impacted 
end deforms plastically into a mushroom-shape, while the other end remains 
undeformed plastically. The plastically deformed region may reach high levels of 
strain (exceeding 0.6 for ductile materials). An increasingly widely used variant on 
this test is the symmetrical Taylor test where a rod of material is fired end-on and 
coaxially at a rod of identical material and diameter.  
 
High strain rate constitutive models are used in numerical codes for the 
modelling of dynamic deformation of structures. They are normally derived using 
data from well-defined constant strain rate techniques such as Hopkinson bars or plate 
impact. It is important to note that the Taylor test alone cannot be used to derive such 
constitutive models. However, it is proving to be a sensitive test of their validity.  
 
t. 
A variant on this is the '
here a rod  fired end-on and coaxially at a rod of 
identical m o orm, but is 
recom
b
 
3.2.2. Material description and experiment 
 
Taylor cylinder specimens were cut out from AA7010 rolled plate. These 
specimens were 9.30 mm diameter cylinders with length 46.50 mm giving the length-
to-diameter ratio L/D=5. A laboratory test frame (X, Y, Z) representing the principal 
axes of impact test is adopted such that compressive impact loading is always applied 
along X-axsis. The X direction was the original rolling direction for this plate (Fig 
3.2.2.1.).  
 
To conclude, we can recognize two basic types of Taylor test:  
- The original configuration, where a single rod is fired against a rigid targe
reverse-ballistic' Taylor test where the target is fired at a 
stationary cylinder. This is particularly useful if it is desired to study the properties of 
materials at temperatures other than ambient.  
- The symmetric test, w is
aterial and diameter. This test is m re complex to perf
ended for dynam ilure evaluations and fom ic fa r highly rate sensitive materials 
ecause of the lack of friction on the impact face.  
 
Fig. 3.2.2.1. Principal axes of the Taylor impact test 
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Several Taylor tests were conducted at Royal Military College of Science 
Shrivenham, where cylinders were launched at velocities of 200, 214, 244, 400 m/s, 
using a smooth-bore launch tube (Fig. 3.2.2.2.).  
 
 
Fig. 3.2.2.2 ham 
 
typical post-impact specimen. 
. Gas gun facility at Royal Military College of Science - Shriven
Figures, Fig 3.2.2.3. and Fig 3.2.2.4., present photographs of side profiles for 
the velocities of 200 m/s and 214 m/s, respectively, along with the footprints from a 
 
      Side Profile         Footprint 
Fig. 3.2.2.3. Photographs of the post-test geometry for the AA 7010 Taylor specimen 
V=200 m/s 
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               Side Profile                                Footprint 
 
Fig. 3.2.2.4. Photographs of the post-test geometry for the AA 7010 Taylor specimen 
V=214 m/s 
 
 
Photographs show that asymmetric footprints have an eccentricity (ratio of 
major [0 deg and 180 deg] to minor diameters [90 deg and 270 deg]). 
 
 
Figure, Fig 3.2.2.5. presents photographs of side profiles for the velocities of 
244 m/s and 400 m/s, respectively. These specimens experienced multiple fractures at 
the impact end, and they have not been used for further analysis. 
 
V=244 m/s     V=400 m/s 
 
Fig. 3.2.2.5. Photograph of the post-test side profile geometry for the AA 7010 Taylor 
specimens 
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3.2.3. Ta
ing machine (Fig. 3.2.3.1.). The data consist of 
digitised side profiles for minor and major dimension, and digitised footprints that 
give Y-Z cross-sectional area at the impact interface. 
 
ylor test results 
 
After testing, geometric profile data (Fig. 3.2.3.2.) for deformed specimens 
were generated using an 3D scann
 
Fig. 3.2.3.1. 3D Scanning machine 
 
Final s d 
42.1 mm for specim
pecimen heights are: 42.2 mm for specimen impacted at 200 m/s, an
en impacted at 214 m/s. 
 
 
V=200 m/s     V=214m/s 
 
Fig. 3.2.3.2. 3D Scan of post-test geometry for the AA 7010 Taylor specimen 
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Figures Fig. 3.2.3.3. and Fig. 3.2.3.4. show Taylor cylinder digitised major 
and minor side profiles, impacted with velocities of 200 m/s and 214 m/s respectively, 
and Fig. 18 shows comparison of minor and major side profiles of post-test geometry 
plotted as radial strain vs. distance. 
 
 
Minor profile     Major profile 
 
Fig. 3.2.3.3. Digitised minor and major side profile of post-test geometry for the AA 
7010 Taylor specimen (V=200 m/s) 
 
 
Minor profile     Major profile 
 
Fig. 3.2.3.4. Digitised minor and major side profile of post-test geometry for the AA 
7010 Taylor specimen (V=214 m/s) 
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Figure Fig 3.2.3.5. shows digitised footprints of post-test geometries for 
icity (ratio of major to minor diameters) for the specimen 
pacted at 200 m/s is 1.04, and eccentricity (ratio of major to minor diameters) for 
/s is 1.06. 
 
Taylor specimens. Eccentr
im
specimen impacted at 214 m
  
                           V=200 m/s               V=214 m/s 
the AA 7010 Taylor 
specimen 
 
or side 
profiles, and comparison o
Taylor specimens impacted at 200 m/s and 214 m/s. 
 
 
Fig. 3.2.3.5. Digitised footprint of post-test geometry for 
 
Figure Fig. 3.2.3.6. shows Taylor cylinders digitised major and min
f minor and major side profiles of post-test geometry for 
 
 
 
.2.3.6. Comparison of the major and minor side profiles of post-test geometry 
for the AA 7010 Taylor ens impacted at 200 and 214 m/s plotted as radial 
strain vs. distance 
Fig. 3
 specim
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3.3. Plate impact test 
 
3.3.1. Purpose of the test 
 
 of the experimental configurations used to study fracturing und r 
dynamic conditions involves impacting a flyer plate against a target specimen of the 
same or different material. This experiment is known as plate impact test [28-30]. 
Any impact, at any speed, results in the propagation of stress waves through a solid. 
Since the stress waves propagate at finite speed, which is a material property, 
gradients in strain or stress will exist in both space and time. The superposition of two 
waves in the target plate, incident and re
One e
flected, sets material in tension and causes 
damage leading to spallation. 
 
he inc
Hugon
T ident wave is purely elastic when the stress amplitude is below the 
iot Elastic Limit ( HELσ ). If the impact velocity, 0V , is high enough, the HEL is 
exceeded causing the elastic precursor and slower plastic compressive waves to 
propagate toward the free surface of the target.  
 
Measurement of free surface velocity, HELfsV , immediately behind the elastic 
precursor wave front gives us the Hugoniot Elastic Limit as: 
HEL
fslHEL VCρσ 2
1=        (3.3.1.1.) 
The Hugoniot Elastic Limit is related to the dynamic yield strength as; 
01
21 σνσ ⎟⎞⎜⎛ −=HEL     ν ⎠⎝ −    (3.3.1.2.) 
 0σwhere ν  is the Poisson’s ratio, and  is the yield limit in uniaxial stress 
nditico ons. 
 
Therefore, firstly an elastic precursor propagates with the elastic wave speed: 
)21)(1(
)1(
1 ννρ
ν
−+
−= EC ,      (3.3.1.3.) 
which is followed by a family of plastic waves propagating with different 
speeds: 
p
pp d
dC ε
σ
ρε
1)( = ,       (3.3.1.4.) 
where pε  is the plastic strain. At the same time, the identical waves propagate 
in the flyer. The elastic-plastic incident wave is reflected at the target free surface as a 
tensile wave. After superposition of these waves in the middle of specimen, the 
material is loaded in tension. The standard phase diagram corresponding to the plate 
impact experiment is shown in Fig. 3.3.1.1. 
 
A typical experimental configuration consists of a flat flyer plate of thickness 
hLi = , which is launched at velocity 0V . Flyer strikes a stationary target of thickness 
larger then Li, typically hLc 2= . For symmetric impact, that is the target and the 
flyer plates made of the same material, symmetric compressive waves are generated 
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in the target and in the flayer. Reflection of the compressive incident wave from free 
surface of the target produces a tensile stress wave. At the distance h from the free 
surface
 wave are high enough, spalla  
occurs, and a new free surface is created inside the target plate. The stress am
 the incident wave can be obtained f
 a high tensile stress occurs before the arrival of release wave from the edges 
of the plate. The compressive wave in the flayer plate is reflected by the free surface 
as a tensile wave and returns to the impact surface. The time of contact is 
1/2 Chtc = . Consequently, duration of the tensile wave generated in the target is ct . 
If the magnitude and duration of this tensile stress tion
plitude 
of rom relation VC1ρσ = , where V  is the 
 acoustic approximation used frequently to analyse test data velocity. This is so-called
near HEL. 
 
 
Fig. 3.3.1.1. Characteristics for plate im ent 
 
When spalling initiates, the release waves em  the newly created free 
surfaces completely change the pattern of wa
pressure release wave from the flyer plat
the spallation occurs will r
surface speed. The creation of the spall plane aterial to 
zero. This release propagates as a tension ple and 
finally also reaches the rear surface. Due to
velocity increase of the material and thus 
stress measured after spalling at the free surf
analyse spall dynamics. From the amount 
(dynamic tension strength) can be determined. 
 
3.3.2. Experimental 
  
For flyer plate investigations, 10 mm th le was impacted by 
OFHC Cu flyer plate 5 mm in thickness with the im  304 m/s. Target 
was machined into circular plate 70 mm in diameter, and diameter of flyer was 50mm. 
Manganin stress gauge was supported on the m block of 
pact experim
itted from
ves inside the target plate. Part of the 
e back surface, which passed the area where 
each the target plate’s rear surface and reduce the free 
reduces tension stress inside m
stress release wave through the sam
 the nature of this wave, it causes a new 
of the rear surface. The pull-out speed or 
ace of the target is frequently used to 
of the speed reduction the spall strength 
ick OFHC Cu samp
pact velocity of
back of the target with 12 m
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polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA). The geometry of the target and the impactor was 
hosen so that the reflected wave completely released from target and flayer would 
interac
ent was performed with a single-stage gas gun at Shrivenham by 
3  party. The specimen was softly recovered with a specially designed catcher to 
prevent any secondary damage.  
This experimental technique is very useful and clean in comparison to 
explosive loading because the speed and planarity of impact can be precisely 
controlled to obtain an uniaxial state of deformation inside the target. In addition, an 
advancement of spalling can be stopped at different levels: incipient, intermediate and 
complete by using different flayer/target geometries and impact velocities. 
The velocity was measured via the shorting of sequentially mounted pairs of 
pins to an accuracy of approximately 0.1%. Specimen alignment was better then 1 
miliradian. The gun is sufficiently accurate that control of the pressure in the breech 
allowed the speeds to be repeated to 
c
t in the centre of the OFHC Cu plate. In such a configuration, the response time 
of the gauge is approximately 20 ns, due to the close impedance matching of the 
PMMA, epoxy gauge backing and the epoxy adhesive used to assemble the target 
assemblies. Thus, the response time of the gauge is minimised and fine detailes in the 
wave profile can be resolved.  
The experim
rd
±  1 m/s. 
 Measured stress-time history with a gauge in spalled OFHC Cu specimen is 
shown in Fig. 3.3.2.1. It shows clearly the loading plateau and the signal of spallation. 
The stress has been measured in PMMA  the gauge was supported on the back of 
the target with 12 mm block of this material. The stress has been converted to in-
material value 
since
xσ  using well-known relation [34]: 
 
p
p
px
x Z
ZZ σσ
2
+=        (3.3.2.1.) 
Here pσ  is the stress measured in the PMMA, and  and  are the shock 
impendances of the specimen and the PMMA, respectively. 
 
xZ pZ
 
Fig. 3.3.2.1. Stress record from gauge in PMMA behind OFHC Cu specimen for 
initial impact speed of 304 m/s 
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3.3.3. M
oalescence of voids. Spallation in brittle materials takes place by dynamic crack 
ropagation without large-scale plastic deformation. We will focus our attention only 
on the 
icrostructural aspect of spalling 
 
Spallation is one of the dynamic fracture phenomena within a material under 
intense impulsive loading and is caused by high tensile stresses due to interaction of 
stress waves. In ductile materials, spallation is consequence of the nucleation, growth 
and c
p
former case. 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Fig. 3.3.3.1. Microphotographs of mechanisms of damage and failure due to 
growth and coalescence of voids in the softly recovered spall specimen from an 
impact experiment on OFHC Cu target 
 
The process of spallation in ductile materials is a complex phenomenon, due 
to the number of different physical effects involved. Generally dynamic growth of a 
void presents some additional complications. Firstly, the heat generated by plastic 
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deformation cannot dissipate itself due to high rate of deformation. Secondly, the 
ociated with the displacement of the material adjoining the voids 
alls become an important consideration. Thirdly, wave interactions have a bearing 
on this
 
 the local strain 
te. 
 Cu softly recovered spalled specimen 
own in Fig. 3.3.3.1.(a) Growth of large voids takes 
on near small voids as shown in Fig. 3.3.3.1.(b) 
 of spall s dicates that spalling is 
generated by direc ear near the spall 
surface. 
 
inertial effects ass
w
 phenomenon in the final configuration. 
 
The spall strength data [105] clearly indicated the temperature dependency, 
ecreasing as the temperature increases. The yield strength and viscosity also decrease d
when temperature increases. 
In case of ductile separation, voids nucleate through particle-matrix debonding 
or through particle cracking. Than, they grow by local plastic deformation, and finally 
oalesce by the onset of local instabilities. The first stage is essentially controlled by c
the critical stress level which is linked to microstructure, and the two others are 
controlled by plastic deformation which is linked to temperature and
ra
 
Microscopic observations of the OFHC
have been carried out. Figure 3.3.3.1. shows the photomicrographs of such 
observation. All micrographs have been taken along central loading axis, and shock 
irection is vertical. It was found that in the matrix material surrounding large voids, d
there were many small voids as sh
ect impingement upplace by dir
Configuration urface, shown in Fig. 3.3.3.1.(c), in
t link of large voids. In addition, many voids app
sSSpa 
Spall
 
get impacted at velocity of 304 m/s, OFHC 
ateri
 
Fig. 3.3.3.2. show spallation at the macro-scale for OFHC Cu corresponding to 
the impact . At this impact velocity, when spall is initiated, one 
can also observe plastic bending of the target between the free surface and spall 
 
 flyer and tarFig. 3.3.3.2. Cross section of
Cu m al 
 veloc 4 m/sity of 30
surface. 
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3.4. Summary 
0
age of 
nly available measurement technique, 
onal e additional tests have 
been carried out at Erns ing: 
 
- extended strain rate rang
 
- contact-less optical s  allowed simultaneous 
easurement of both longitudinal and transverse strain during tensile tests. 
ab. 3.4.1. Tensile test summary 
Tensile Test 
 
New tensile test procedure has been proposed in this research, and tensile tests 
that have been carried out in this work are summarized in the table Tab. 3.4.1. Due to 
limitations of Cranfield University tensile test facility, which are: 
 
- maximal achievable strain rate range up to 10x10  1/s, 
 
 measurement of only longitudinal strains during tensile tests, due to us-
mechanical extensiometer which was o
 
need for the additi tensile tests have been identified. Thos
t Mach Ins ured followtitute, and they sec
e up to 10 x  102 1/s 
train rate measurement technique
m
 
T
Cranfield University – SoE Facility 
5 Strain Rates : 5 Temperatures : 3 Orientations 
AA7010 AA2024 
165 Tests 85 Tests 
Ernst-Mach-Institute Facility 
1 Strain Rate : 1 Temperature : 2 Orientations 
AA7010 AA2024 
6 Tests - 
 
Results from additional tensile tests are presented in Appendix B, and they 
have been used for validation of constants for constitutive models, which have been 
initially determined using results form tensile tests which have been carried out at 
lower strain rate regime, but at different temperatures. In that way hypothesis of 
interchangeability of strain rate and temperature has been validated. 
 
Tab. 3.4.2. Cylinder impact test summary 
Taylor Cylinder Impact Test 
Cranfield University – RMCS Facility 
Gas Gan Facility 
4 Launched Speeds 
Cranfield University – SoE Facility 
3D Scaning Machine 
19 Digitised Cross-Sections per Scan 
AA7010 AA7010 
4 Tests 2 Scans 
 
Simultaneous measurement of longitudinal and transverse strain of tensile 
specimen during tensile test, allowed direct measurement of Lankford coefficient, 
using following relationship: 
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p
w
p
l
p
wR
ε−=          (3.4.1.) εε +
resented and commented in Appendix B. It has been found that 
alue of Lankford coefficient R deduced using impact cylinder test, which is 
present
 
and those results are p
v
ed in the Chapter 5, corresponds to the maximal value of Lankford coefficient. 
 
Summary of Taylor cylinder and plate impact tests, with corresponding post-test 
measurements and analysis are presented in tables Tab. 3.4.2. and Tab. 3.4.3.  
 
Tab. 3.4.3. Plate impact test summary 
Plate Impact Test 
Cranfield University – RMCS Facility 
Gas Gan Facility 
1 Launched Speeds: 1 Orientation 
OFHC Cu 
1 Test 
Post-test Micro-structural Analysis 
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4. ST N
4.1. Introduction 
 
glected [35].  Different materials show 
different degree of strain rate dependen
solving dynamic loading structural problem
from strain rate and strain/work hardeni
deform cesses o
The most complex rate dependant models define the yield stress as a function 
f strai ied a mpirical 
or phy e tend cy is to 
develop more physically based models that will enable application of the model to a 
broader range of strains, opposite the restri
the less physically sound models. 
important because they are actually used in 
compu
perature in 
dditio
RAIN RATE AND TEMPERATURE DEPE DENCE 
 
The importance of the effect of strain rate on metal material properties 
depends on the specific application conditions. In metal processing and 
crashworthiness problems where strain rate is in the range of 0.01 – 100 1/s, it has 
been shown that this effect cannot be ne
cy, but if material model is developed for 
s this aspect should be included.  Apart 
ng effects the thermal effects typical for 
ation pro f metals have to be included into constitutive models.   
 
o n, strain rate, and temperature. These models are usually classif s e
sically based, depending on their basic assumptions. Today th en
ction to a specific strain range when using 
 
There are many constitutive equations that have been proposed by different 
investig tors. These equations are very a
ter codes to represent material behaviour. 
 
Steinberg – Guinan [123] proposed a model that gives the definition of the 
shear stress (G) dependence on the effective plastic strain, pressure and tem
a n to the definition of the yield strength (Y). 
It is assumed that a value of &ε  exists beyond which strain rate has a minimal 
effect on Y. The value of strain rate obtained experimentally and used as a limitation 
value is 15 s10 −=ε& perature dependence of Y is assumed to be the same as 
that of . The constitutive relations f r G and Y as functions of 
. The tem
G o ε , P and T for high 
&ε  are 
 
⎥⎥⎢
−⎟⎟
⎞
⎜⎜
⎛+η⎟⎟
⎞
⎜⎜
⎛+= )300(1 3/1 TG
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G
G
G Tp0 ,    (⎦
⎤
⎢⎣
⎡
⎠⎝⎠⎝
G
0
'
0
'
4.1.1.) 
[ ]
⎥⎥⎦⎢⎣
−⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛+η⎟⎠⎜⎝
+εβ+ )300((1 3/1 TY
YP
Y 0
T
0
0 .   (4.1.2.) 
subject to the limitation that: 
      (4.1.3.) 
⎤⎢⎡ ⎟⎞⎜⎛+ε= 1) ni YYY
''
p
[ ]Y Y i nmax ( )≥ + +0 1 β ε ε
 
Wereη  i compression, defi d as the initial specific volume v0  divided by the 
specific volume
s ne
v , β  and n are work-hardening parameters and iε  is the initial 
effective plastic a normally equal to zero.    str in, 
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The subscript 0 ref  thers to e reference state (T= 300 K, P= 0,ε  = 0).  Primed 
parameters with the subscripts P and T imply derivatives of that parameter with 
respect to pressure or temperature at the reference state. 
 
124] roposed an improved version of the Steinberg-
tends ts validity to strain rates as low as 10-4 s-1 should 
e taken into consideration. The modification of Steinberg-Guinan model for the 
 
Steinberg – Lund [ p
Guinan model. This model ex  i
b
yield stress has the form
0
),()}(),({
G
tpGfYTY pApTy εεσ += &      (4.1.4.) 
. 
erature-dependent shear modulus 
ivided
s and defines the strain rate dependence of the yield stress. 
Strain r
Where ),( p TεY T & is the thermally activated part of the yield strength and is a 
function of pε& and T and pT YY ≤
 
The second, athermal, term includes the work hardening term )( pεf : 
 
max)](1[)( YYfY
np
iApA ≤++= εγβε      (4.1.5.) 
 
Where pY  is Peierls stress for rate dependent model and maxY  is work 
hardening maximum for the rate model. 
 
The last term is the pressure and temp
d  by G0, the modulus at Standard Temperature and Pressure conditions – 
reference condirions. The definition of the shear modulus stays the same. 
 
Cowper – Symonds [125] model is based on the assumptions of dynamic, 
rigid-plastic theory of beam
ate law is defined as: 
 
p
0
y )1(D −σ
σ=ε&
D, p are empirical constants. 
 
,       (4.1.6.) 
 
Where σ0 is the static yield stress, and 
Campbell and Cooper [126] modification suggested for a uniaxial stress and 
condition uy ε≤ε≤ε  is defined as: 
 
q/1
yuuy
yu
0 D)(D)(
)(
1 ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
ε−ε+ε−ε
εε−ε+=σ
σ &     (4.1.7.) 
 
  
 Where yε  is yield strain, uε  is ultimate strain, σ is respective dynamic flow 
stress, σ0 is respective static flow stress, ε&  is strain rate, and q parametar independent 
of strain. 
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 For small strains, yε=ε   
q/1
 
y0 D
1 ⎟⎟⎠⎜
⎜
⎝
ε+=σ
σ &        (4.1.8.) 
 For large strains and u
⎞⎛
ε=ε  
 
 
q/1
u0 D
1 ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ε+=σ
σ &        (4.1.9.) 
 
Coefficient Dy is identified as the usual coefficient for small strains while Du 
is evaluated from the strain rate sensitive properties at the ultimate tensile strength of 
the material. 
 
The most widely used models today, for crashworthiness applications are the 
Johnson-Cook, Zerilli-Armstrong and Mechanical Threshold Stress models. It 
should be noted that the validation of these models is mainly done using materials 
with pronounced strain rate/temperature dependency, usually metals and their alloys. 
Validation of the rate dependant material models means that those models are used for 
simulations of the experiments and afterwards for comparison of experimental and 
numerical simulation results. When it comes to the application of these models to a 
specific structural material, usually an alloy, the main problem is to define material 
constants for the strain rate dependant model used. 
 
Detailed descriptions of the Johnson Cook (JC), Zerilli Armstrong (ZA) and 
Mechanical threshold stress (MTS) material models, are given in this chapter. Novel 
procedures for calibraton of MTS and JC material models are developed and 
presented in detail. 
 
While JC and ZA have the simpler definition and require a smaller number of 
constants, the MTS model is more general and consequently a more complex model. 
Simpler models, such as ZA and JC models, are more widely used in simulations, as it 
is easier to obtain the constants required for the models. On the other hand, the MTS 
model offers better accuracy in predicting the response at higher strains and represents 
a model of greater importance for the future. 
 
 The constitutive equations mentioned above have a number of parameters 
defining material properties. The Johnson-Cook model has five parameters, the 
Zerilli-Armstrong has five parameters and the Mechanical Threshold Stress model can 
be used with two or four parameters. The parameters are experimentally determined 
in tests performed over a range of strain rates and temperatures. Testing procedures 
for the Johnson-Cook and Zerilli-Armstrong models do not require low temperature 
tests and therefore are simpler than required for the MTS model. 
 
 The main advantage of the Johnson-Cook model over the Zerilli-Armstrong 
and MTS models is in the number of materials for which the parameters are known. 
At the same time the advantage of the Zerilli-Armstrong and MTS models over 
Johnson-Cook model is in the fact that they are based on physical processes taking 
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place in the deforming material and therefore can more accurately represent behaviour 
 
 that at large strains most metallic materials tend to 
approach a finite “saturation stress” or approach a constant but small hardening rate. 
Such s
d for large strain applications 
ental results much 
better [
of the material. 
 It is generally accepted
aturation is lacking in the models like Johnson-Cook and Zerilli-Armstrong. 
The MTS model contrarily uses a differential form to fit the experimental data. 
 The lack of saturation stress as an integral part of the models like Johnson-
Cook and Zerilli-Armstrong, makes it impossible to create a satisfactory model fit at 
small strains if these models were previously optimise
and vice versa. The MTS model has been shown to fit the experim
67,68,69]. 
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4.2. Empirical constitutive equations 
4.2.1. Johnson – Cook model 
 
aterial model is an empirical model. As most of 
the models of this type it expresses the e
functio  his model is 
pplicable for the range of strain rates from 0.001 to 1000s-1. Typical applications 
include a pact. 
In the presence of low and constant strain rates conditions, m
along the well-
+  
 
The Johnson-Cook [41-43] m
quivalent von Mises tensile flow stress as a 
n of the equivalent plastic strain, strain rate, and temperature. T
a
 explosive metal forming, b llistic, and im
 
etals work harden 
known relationship which is known as parabolic hardening rule: 
 
nkεσσ = 0         (4.2.1.1.) 
 
where 0σ  is the yield stress, n is work hardening exponent, and k is the 
preexp
ts of temperature on the flow stress can be described with following relation: 
onential factor. 
 
Dynamics events often involve increases in temperature due to adiabatic 
heating, because of this thermal softening must be included in a constitutive model. 
The effec
 
⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−
−−=
m
rm
r
r TT
TT1σσ       (4.2.1.2.) 
 
Here  is the melting point,  is a reference temperature at which mT rT
rσ reference stress is measured, T is temperature for which σ  flow stress is 
calculated, and m is material dependant constant. 
in rate effect can be simply expressed with following relationship, 
which is very often observed at strain rates that are not too high. 
 
The stra
 
σ ε&ln∝         (4.2.1.3.) 
following equation for str s flow stress is given as: 
   (4.2.1.4.) 
Hhere A, B, C, n and m are material constants which are experimentally 
determined. The expression in the first set of brackets gives the stress as a function of 
strain for . The expressions in the second and third sets of 
brackets represent the effects of strain rate and temperature. This equation describes 
very w
 
Johnson and Cook [41-43] based on the above dependencies, proposed the 
ength model, where the von Mise
 
])(1)][ln(1][)([ ** mn TCBA −++= εεσ &  
 
0.1  and * =ε& 0* =T
ell the response of a number of metals. 
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The term *T , homologous temperature, is the ratio of the current temperature 
T  to the melting temperature : m
 
T
rm
r
TT
TT −*
−=         (4.2.1.5.) 
 
mperature at which 
T
where rT  is the reference te  is measured. 0σ
 
Dimensionless strain rate *ε&  is given as 
 
0
*
ε
εε &
&& =         (4.2.1.6.) 
 
where ε&  is the effective plastic strain rate, 0ε&  is the reference strain rate which 
1−can for convenience be made equal to 1 ( = sε&
 this constitutive equation is that strain rate and 
temper
 generally observed for most 
etals. 
 
Because the empirical constitutive equations are basically a curve-fitting 
e to calibrate with minimum of experimental data in 
-s everal rates and several temperature. 
 
Johnson-Cook model also c
iven by: 
 
   (4.2.1.7.) 
0 0.1 ). 
 
One of the problems with
ature effects on the flow stress are uncoupled. This implies that the strain rate 
sensitivity is independent of temperature, which is not
m
procedure, they ar relatively easy 
orm of few stress train curves at sf
ontains a damage model. The strain at fracture is 
g
]1)][ln(1)][exp([ *5
*
4
*
321 TDDDDDf −++= εσε &
 
where: 
 
*σ is the ratio of pressure divided by effective stress σσ
p=* , 
 
54321 ,,,, DDDDD  are damage models parameters. 
 
Fracture occurs when damage parameter 
 
∑ ∆= fD ε ε   
 
ok mo
modification and simplifications. 
reaches the value of 1. 
 
Variants of Johnson-Co del have also been developed with some 
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Simplified Johnson – Cook model 
 
Simplified JC model is used for problems where strain rates vary over a large 
range a
εεσ &CBA ++=       (4.2.1.8.) 
 
odified Johnson – Cook model 
Th icatio
rep fect in a 
ot linear function of the natural 
g, but rather an exponential function. On the basis of this observation [44] flow 
stress c
     (4.2.1.9.) 
 
.2.2. Procedures for obtaining parameters for Johnson-Cook material model 
u
ow
    (4.2.2.1.) 
 and the quantity 
nd thermal effects are ignored. Flow stress is described as: 
 
*n )]ln(1][)([
M
 
is model incorporates a simple modif n to the JC model to better 
resent the strain rate ef manner of exponential function. There is evidence 
that strain rate influence on strength of material is n
lo
an be expressed as: 
 
])(1][)][()([ ** mCn TBA −+= εεσ &
4
  
The form lation of the JC model [43-45] is empirically based. The JC model 
represents the fl  stress with an equation of the form: 
 
])(1)][ln(1][)([ ** mn TCBA −++= εεσ &
 
*T  is defined as: 
 
        (4.2.2.2.) 
 
where  is melting temperature and taken as the solidus temperature for an alloy. 
 
The values of A, B, C, n and m are determined from an empirical fit of flow 
stress data (as a function of strain, strain rate and temperature) to flow stress equation. 
 
The parameters in the JC material model are sensitive to the computational 
algorithm used to calculate these parameters. In this chapter, procedures to obtain 
constants for JC model are proposed. 
 
The first step in this process is to determine the constants in the first set of 
brackets. A is yield stress and B and n represent the effects of strain hardening. At 
room temperature and for the strain rate of interest, , the JC equation can be 
written as: 
 
       (4.2.2.3.) 
 
It is a straightforward procedure to obtain the appropriate constants for this strain rate. 
The stress at zero plastic strain 
)298/()298(* −−= meltTTT
meltT
1* =ε&
])([ nBA εσ +=
0σ=A  can be obtained from experimental data, and 
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quantity oσσ −  plotted versus plastic strain on a lo
squares fit of the data to power law equation, gives us v
g-log plot, after applying least 
alues for B and n constants.  
btained from
 
The parameter C can be o  εσ &−  data. At room temperature and 
for constant strain, constitutive equation can be written as: 
 
)]ln(1[ *εσσ &Ca +=  or )ln(1/ *εσσ &Ca =− ,    (4.2.2.4.) 
 
where aσ  is the stress at strain rate of interest  1* =ε& . For constant strain, value of 
aσ can be calculated, and 1−aσσ can be plotted versus ε&  on a semi-log plot. A least 
ined from stress-temperature response of the 
material. tant s
T−=σσ     (4.2.2.5.) 
 
squares fit to the data gives as value of parameter C. 
 
The parameter m can be determ
 At cons train rate, constitutive equation can be written as: 
 
])(1[ * mT−=σσ  or b b ])(1[/ * m
where bσ  is the stress at room temperature. For constant strain and constant strain 
rate, value of bσ  can be calculated, and data plott *Ted as bσσ /  versus . After 
applying least squares fit of the data, value of parameter m can be established. 
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4.3. Physically based constitutive equations 
 
4.3.1. Z
ostructurally based constitutive 
equations that show a v
temperature and strain rate response of typical FCC and BCC m
difference between these materials. The BCC metals are much higher temperature and 
strain rate sensitive than 
Th
metals an
λ*=  .) 
erilli-Armstrong model 
 
This model is based on the framework of thermally activated dislocation 
motion. Zerilli and Armstrong proposed two micr
ery good match with experimental results. They analysed the 
etals and noticed a 
FCC metals. 
ey observed that the activation area A was dependent on strain for FCC 
d independent of strain for BCC metals. The activation area A can be 
obtained from the activation volume V. 
blAbV =       (4.3.1.1
Where b is Burgers vector, λ is the dislocation barrier width, and  is the 
dislocation barrier spacing. 
This is area swept by the dislocat
overco
dislocations decreases as the forest dislocation density increases, 
thus spacing amo
g is expressed with following 
relationship: 
 *l
ion in overcoming an obstacle. 
The principal thermal activation mechanism for BCC metals is based on 
ming Peierls-Nabarro barriers. The spacing of these obstacles is defined with 
lattice spacing and thus not affected by plastic strain. 
In the case of FCC metals, the activation area decreased with increasing strain. 
The spacing between 
ng obstacles *l  decrease with plastic strain for FCC metals. 
 
Relation between dislocation density and spacin
2*
1
l
≅ρ  or ρ
1* =l        (4.3.1.2.) 
 
produce shear strainThe movement of arrays of dislocations will  γ . It is 
assumed that the dislocations do not interact. Shear s
number of dislocation N, per unit area: 
train can be directly related to the 
2tan l
Nbl
l
Nb === θγ       (4.3.1.3.)
here  l is a vector parallel to the dislocation line. 
 
ned as: 
w
If density of dislocation is defi
N
2l
 
we have follow
=ρ         (4.3.1.4.) 
ing expression for shear strain: 
blργ =         (4.3.1.5.) 
 
The shear strain can be converted into a longitudinal strain by adding an 
orientation factor M: 
bl
M
ρε 1=  or 
bl
Mερ =       (4.3.1.6.) 
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Activation area now can be expressed as: 
2⎟⎠⎜⎝ ελ M     (4.3.1.7.) 
 
12
1
* −⎞⎛ bl== λlA   
The constitutive relation which describe thermal portion of stress proposed 
from Zerilli and Armstrog [48] may ressed asbe exp : 
T
th ebA0
where 
GM βσ −∆= 0        (4.3.1.8.)   
εβ &ln43 CC +−=        (4.3.1.9.) 
β  is a parameter dependant on strain rate, 0G∆  is height of free energy 
barrier at 0K and  is activation area at 0K. 
Since  for BCC metals and
 0A
constA =  activation area is proportional to 21−ε  
for FCC metals, we can distinguish two different expressions: 
)lnexp( 431 εσ &TCTCCth +−=  BCC     (4.3.1.10.) 
)lnexp( 43
21
2 εεσ &TCTCCth +−=  FCC    (4.3.1.11.) 
In addition to this thermal part, athermal component Gσ  of flow stress is 
added and term which describes the flow stress dependant on grain size. Yield stress 
increases as the grain size decreases, and this dependence can be described by the 
all-Petch equation: H
21−= kdσ         (4.3.1.12.)   
where d is grain diameter and k is constant. 
The overall expression now may be written as: 
21−++= kdthG σσσ        (4.3.1.13.) 
The separate plastic strain-hardening contribution to the flow stress of BCC 
metals may be evaluated from an assumed power low dependence on strain given by: 
n
G C εσ 5=∆         (4.3.1.14.) 
Integral expressions now have following form: 
21
43
21
2 )lnexp(
−++−+= TCTCCG εεσσ &  F  kd CC   (4.3.1.15.) 
21
5431 )lnexp(
−+++−+= kdCTCTCC nG εεσσ &  BCC  (4.3.1.16.) 
The main difference between those two equations is that the plastic strain is 
uncoupled from strain rate and temperatu
 
o l 
re for BCC metals. 
Modified Zerilli – Armstrong m de
 
This material model is a rate and temperature sensitive plasticity model [49], 
which is sometimes preferred in ordnance design calculations. Flow stress is 
expressed as follows: 
FCC metals 
))(}()]))ln([exp(()({ 5
*
43
2/1
21 )293(µ
µεεσ TCTCCCC ++−+= &   (4.3.1.17.) 
BCC metals 
)
)293(
)()([)]))ln([exp(( 5
*
4321 ](6 µ
µεεσ TCCTCCCC n +++−+= &  (4.3.1.18.) 
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where 
ε  - effective plastic strain 
0ε
* εε && =  - effective plastic strain rate where 0 10,10,1=ε&  for time units of& −−  
conds, milliseconds, and microseconds, respectively. 
63
se
2
321)293(
)( TBTBBT ++=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
µ
µ   and 321 ,, BBB  are constants. 
 
Combi
    (4.3.1.19.) 
 
ned Johnson – Cook/ Zerilli – Armstrong model 
 
This material model combines the yield and strain hardening portion of the JC model 
with temperature and strain portion of ZA model. According to [44] flow stress can be 
expressed as:  
= )]ln][exp()([ 43 εεσ &TCTCBA n +−+
4.3.2. Procedures for obtaining parameters for Zerilli-Armstrong material model 
 
Integral expressions for ZA constitutive material model [48,50] have 
following form: 
n
G CTCTCCkd εεσσ 543121 ++= − )lnexp( ++− &  BCC metals (4.3.2.1.) 
)lnexp( 43
21
2
21 εεσσ &TCTCCkdG +−++= −  FCC metals  (4.3.2.2.) 
 
One can see that the plastic strain is uncoupled from strain rate and 
temperature fo n constitutive 
equations for BCC and FCC metals. 
 
 first two terms are independent of 
mperature, strain rate and strain. The first is attributed to the effect of the initial 
disloca
ombined in on
ined, 
y considering the variation of yield stress with strain rate at zero plastic 
strain t
r BCC metals. This is the main difference betwee
The procedure for fitting constants, which are involved in constitutive relation
for bcc metals, is described here in brief. The
te
tion density and the second is due to the hardening effect of grain boundaries. 
In this work they are c e athermal material constant, 0C , so that, in total, 
six material constants need to be determ 0C , 1C , 3C , 4C , 5C , and n. 
B
he final term in constitutive equation can be omitted, leaving an equation for 
the yield stress: 
)lnexp( 4310 εσ &TCTCCCy ,     (4.3.2.3.) 
involving the four constants, 0C , 1C , 3C , 4C . By fitting the above equation to the 
+−+=
experim ntal data for yield stress over a wide range of strain rate and for different 
temper
 be derived by assuming 
isothermal conditions during test at the different strain rates and by fitting the relation: 
.    
  similar procedure can be applied for determination of constants, which are 
involve  co
e
atures, optimum values for these constants can be obtained. Ploting value of 
yield stress versus strain rate on a semi-log plot for different temperatures, one can 
find values for above constants. 
The remaining two material constants 5C  and n, can
n
y C εσσ 5+=    (4.3.2.4.) 
A
d in the nstitutive formulation for FCC metals. 
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4.3.3. Mechanical Threshold Stress Model 
 
Thermally activated dislocation motion as a basic mechanism for MTS model 
 
 
and these obstacles make the movement of dislocations more difficult. Dislocations 
themse
 
eirls-Nabarro forces oppose the movement of dislocation at the atomic level. 
When a dislocation moves f
overcome an energy bar
move the dislocation without any other additional external help is the Pierls-Nabarro 
stress
A dislocation continuously encounters obstacles as it moves though the lattice
lves can oppose the movement of dislocations. 
P
rom one equilibrium atomic position to the next it has to 
rier, that is force has to be applied to it. The stress required to 
PNτ . 
 
A moving dislocation encounters periodic barriers of different spacing and 
different lengths. Temperature and strain rate response of metals are related to the 
length of these barriers and to the thermal energy of the lattice. The smaller narrower 
barriers are called short-range obstacles, and the larger, wider barriers are called long-
range barriers (Fig. 4.3.3.1.). 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.3.3.1. Schematically display of barrier field [37] 
 
Thermal energy increases the amplitude of vibration of atoms and this energy 
can help the dislocation to overcome obstacles. 
 
r temperatures 3210 0 TTTT <<<=The barrier is shown at fou  (Fig. 4.3.3.2.). 
The thermal energies 321 ,, GGG ∆∆∆ , have been shown by tching, where area under
force-distance curve is an energy term. 
 
Th  e
ha  
e ffect of thermal energy is to decrease the height of barrier when the 
temperature increases, so effective height of the barrier decreases as the temperature 
rises. 
he effect of strain rate is similar, as the strain rate is increased, there is less 
time av
ot be overcome by thermal energy. The following 
classification could be noticed: short-range obstacles, which are thermally activate 
T
ailable to overcome the barrier and thermal energy is less effective. 
 
Long-range barriers cann
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and long-range obstacles, which are not ther
stress of a material can be exp
(4
mally activated. Based on this, the flow 
ressed in a following manner: 
 
),,()( * structureTstructureG εσσσ &+=     .3.3.1.) 
 
here w Gσ  term is due to the athermal barriers determined by the structure of 
material, and 
be overcome by thermal energy. The principal short-range barrier is the Peierls-
Nabarr ceramics. 
*σ  term is due to the thermally activated barriers, the barriers that can 
o stress, which is very important for BCC metals and 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.3.3.2. (a) Thermal energy, (b) Stress or force required to overcome obstacles [37] 
he probability of an equilibrium fluctuation in energy greater than a given 
value is given by statistica
 
 
T
G∆  l mechanics and is equal to [55]: 
⎟⎠⎜⎝−= kTpb exp        
⎞⎛ ∆G (4.3.3.2.) 
The probabil
as the ratio of the number of successful jumps over the obstacle divided by the 
number of attempts. A dislocation will overcome the obstacle if it has energy equal or 
higher ime are frequencies. Based on 
this def ollowing relation:  
 
 
ity that dislocation will overcome an obstacle can be considered 
than the energy of barrier. Those values per unit t
inition the probability can be expressed with f
0
1
υ
υ=bp         (4.3.3.3.) 
 
where 1υ  frequency with which the dislocation overcomes the obstacles and 
0υ  vib of een this two 
frequencies can be expressed as: 
 
rational frequency dislocation. Based on this a relation betw
)exp(01 kT
G∆−= υυ        (4.3.3.4.) 
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In case that spacing between obstacles is l, lower bound of vibrational 
frequency of dislocations is estimated by Kocks as [55]: 
 
l
b
40
υυ =         (4.3.3.5.) 
 
where υ  is the vibrational frequency of atoms and this is ground frequency of 
a dislocation with wavelength 4l. 
 
Time  taken by a dislocation to move a distance  t∆ l∆  between two obstacles 
could be divided into a waiting time in front of obstacles  and running time between 
 
overcome by an adequately large thermal fluctuation of the free activation energy, so 
the waiting time
w
obstacles rt : 
t
 
rw ttt +=∆         (4.3.3.6.) 
 
The waiting time is governed by the probability that an obstacle will be
 is described as: 
 
⎟⎞⎜⎛ ∆= Gtw exp11       (4.3.3.7.) ⎠⎝= kT01 υυ
 
t>>  and it is 
possibl
train rate is described with well-known relation as: 
 
In reality wt
 to write: 
the waiting time is much greater then running time r
e
 
wtt =         (4.3.3.8.) ∆
 
S
νρεε b
Mdt
d ==        (4.3.3.9.) 
where M is the orientation factor, b the dislocation Burger vector, and 
1&
 
ν  the 
dislocation velocity. 
 
sing this relation it is possible to write: U
 
t
lb
Mt ∆
∆=∆
∆ ρε 1        (4.3.3.10.) 
 
here  is distance between dislocation barriers and is assumed to be l. 
Thus, using this equation we have: 
 
l∆w
 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ∆−∆=
kT
G
M
lb exp0ρυε&       (4.3.3.11.) 
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Preexponential term can be represented as reference strain-rate: 
 
M
lb∆= ρυε 00& ,        (4.3.3.12.) 
 
and thus, the fin
 
al expression can be written as: 
⎟⎠⎜⎝−= kTexp0εε &&     
⎞⎛ ∆G    (4.3.3.13.) 
his expression is known as the Arrhenius expression, which relates strain-
rate to activation energy and temperature. 
Activation energy can be calc
 
F
here  is activation energy at 0K and 
 
T
G∆  ulated from activation barrier: 
*
∫−∆=∆
0
0 )( dFFGG λ       (4.3.3.14.) 
 
0G∆ )(Fλw  is barrier width. The 
difference is the effective barrier. The shape of the activation barrier determines the 
shape of the thermal portion of curve. T
very low temperature dependence, equa
 the f
he athermal portion of the flow curve has a 
l to that of the shear modulus. It is easy to 
rearrange the above equation to obtain the relationship between stress and strain rate 
in ollowing manner: 
 
∫−∆=
*
0
0ε&
0 )(ln
F
dFFGkT λε&       (4.3.3.15.) 
ng d 
changing the integration limits from forces to stresses, it is possible to express a 
constit ive equation in 
 
λ*  4.3.3.16.) 
 
This equation is the foundation for constitutive equations, which are based on 
thermally assisted overcoming of obstacles. 
 
Using this equation, assumi  a simple shape for the activation barrier an
ut terms of activation volume. Activation volume is defined as: 
V bl=        (
 
where λ  is barrier width and  barrier spacing (Fig. 4.3.3.3.). 
 
*l
 
Fig. 4.3.3.3. Three different shapes of barriers [37] 
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The force on the dislocation per unit length can be expressed as: 
 
bF τ=          (4.3.3.17.) 
 
where τ  is shear stress. Based on this the force per barrier is given by: 
τ=         (4.3.3.18.) 
 this we can write: 
τ τF
 
*blF
 
According to
 
* **
∫ ∫∫ ==
0 0
**
0
)()()( ττλττλλ dbldbldFF     (4.3.3.19.) 
 
If the barrier is rectangular (Fig. 4.3.3.) const=λ  
 
F
*** )0(
*
ττλτλ
τ
Vbld =−=∫     (4.3.3.20.) 
0
*
0
)(
*
λ bldFF =∫
 
The stress *τ  is described as difference between stress σ  and base level of 
stress Gσ  and using this formulation we have: 
 
)(ln 00 GVGkTG σσε
ε −−∆== &      (4.3.3.21.) 
It is obvious that shape of the activation barrier determines the form of the 
equation. For example 
following expression: 
∆ &
 
if we assume a hyperbolic barrier which is determined with 
 
[ ]20
0
1 λλ
σσ +=        (4.3.3.22.) 
 
 we have following constitutive equation: 
 
 
2
2
1
⎥⎤⎞
0
0
0 1ln ⎥⎦⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
⎟⎟⎠⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛−∆==∆ σ
σ
ε
ε GkTG &
&
     (4.3.3.23.) 
n for the activation 
energy dependence on 
 
Based on this Kocks [55] proposed a general expressio
σ  in the following form: 
 
 
qp
GkTG ⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛−∆==∆
0
0
0 1ln σ
σ
ε
ε
&
&
     (4.3.3.24.) 
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The parameters p and q determine the shape of activation barrier (Fig. 4.3.3.4.) 
 
 
Fig. 4.3.3.4. Obstacles shapes and corresponding values of p and q [55] 
 
The mechanical threshold stress model is based on thermally activated 
dislocation motion and focuses on the determination of threshold stress σˆ ),,( 000 στF . 
This threshold stress is defined as the flow stress of a certain st  
alized total activation energy  can be defined in the following manner [59]: 
4.3.3.25.) 
ructure at 0K.
0gNorm
 
0
3
0 )( gbTG µ=∆        (
 
where )(Tµ  is tempe
 
e equation yields: 
 
rature dependant shear modulus. 
Substituting this expression in the abov
qp
T ⎥⎤⎟⎞σ     (4.3.3.26.) 
d on this formulation, the following relation between thermal component 
of applied stress and the me
gbTkG ⎢⎡ ⎜⎛−==∆ µε 1)(ln 30& ⎥⎦⎢⎣ ⎠⎝σε ˆ0&
Base
chanical threshold stress can be found: 
( ) σ
εεσ ˆ)/ln(1
/1 p/1
0
3
0
q
gbTµ
kT
⎥⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎡ ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛−= &&      (4.3.3.27.) 
where t l activation function is defined as: 
 
⎢⎣
herma
( )
pq
gbTµ
kTS
0
3
0 )/ln(1 ⎥⎥⎦⎢
⎢
⎣ ⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
−= εε &&       (4.3.3.28.) 
/1/1 ⎤⎡ ⎛
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4.3.4. Procedure for deter
model parameters 
 
he MTS model is represented by an 
interna
mination of the Mechanical Threshold Stress strength 
 
The current structure of material in t
l state variable, the mechanical threshold σˆ , which is defined as the flow stress 
at 0K. The mechanical threshold is separated into athermal and thermal components 
[66-70]: 
 
 ,        (4.3.4.1.) 
characterizes the rate independent interaction 
ith long-range barriers such as grain boundaries, dispersoids or second phases. The 
therma tio s with 
short-range obstacles such as forest dislocations, interstitial, solutes, Peirls barrier, 
etc.  
∑+= ta σσσ ˆˆˆ
 
where the athermal component 
w
l component characterizes the rate dependant interactions of disloca n
 
The flow stress can be expressed in the terms of the mechanical threshold 
stress as: 
∑+= µσµσµσ ta
here
       (4.3.4.2.) 
 
w  µ  is shear modulus. 
Temperature effects in MTS model are represented by a temperature and 
strain-rate dependant-scaling factor , which specif
stress and mechanical threshold stress. This factor is derived from Arrhenius 
expression relating strain-rate to activation energy and temperature: 
jS ies the ratio between the applied 
 
⎟⎟
⎞
⎜⎜
⎛ ∆−= G jjj )ˆ(exp σσεε &&      ⎠⎝ kTj,0  (4.3.4.3.) 
 
where  - reference strain rate, k - Boltzmann’s constan
ssuming that stress-dependant activation energy is [55]: 
t. 0ε&
A
jq
j
j
jj bgG ⎥⎥
⎤
⎢⎢
⎡
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛−=∆
0
3
,0 ˆ
1 µσ
µσµ     
jp
⎦⎣
 (4.3.4.4.) 
here  is normalized activation energy for the dislocations to overcome the 
obstacl are empirical constants related to an 
obstacle profile with ranges 
 
 0gw
es, b is the burgers vector, p and q 
10 ≤< p  and 21 ≤≤ q . It is then possible to write: 
 
0
1
1
,0
3
,0
ˆ
ln1 µ
σ
ε
ε
µµ
σ j
p
q
j
j
j
j
j
bg
kT
⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛−= &
&
    (4.3.4.5.) 
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and the scaling factor can be expressed as: 
j
j
p
q
j
j
j bg
kTTS
1
1
,0
3
,0
ln1),( ⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛−= ε
ε
µε &
&&     (4.3.4.6.) 
 
The general form o S model is then: f MT
0
ˆ
µ
σ
µ
σ
µ
σ j
j
a S∑+=        (4.3.4.7.) 
 
where µ  and 0µ  are the temperature dependent and 0K shear moduli 
respectively. 
Based upon the particular material, the thermal component tσˆ  co
linear summation of terms. Each of these terms describes particular mechanism: 
dislocation interactions with long-range barriers, diclocation interactions with 
interstitia s. 
 
  
Shear modulus 
The shear modulus can be calculated using following formulations: 
for body-centred cubic (bcc) materials: 
nsists of the 
l atoms and diclocation interactions with solute atom
3
)( 441211 CCC −−=µ        (4.3.4.8.)  
for face-centred cubic (fcc) materials: 
( ) 2/121144 CCC −=       (4.3.4.9.) 
where ijC  are elastic constants. 
An empirical relation for shear modulus [56 oul
µ
], c d be used for reasons of 
simplicity: 
1)exp(
0 −= b
bb 1µ ,       (4.3.4.10
−
T
2
 .) 
where 
 00 µ=b  and  are fitting constants. 
 
21 b ,b
Athermal stress aσ  
thermal contributions to flow stress can be associated to interactions of 
disloca . 
       (4.3.4.11.) 
 
where 
A
tions with long-range barriers, i.e Hall-Petch behavior. The “Hall-Petch” 
equation has been used to describe a wide range of grain size versus yield or flow 
stress data:  
)( 0
n
ydkM
−+= σσ
σ  flow stress, 0σ  friction stress, d grain diam
constant”,and M the Taylor orientation factor. 
 component with the following equation: 
eter,  - “unpinning yk
Grain size dependency of flow stress is described in the MTS model in the 
athermal stress
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n
ya dk
−=σ         (4.3.4.12.) 
 
where d grain size, n exponent (1/3<n<1) and constant yk  could be 
determined from Hall-Petch plot
 
 [57].  
Mechanical threshold stress iσˆ  and normalized activation energy oig  
 
Thermal vated yielding is characterized by the “intrinsic”ly acti  term iσˆ  and 
describes the rate dependant portion of yield stress mainly due to intrinsic barriers, 
where thermal portion of yield stress is defined as ayi σσσ −= . 
 
From the equation which describes relation between applied stress and 
mechanical threshold stress 
 
0
1
1
0
3
0 ˆ)/ln(1 µ
σ
µ
εε
µ
σσ
µ
σ i
p
q
i
iayi
i
i
gb
kT
⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛−=−= &&     (4.3.4.13.) 
 
it is possible to determine  and oig iσˆ , when mechanical data is presented in a 
Fisher plot format [14], with the above equation arranged as:  
 
ii
iii q
oi
q
oi
p
i
pp
ay
b
kT
g
1
3
1
00
ln1
ˆˆ ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛−⎟⎟⎠⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −
ε
ε
µµ
σ
µ
σ
µ
σσ
&
&
  (4.3.4.14.) 
 
i ⎞
where reference strain-rate i0ε&  is an adjustable parameter, ip  and iq  are glide 
obstacle profile parameters based on empirical observation [55]. 
   
 Mechanical threshold stress εσˆ  normalized activation energy εog  
 
From the general form of MTS model 
 
00
ˆˆ
µ
σ
µ
σ
µ
σ
µ
σ ε
εSS iia ++= ,      (4.3.4.15.) 
 
when the athermal hardening and intrinsic strengthening are subtracted from 
overall stress, a value of εσ  is determined with following relation: 
 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −−==
00
ˆ)()(ˆ µ
σ
µ
σ
µ
εσεσµσ ε
εε iia S
S     (4.3.4.16.) 
 
For each curve of )(εσ  the corresponding mechanical threshold stress )(ˆ εσ ε  
can be derived from series of tests, where the material is loaded at different 
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temper ording to the 
above equation, which can be rewritten as: 
 
atures at a fixed strain rate. Hence stress now can be plotted acc
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The constant used in the thermal activation function 
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     (4.3.4.18.) 
 
like the reference strain-rate εε0& , εp  and  glide obstacle profile parameters 
are based on empirical observation [55]. 
 
In a Fisher plot, data from experiments at constant strain rate but varying 
temperature should give a strait line. The intercept with zero temperature in this plot 
gives the mechanical threshold normalized by shear modulus while the slope is 
inversely related to the normalized activation energy .   
 
The mechanical threshold stress 
εq
ε0g
)(ˆ εσ ε  now can be calculated according to 
following equation: 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −−=
00
0 ˆ)()(ˆ µ
σ
µ
σ
µ
εσµεσ
ε
ε iia SS
     (4.3.4.19.) 
 
Saturation stress sεσˆ  and initial hardening rate 0θ  
 
The mechanical threshold stress εσˆ  evolves with strain due to dislocation 
accumulation – work hardening and annihilation – recovery [70]. This process can be 
described as: 
 
)ˆ,,(
ˆ
0 ε
ε σεθθθε
σ &T
d
d
r−==       (4.3.4.20.) 
 
where 0θ  is hardening due to dislocation accumulation and rθ  is the dynamic 
recovery rate. 
  
The hardening rule presumes that material possesses an initial hardening rate, 
which subsequently decreases with increasing deformation: 
 
)]ˆ(1[
ˆ
0 ε
ε σθθε
σ
F
d
d −==       (4.3.4.21.) 
 
where 0θ  refers to the stage II strain hardening rate or the stage of rapid work 
hardening, and )ˆ( εσF  is an empirically derived dynamic recovery rate. 
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For successful application of equation Eq. 4.3.4.21. is correct choice of 
functio
 a modified 
Voce empirical hardening rule – tanh rule: 
 
 
n F, which describe structure evolution is important. Several functions have 
been investigated in the past and all of them are based on the simple Voce hardening 
law [55]. Follansbee and Kocks [59] chose the following form, which is
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠⎜
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎥⎦⎢⎣
)tanh(
),(ˆ
)ˆ( α
εσσ εε TF s &       (4.3.4.22.) 
 
⎟⎞⎜⎛ ⎤⎡
=
ˆ
tanh σα ε
here w α  is an empirical best-fit constant which dictates the rate at which 
saturation is achieved, sεσˆ s temperature and rate-sensitive saturation stress, εσˆ   i
represents the flow stress contribution from dislocation accumulation and 
annihilation.  
 
Applying fitting process on mechanical threshold stress data at all the strains 
rates, usingequation Eq. 4.3.4.22., which describes hardening rule, it is possible to 
determine factors 0θ  and sεσ  at all strain rates. 
  
 After fitting initial hardening rate data 0θ  in the respect to the strain rate data 
ε& , stage initial hardening rate 0θ  could be expressed by an empirical relationship: 
 
      (4.3.4.23.) 
 
Saturation threshold stress 
naaa εεθ && 2100 )ln( ++=
soεσˆ  (0K) and normalized activation energy 
 
Saturation stress 
sog ε  
sεσˆ is function of temperature and strain rate [60]: 
 
n
s
ss
1
0
0ˆˆ ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
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ε
εε ε
εσσ &
&
       (4.3.4.24.) 
where  
 
Above equation could be easily rearranged in a following form:  
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0     (4.3.4.25.) 
 
Normalized activation energy (saturation)  and mechanical threshold stress 
associated with saturation of evolving structure 
sog ε
soεσˆ , now could be calculated using a 
Fisher-type plot approach [58]. 
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Adiabatic heating effects 
 model considers the effect of adiabatic heating under 
ynamic – high strain rate loading conditions, for strain rates above . 
Tempe
 
The MTS strength
1500 −≈ sε&d
rature increases due adiabatic heating is given by the relationship: 
 
∫=∆ εεσρψ dCT p )(        (4.3.4.26.) 
 
where ψ  is percentage of the work of plastic deformation, which is converted 
into heat, σ  and ε  are the true stress and true strain, ρ  is density, and pC  is the 
temperature dependent specific heat, that can be written in form of empirical 
relationship as: 
 
2
210 /TATAACp ++= .      (4.3.4.27.) 
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4.4. R
1. Experime al data 
 
di the flow s re
distinct and significant. ameter
ain rate depend nt strength material models. For describing 
rthotropic properties of materials, it is most convenient to choose a reference 
ll’s plastic anisotropy theory. We adopted longitudinal (L) 
directio
esults and conclusions 
4.4. nt
Figure Fig. 4.4.1.1. shows a classical strain rate dependant response for 
AA7010. The effects of strain rate and temperature are clearly observed since the 
fference in tress between the different strain rates and temperatu s are 
This set of data has been used for derivation of par s for 
temperature and str e
o
direction when using Hi
n as a reference direction and parameters for JC and MTS strength models 
have been derived for this set of data.  
 
 
Fig. 4 A7010 stress- t different st in rates and 
temperatures 
4.4.2. Derivation of MTS model parameters for AA7010 
 
 
On the basis of the procedure described in section 4.3.4. for determination of 
MTS material model parameters, constants for AA7010 were calculated. The 
following form of the MTS model is chosen to fit experimental data: 
  
.4.1.1. A strain curves for L direction a ra
 
0
ˆ
),( µ
σεµ
σ
µ
σ εε TSa &+=        (4.4.2.1.) 
 
All experimental data used as the input for the calculation of AA7010 
constants has been obtained from uniaxial tensile test. 
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4.4.2.1. Athermal stress 
To fit the stress data to the above equation, the athermal stress was estimated 
as: MPaa 10=σ . 
No rigorous analysis was performed to calculate this value of aσ , but 
athermal stress on the order of 1
and Armstrong determined for copper a Hall-Petch constant with value of 
As m
0MPa is not unreasonable [57]. For example Zerili 
2/141058.1 GPamky
−×= . su ing packet of grain size on the order of mµ100 , the 
Hall-Petch effect is MPadk 102/1 ≈− . y
 
4.4.2.2 lu
lated 
using following formulations: 
. Shear modu s 
The shear modulus for face-centred cubic (fcc) materials can be calcu
( ) 2/1211 CCC −=µ        (4.4.2.2.1.) 44
where 
       (4.4.2.2.2.) 
Parameters elastic constants are presented in the 
ijC  elastic constants are defined with following definition: 
)/(2 cTbTaCij +−=  
included in formulation of 
following table: 
Table 4.4.2.2.1. Elastic constants for AA7010 
ijC  11C  12C  44C  
]10[ 4 MPaa  11.44279 6.19963 3.17067 
]/10[ 1 KMPab  6.16193 1.05999 1.68226 
][Kc  420.4 445.0 130.0 
For reasons of simplicity empirical relation for shear modulus could be used 
as: 
1)exp(
0 −
−=
T
b
b1b
2
µ ,        (4.4.2.2.3.) 
where GPab 83.280 =  shear modulus at 0K and GPab 45.41= , Kb 5.2482 =  
are fitting constants. 
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Fig. 4.4.2.2.1. Graf of shear modulus in function of temperature 
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4.4.2.3. Thermal activation function 
 
Constants used in the thermal activation function 
εε
ε εε
pqpkT
//1
0 )/ln(⎡ ⎞⎛ &&
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ε µb
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31 ⎥⎥⎦
⎤
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⎟
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⎜
⎝
−=
g
      (4.4.2.3.1.) 
like reference strain-rate
S
εε0& , εp  and εq  glide obstacle profile parameters are based 
on empirical observation, and they were determined as 
10 −s1=εp , 1=εq  and 0 1= Xεε& . 
Influence of εp  and εq  glide obstacle profile parameters on the shape of the 
thermal activation function is presented in the following figure (Fig. 4.4.2.3.1.). 
17
 
Fig. 4.4.2.3.1.Thermal activation function shapes and corresponding values of p and q 
 
The other parameters included in the definition of thermal activation function 
were determined as:  
K
J3  - Boltzman’s constant and mXb 910286.0 −=  - BurgeXk 21038.1 −= rs vector 
where the ratio between Boltzman’s constant and Burgers vector has been found as: 
K
M
b
k 5899.03 = Pa       
 
Fig. 4.4.2.3.2.  Normalized data for flow stress versus temperature at 
 
From equation Eq. 4.3.4.13., which describes relation between applied stress 
and mechanical threshold stress, it is possible to determine . After rearranging 
equation Eq. 4.3.4.13. in the form of the fitting equation, 
10104.6 −= sXε&  
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&    (4.4.2.3.2.) 
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and presenting mechanical data in a Fisher plot format (Fig. 4.4.2.3.3.– Fig. 
.4.2.3.6.), average value of normalized activation energy has been found as 4
6. . 10 =εg
 
Fig. 4.4.2.3.3. Normalized data for flow stress versus temperature at 11104.6 −−= sXε&  
 
Fig. 4.4.2.3.4. Normalized data for flow stress versus temperature at 12104.6 −−= sXε&  
 
Fig. 4.4.2.3.5. Normalized data for flow stress versus temperature at 13104.6 −−= sXε&  
 
Fig. 4.4.2.3.6. Normalized data for flow stress versus temperature at 
 
14104.6 −−= sXε&  
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4.4.2.4. Mechanical threshold stress )(ˆ εσ ε  
 
From the general form of MTS model when athermal hardening is subtracted 
from overall stress, value of εσˆ  is determined with following relation: 
 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −=
0
0 )()(ˆ µ
σ
µ
εσµεσ
ε
ε aS
       (4.4.2.4.1.) 
 
For each curve of )(εσ  corresponding mechanical threshold stress )(ˆ εσ ε  
could be derived from series of tests, where material is loaded at different 
temperatures at a fixed strain rate (Fig. 4.4.2.4.1 – Fig. 4.4.2.4.3). 
 
 
Fig. 4.4.2.4.1 Mechanical threshold data at T=223.15 K. 
 
 
Fig. 4.4.2.4.2. Mechanical threshold data at T=273.15 K. 
 
 
Fig. 4.4.2.4.3. Mechanical threshold data at T=343.15 K. 
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4.4.2.5. Hardening rule 
 
Mechanical threshold stress εσˆ  evolves with strain and this process can be 
described with modified Voce empirical hardening rule – tanh rule [59]: 
 
⎥⎥
⎥⎟⎟
      (4.4.2.5.1.) ⎥
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⎥⎤⎢⎡ ⎟⎞⎜⎛ ⎥⎤⎢⎡ ˆt h σα ε
θ
⎦⎢⎣ ⎠⎝
where 0θ  is initial hardening rate, which subsequentl h 
ation, 
y decreases wit
ncreasing defi orm 2=α  is a rical best-fit constant which dictates the rate 
t which saturation is achieved and
n empi
 sεσˆa  is temperature and rate-sensitive saturation 
stress. 
 
Applying fitting process on the above equation, which describes the hardening 
 all the strains rates, it is possible to 
etermine factors 
rule with mechanical threshold stress data at
 and d 0θ sεσ  at all strain rates (Fig. 4.4.2.5.1. - Fig. 4.4.2.5.5.). 
 
 
.1. Variation of the strain hardening rate versus threshold stress. Hardening 
-4
Fig. 4.4.2.5
curve used in MTS model at T= 343.15 K and 6.4 x 10  1/s. 
 
 
Fig. 4.4.2.5.2. Variation of the strain hardening rate versus threshold stress. Hardening 
curve used in MTS model at T= 343.15 K and 6.4 x 10-3 1/s. 
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Fig. 4.4.2.5.3. Variation of the strain hardening rate versus threshold stress. Hardening 
curve used in MTS model at T= 343.15 K and 6.4 x 10-2 1/s. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.4.2.5.4. Variation of the strain hardening rate versus threshold stress. Hardening 
curve used in MTS model at T= 343.15 K and 6.4 x 10-1 1/s. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.4.2.5.5. Variation of the strain hardening rate versus threshold stress. Hardening 
curve used in MTS model at T= 343.15 K and 6.4 x 100 1/s. 
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4.4.2.6. Initial hardening rate 0θ  
 
 It has been observed that initial hardening rate data are strongly dependant on 
the strain rate, which is similar to the behaviour of OHFC Cu [59]. After fitting initial 
hardening rate data 0θ  in the respect to the strain rate ε& , it has been found that initial 
hardening rate 0θ  could be expressed by an empirical relationship (Fig. 4.4.2.6.1.): 
 
      (4.4.2.6.1.) 
 
and following parameters were determined as: , 
and . 
 
naaa εεθ && 2100 )ln( ++=
MPaa 6.676040 =
MPaa 9.18161 = , MPaa 3.2022 =  
 
Fig. 4.4.2.6.1. Variation of 0θ  with strain rate 
 
4.4.2.7. Saturation threshold stress soεσˆ  (0K) 
 
Saturation stress sεσˆ is function f  o temperature and strain rate: 
3
0
0ˆˆ
bg
kT
ss
sµ
εε
ε
ε
εσσ ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛= &
&
    
0sε
   (4.4.2.7.1.) 
 
After rearranging above equation in a form of fitting equation:  
 
⎥⎦
⎤⎡⎟⎞⎜⎛−= εσσ ε& soKT ln1)ˆln()ˆln( ,    (4.4.2.7.2.) ⎢⎣⎟⎠⎜⎝ εµεεε &sss bg 300
 
and plotting experimental data in a Fisher-type plot format (Fig. 4.4.2.7.1.), 
following data were determined: normalized activation energy (saturation) 
 and mechanical threshold stress associated with saturation of evolving 54.50 =sg ε
structure MPas 01.801ˆ 0 =εσ . 
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Fig. 4.4.2.7.1. Arrhenius plot of the te
stre
 
nsiders the effect of adiabatic heating under 
dynamic – high strain rate loading conditions, for strain rates above ≈ sε& . 
Temperature increases due adiabatic heating is given by the relationship: 
mperature and strain-rat sensitivity of saturation 
ss for AA7010 
 
4.4.2.8. Adiabatic heating effects 
The MTS strength model co
1−500
∫=∆ σρψ εεCT p ( d)        (4.4.2.8.1.) 
 
where 95.0=ψ  is percentage of the work of plastic deformation, which is 
converted into heat, σ  and ε  are the true stress and true strain, 3810.2 m
Mg=ρ  is 
density, and C  is the temperature dependent specific heat, that cp an be written in form 
of empirical relationship as (Fig. 4.4.2.8.1.): 
with following parame
2
210 /TATAACp ++=  
ters 7995.00 =A , 00039.01 =A  and 2755.27752 −=A , for this 
aterial. 
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Fig. 4.4.2.8.1. Dependence of specific heat on temperature 
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Comparisons of experimental stress-strain curves and Mechanical Threshold 
Stress model fit are give  the following gran on phs (Fig. 4.4.2.8.2. - Fig. 4.4.2.8.6.). 
 
Fig. 4.4.2.8.2. Stress-strain response of AA7010 at 10104.6 −= sxε  
 
Fig. 4.4.2.8.3. Stress-strain response of AA7010 at 1  1104.6 −−= sxε
 
Fig. 4.4.2.8.4. Stress-strain response of AA7010 at 
 
12104.6 −−= sxε  
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Fig. 4.4.2.8.5. Stress-strain response of AA7010 at 13104.6 −−= sxε  
 
Fig. 4.4.2.8.6. Stress-strain response of AA7010 at 104.6    
 
 
Comparison of the predictions of the model with experimental results showed 
good agreement and the following conclusions can be made: 
14 −−= sxε
 two-term MTS strength model can describe very well behaviour of AA7010 
in strain rate regimes from 10-4 to 101 s-1. 
 an provide robust fitting results f sponse, as 
fu tion of train rate and grain size. 
 
The erature sensitivity of ess indicate that 
th  rate con ation of AA7010 at intermediate strain rate 
regime  [10 te temperature r [-50o C - +70o C] is 
thermal acti  for MTS mo
 
A
 
The MTS model c or large strain re
nc temperature, s
high strain rate and temp the flow str
e trolling mechanism for deform
-4 - 101 s-1] and at intermedia egime 
vation, which is basic mechanism del. 
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4.4.3. Derivation of JC model parameters for AA7010 
 
On the basis of procedure described in Section 4.2.2. for determination of JC 
material mo ing form of the JC  wass chosen to fit 
experim ntal data for AA7010: 
   (4.4.3.1.) 
where 
del parameters, the follow  model
e
 
])(1)][ln(1][)([ ** mn TCBA −++= εεσ &  
 
σ  is &/  is n  effective plastic 
str n rate, d A, B, C re constants. The 
quantity 
 the effective plastic strain, εε &&* = refε ormalized
ai n is the work hardening exponent an  and m a
*T  is defined as: 
 
=T      (4.4.3.2.) 
where taken as the solidus mperature for an alloy. 
 
At th
)298/()298( −− meltref TT*
 
meltT  is melting temperature and  te
e reference temperature Tref 15.223 K=  and f  strain rate of interest 
xrefε ritten as: 
 
=    (4.4.3.3.) 
 
The stress at zero plastic strain was obtained from current data and found to be 
or the
10 −s , above equation can be w104.6=
])([ nBA ε+     
MPa 
σ
547.030 =σ . The quantity 0σσ −  was calculated and plotted versus plastic 
ain (Fig. ies B and n were obtaine  least squares fit of 
data to a  as B=601.58 MPa and n=
 
 
str 4.4.3.1.). The quantit d from a
the  power low equation 0.65. 
 
Fig. 4.4.3.1. 0σσ − versus plastic strain at KTref 15.223=  and 0104.6= xrefε 1−s  
 
The parameter C was obtained from εσ &−  data. At reference temperature and 
for constant strain, constitutive equation can be written as: 
 
)]ln(1[ *εσσ &Ca +=  or ,    (4.4.3.4.) )ln(1/ *εσσ &Ca =−
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where aσ  is the stress at strain rate of interest  1* =ε& . For constant strain, value of 
aσ can be calculated, and 1−aσσ can be plotted versus ε&  on a semi-log plot (Fig. 
4.4.3.2.). A least squares fit to the data gives, as an average value, C=0.0022. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.4.3.2.  aσσ  versus strain rate at KTref 15.223=  
 
 
The parameter m was determined from the stress-temperature response of the 
alloy. At constant strain and strain rate, constitutive equation can be written as: 
 
 or     (4.4.3.5.) 
 
where 
])(1[ * mb T−=σσ ])(1[/ * mb T−=σσ
bσ  is th t stra n 
ra
e stress at reference temperature. For constant strain and constan i
te, value of bσ  can be calculated, and data plotted as bσσ /  versus *T  (Fig
. After applying least squares fit of the data, average value of param
. 
4.4.3.2.) eter m 
was found as m=1.3. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.4.3.2. bσσ /  versus homologous temperature 
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Comparisons of experimental stress-strain curves and Johnson-Cook model fit 
are given on the following graphs (Fig. 4.4.3.3. – Fig. 4.4.3.7.). 
 
 
Fig. 4.4.3.3. Stress-strain response of AA7010 at 
 
 
10104.6 −= sxε  
 
Fig. 4.4.3.4. Stress-strain response of AA7010 at 
 
 
11104.6 −−= sxε  
 
Fig. 4.4.3.5. Stress-strain response of AA7010 at   12104.6 −−= sxε
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Fig. 4.4.3.6. Stress-strain response of AA7010 at 3104.6 −= sxε 1−  
 
 
 
Fig. 4.4.3.7. Stress-strain response of AA7010 at 14104.6 −−= sxε    
 
 
 he main advantage of the Johnson-Cook model over MTS model is in the 
numbe
ore 
accurately represent the behaviour of the material. 
 
 It is generally ac als tend to 
approach a finite “saturation stress” or approach a constant but small hardening rate at 
e can observe that such saturation is lacking in the model like 
 MTS model contrarily uses a differential form to fit the 
experim ntal data and it has been shown that modified form of the MTS model can fit 
the experimental result muc
 
or large strain applications and vice versa. 
 
 
T
r of materials for which the parameters are known. At the same time the 
advantage of MTS model over Johnson-Cook model is in the fact that MTS is based 
on physical processes taking place in deforming material and therefore can m
cepted that at large strains most metallic materi
large strains, and w
Johnson-Cook. The
e
h better. 
 
The lack of saturation stress as an integral part of the models like Johnson-
Cook, makes it impossible to create a satisfactory model fit at small strains if these 
models were previously optimised f
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pact test simulation 
 
ylor impact test simulation has been done. 
Parameter
tests, and used as input parameters for the numerical simulation of Taylor impact test. 
 46.50 mm 
eter ratio L/D=5. Test cylinders have been machined and 
tested by Royal Military C
 
In the simu
4.4.4. Taylor im
 
 
In order to test the MTS and JC models and the calculated constants for 
AA7010, a Ta
 
s for the constitutive relations were derived on the basis of tensile 
The simulations were performed with DYNA3D computer code and compared with 
experimental results for two different impact velocities 200 m/s and 214 m/s. 
  
From AA7010 plate, several Taylor cylinder specimens were machined, tested 
using a gas gun, and their final deformed shapes were digitised. Taylor cylinder 
pecimens were 9.30 mm initial diameter cylinders with initial lengths
giving the length-to-diam
ollege of Science at Shrivenem.  
Definition of material model MTS in DYNA3D computer code was modified 
with definition of Mechanical Threshold Stress material model in the manner, which 
is previously described, and material model JC was used as implemented in 
DYNA3D. 
 
lations the sgcm µ−−  systems of units was used. MTS and JC 
material models were used in the combination with a Gruneisen Equation of State. 
ylinder was modelled with a 
uniform solid butterf
marized in the following tables (Table 4.4.4.1. – Table 4.4.4.3.). 
Parame r Description Nominal value 
 
In order to reduce the number of elements in the simulations model, and the 
overall time of simulations, only quarter of Taylor c
ly mesh (Fig. 4.4.4.1.). The material parameters that were used in 
the analyses are sum
 
 
 
Table 4.4.4.1. JC model constants for AA7010 
te
G  Shear modulus 26.0 GPa 
A  Yield stress constant 547.03 MPa 
B  Strain hardening coefficient 601.58 Mpa 
n  Strain hardening exponent 0.65 
C  Strain rate dependence coefficient 0.0022 
m  Temperature dependence coefficient 1.30 
Melt temperature 
mT  893.15 K 
rT  Reference temperature 293.15 K 
0ε&  Reference strain rate sx /1104.6 0  
pC  Specific heat 896 J/kgK 
 Pressure cutoff  (Failure stress) 1.3 GPa )cutp ( mσ
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Table 4.4.4.2. MTS model constants for AA7010 
Parameter Description Nominal value 
aσ  Athermal rate independent threshold stress 10.0 MPa 
0σ  Initial threshold stress at zero plastic strain 600.0 MPa 
Normalized activation energy 1.606 ε0g  
Reference strain rate 1x10  s7 -1εε0&  
B itu of Magn de Burgers vector 0.286x10-9m 
K Boltz ant 1.38x10mann’s const  -23 J/K 
εp  Free energy equation exponent 1 
εq  Free energy equation exponent 1 
A Saturation stress equation material constant 5.542 
0ˆ sσ  Saturation stress at zero degrees K 801.01 MPa 
0sε&  Saturation stress reference strain rate 1x107 s-1
a0 Hardening function constant 67604.6 MPa 
a1 Hardening function constant 1816.9 MPa 
a2 Hardening function constant 202.3 MPa 
b0 Shear modulus at zero degrees K 28.83 GPa 
b1 ear modulus constant 4.45 GPa Sh
b2 ear modulus constant 248.5 K Sh
T Reference temperature 293.15 K rρ  Density 2810 kg/m3
Cp Heat capacity 896 J/kgK 
 
 
Table 4.4.4.3. Grunisen EOS constants for AA7010 
Parameter Description Nominal value 
C0 Bulk sound speed scm µ/  0.52 
S1 First Hugoniot slope coefficient 1.36 
S2 Second Hugoniot slope coefficient 0 
S3 Third Hugoniot slope coefficient 0 
0γ  Gruneisen coefficient 2.20 
B First order volume correction coefficient 0.48 
E0 Initial internal energy 0.0 
V0 Initial relative volume 1.0 
 
The simulations clearly show that the JC and 
simulate high strain rate deformation processes for wide range of temperatures. 
 
Comparing the experimental shapes of the impact-interface footprints with 
DYNA de
act-interface footprint then JC 
n rate and temperature regime to obtain 
accurate calculation results, in this case capturing the cylinder specimen heights, and 
axial major and minor distributions of plastic s  be 
MTS strength models can 
3D co  results (Fig. 4.4.4.2. – 4.4.4.3.), we can observe that the modified 
MTS material model can capture more accurately imp
odel. m
 
The MTS flow stress model needs to be carefully characterized for the 
material of interest within the strain, strai
train. The MTS model should
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coupled with orthotropic yield surface criterion in order to capture orthotropic 
behaviour of AA7010. 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
JC model     MTS model 
Fig. 4.4.4.1. Deformed quarter of cylinder utline a
strain of the Taylor cylinder launch  with in
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 o nd contours of effective plastic 
ed itial velocity of 200 m/s  
 
Fig. 4.4.4.2. Comparison of footprints of the Taylor cylinder launched with initial 
velocity of 214 m/s  
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Fig. 4.4.4.3. Comparison of footprints of the Taylor cylinder launched with initial 
velocity of 200 m/s 
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5. ANISOTROPIC METAL PLASTICITY MODEL 
 
5.1. Introduction 
 
here are several requirements that we have to satisfy in order to be able to 
describe the state of t
 be able to define the point at which the material will start to yield.  In a one 
dimens re
tensile test.  Even in this simple case this approach is limited as not all 
aterials exhibit a clearly defined yield point.  In the case of a complex stress state 
yieldin
T
he material during plastic deformation.  First of all, it is essential 
to
ional st ss state, this is straightforward, as one just has to define a value of 
stress that will mark the start of yielding.  This point can be determined by performing 
a uniaxial 
m
g is defined by a yield condition which, in general is of the form: 
 ( ) ( )
( ) ( )YieldingNoF
YieldingF
ij
ij
0,
0,
<
=
ασ
ασ
      (5.1.1.) 
 
So the yield function is dependent on the stress tensor and an initial yield 
stress value σY. If the material is yielding then F= 0, and hence: 
 
0=dF         (5.1.2.) 
 
This expression is called the consistency condition, and can be interpreted as 
the condition that ensures that during a plastic deformation the corresponding stress-
state stays on the yield surface. 
 
A second characteristic of plasticity model is that once yielding occurrs, the 
yield surface has to be changed in some way. If the hardening is described using only 
one material constant, it implies that the hardening behaviour is assumed to be 
dependent of the stress state. So the assumption is that the material hardens in the in
same w
The equation that 
ost com
ay regardless of direction of loading. 
 
describes the change in yield surface is called a Hardening 
monly used hardening rules are isotropic hardening and Rule.  The two m
kinematic hardening. Hardening is a function either of the effective plastic strain  
 
∫==
ε εεα
0
plpl d      (5.1.3.) 
 
or the plastic work 
 
∫== pldW εσα .       (5.1.4.) ijijp
 
The case where the effective plastic strain is used to calculate the increase in 
radius of the yield surface r  is called Strain Hardening.  If the plastic work is used 
the term Work Hardening is used. 
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Fig. 5.1.1. Isotropic hardening 
  
Isotropic Hardening is a uniform expansion of the initial yield surface du
deformation [Fig. 5.1.1.], and hence the isotropic response of the material to 
e to 
lastic 
ng plastic deformation. 
the yield surface is then assumed to be proportional 
eformation: 
p
yielding does not change duri The evolution of the radius of 
to the measure for the plastic 
d
 
pl
iCr ε&& =         (5.1.5.) 
 
Another hardening model known as the Kinematic hardening model or 
de lso
urface in stress space during the plastic deformation. Therefore the shape 
sequent yield surface [Fig. 5.1.2.], does not change during plastic 
eform
 
Prager’s mo l is a  widely used. This model assumes that yield surface translates 
as a rigid s
f the subo
d ation - the shape and size of the initial yield surface is maintained. 
 
 
ng Fig. 5.1.2. Kinematic hardeni
 
α
t issue to be addressed is the evolution of the plastic strain.  In the 
current context the assumption will be made that the total strain can be decomposed 
(additiv
This is achieved by introducing a so-called back stress ij, which defines the 
position of the centre of the yield surface in the stress space. The evolution of αij is 
assumed to be in the direction of the plastic strain rate: 
  
pl
ijkij C εα && =         (5.1.6.) 
 
The las
e decomposition) into elastic and plastic parts: 
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pl
ij
el
ijij ε+ε=ε         (5.1.7.) 
 
The evolution of the plastic strain is, in general, done through use of a plastic 
potential Q, which is a function of the stress and hardening variables.  The evolution 
of the plastic strain is assumed to be proportional to the gradient of Q: 
 
ij
pl
ij
Qdd σλε ∂
∂=        (5.1.8.) 
 
A special cas
potential is the same as the yield function, or Q = F. 
e of this theory is the associative plasticity where, plastic 
 
Equation (Eq. 5.1.8.) can then be rewritten as: 
 
ij
pl
ij
Fdd σλε ∂
∂=        (5.1.9.) 
where the plastic strain rate is normal to the yield surface. On the other hand, 
if FQ ≠ , the flow rule is called no sonas ciated. 
everal plasticity models, which are formulated for orthotropic materials and 
plane stress case, have been considered in this research.. Hill [76] proposed a 
quadratic yield criterion for orthotropic materials, which is an extension of the von 
Mises criterion for isotropic plasticity. Hill’s yield function reads: 
HGFf σσσσ +−++=
 which
 
 
S
 
2Nσ    (5.1.10.) 2222 2)( xyyxxy
 
in  xσ , yσ  and xyσ  are non-zero stress components in plane stress. 
 
ze non-quadratic three-
component yield criterion for rolled sheets. This criterion introduces a coupling 
between normal and shear stress components,
based on polycrystalline plasticity theory. The Barlat and Lian yield criterion, which 
is considered to be suitable f
Barlat and Lian and further developments [83] utili
 which is in agreement with findings 
or aluminium alloys, is expressed in the following 
equation: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) kkkk KaKKaHKaf 222212212 22 −+−++=   (5.1.11.) 
 
where 
 
21
yx hK
σσ += ; ( )22yx phK σσσ +⎟⎞⎜⎛ −=    (5.1.12.) 2 2 xy⎟⎠⎜⎝
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The constants a, h and p are fitted to experimental result. The exponent 2k is 
an even number that can be determined from the crystal structure of the material, or it 
is calibrated to the available experimental data. 
 
ropic sheets, but later modified this to incorporate in-plane anisotropy. This 
criterion is given by the following function: 
 
Hill also proposed also proposed a non-quadratic yield function for planar 
isot
( )
( ) ( )[ ]22212222
22
22
4
yxyx
m
xyyx
m
xyyx
m
y
bm
yx
m
ba
f
σσσστσσ
τσστ
σσσ
−+−−+++
+−⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡++=
−
   (5.1.13.) 
 
ereH  bσ  is the yield stress in balanced biaxial tension, yτ  is the yield stress in 
d criterion of Logan-Hosford [90], which is considered to be suitable 
for fcc metals comparatively, is as follows:
simple shear, and a  and b  are anisotropic parameters. 
 
The yiel
 
 
( ) ( )MyxMyMxM RRRf σσσσ −++++= 11 1      
(5.1.14.) ( )
σ
εσεσε yyxx +=  
 
here R is average r-value or Lankford coefficient and M is the material 
constant, which is sugge
  
 ased on the linear 
combin nvex
  
)cf k −=   
w
sted as 8 for fcc materials. 
Karafillis and Boyce [87] proposed a yield criterion b
ation of two co  functions 
( )( 212 1 cgg +     (5.1.15) 
 
where 
  ( ) ( )SSSSSg 1322211 ~~ kkk S 223 ~~~~)( −+−+−=  
          (5.1.16.) 
( )kkkk k2 SSS 232221122 ~~~12 3 ++g += −  
  
 1
~S , 2
~S  and 3
~SIn above equations  are the principal values of the so-called 
isotropic plasticity equivalent stress components. 
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22
2,1
~
2
~~
2
~~
~
xy
yxyx S
SSSS
S ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −±+= ; zSS ~~3 =+    (5.1.17.) 
 
where 
 
⎢⎢
⎡
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z
y
x
xy
z
y
x
C
S
S
S
S
σ
σ
σ
γ
αββ
βαβ
ββ
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232
311
21
000
0
0
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~
~
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⎥⎥
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⎣
⎡
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⎦
⎤
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎣
⎡
=
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢⎢
σ
⎢⎣
~
     (5.1.18.) 
  
  
2
112
1
−−= ααβ ; 
2
121
2
−−ααβ = ; 
2
1 21
3
ααβ −−=   (5.1.19.) 
  
The constants c, C, 1α , 2α  and 3γ  are calibrated with experimental results, 
while the exponent  is given a high value, e.g. k2 k 15= . Note that 0≡zσ  in plane 
stress states. 
 
Although all discussed criteria can predict very reasonably the yield stress 
variation with orientation for aluminium alloys, the yield criterion chosen for this 
material model development was the Hill’s yield criterion with isotropic hardening, 
because of its mathematical simplicity. For aluminium alloys of interest the “strength” 
aspects (yield surface shape) are much more important then the  “kinematic” aspects 
of plastic yielding, and assumption of isotropic hardening has been adopted. 
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5.2. Orthotropic yield criterion 
 
 
The proposed othotropic model is based on the following assumptions: 
 
0),( =YF σσ ,       (5.2.1.) 
 
where σ  is the equivalent stress and Yσ  is isotropic strain hardening yield 
stress. Model considers case of associative plasticity with the Hill’s orthotropic plastic 
potential. 
 
Hill’s theory de
a macroscopic scale. The type of anisotropy considered is that resulting from 
preferred orientation. A yield criterion is similar in form to the Mises criterion for 
isotropic metals, but contains six parameters specifying the state of anisotropy. 
 
ith increasing strain, a preferred orientation of crystal planes and directions 
ome elongated to form a 
way an originally isotropic metal becomes anisotropic in respect of many physical 
properties. It is well known that fibre texture produced in the technological forming 
processes, rolling, drawing, and extrusion, is sometimes the cause of undesirable 
properties in the final product. Suc
careful heat treatment. Preferred ori
anisotropic plastic properties: laminar inclusions and cavities occasionally produce 
similar effects.  Residual or internal stresses are another cause of the anisotropy.  The 
present theory is, however, valid only when the anisotropy is mainly due to preferred 
orientation of crystal planes.  Whenever the anisotropy is present the theories of 
plastic flow for isotropic metals are only valid to a first approximation.   
 
 
scribes the yielding and plastic flow of an anisotropic metal on 
W
gradually develops, and the individual crystals bec
characteristic fibrous texture in the direction of the most severe tensile strain. In this 
h anisotropy can be removed with difficulty by 
entation of crystal planes is not the only cause of 
If the criterion of yielding under combined stresses is: 
constatntf ij =)(σ        (5.2.2.) 
 
then in the case of an anisotropic metal the form of  depends on the choice of axes 
of reference.  Function 
tensor, and involves
 
 is assumed that the anisotropy has three mutually orthogonal directions 
which may be called the principal axes of anisotropy. These axes can, and frequently 
will, vary in direction at any moment form point to point within the bulk metal. 
 
eneous function quadratic in the stresses to represent the plastic potential 
f. In view of the symmetry assumption term
f
f  is regarded as a function of the components of the stress 
 certain parameters characterising the current state of the material. 
It
If we fix our attention on a given element in certain state of anisotropy and 
choose the principal axes of anisotropy as Cartesian axes of reference, then by 
analogy with the Von Mises yield criterion for isotropic metal it is natural to select 
some homog
s in which any one shear stress occurs 
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linearly
 
Hill [76] proposed a quadratic yield cri
criterion carries on to be interesting for the behaviour modelling of several metallic 
materia s. Hill’s criterion is an extension o
plasticity, and this criterion is given as follow
xyzxyzy
where F, G, H, L, M, N are parameters characteristic of the current state of 
anisotropy. 
 
ane stress case with in-plane anisotropy this criterion reduces to:  
which c
2 σ=
 must be rejected. It is also assumed that the hydrostatic pressure does not 
influence yielding. 
terion for anisotropic materials and this 
l f the von Mises criterion for isotropic 
s: 
 
222222 222)()()( xxzzy NMLHGFf σσσσσσσσσ +++−+−+−= (5.2.3.) 
 
2
In the pl
 
22222 2)( xyyxxy NHGFf σσσσσ +−++=    (5.2.4.) 
 
an be rearranged as: 
 
xyyyx NHFHHGf
222 2)(2)( σσσσ +++−+   (5.2.5.) 
 
where x
x
σ , yσ and xyσ  are components of the stress tensor, F, G, H and N are material 
constan s. t
 
 In case of plane stress state Hill’s orthotropic model requires the following 
data: 
 
• Strain hardening curve Yσ  
• Anisotropic coefficients (F, G, H and N) 
 
Hill’s orthotropic yield criterion with isotropic hardening can be extended to 
include the concept of combined isotropic-kinematic hardening [82], and yield 
function in this case is: 
 
( )( ) ( )( )22 2 rrHrHGf −−−−+= σσσ
( )( ) ( )22 2 xyxyyy rNrF −+−+ σσ
yyxxxx
H+
   (5.2.16.) 
 
where the material parameters F, G, H and N are determined by the initial state 
a
lastic strain. 
 
Wh
of  and , are not zero. In this situation, it is then desirable to fit the yield 
of anisotropy of the material. The components of the back stress, xr , yr  and xyr , 
specify the centre of the yield surface and are directly related to the kinematic 
hardening of the material. The function f  specifies the size of the yield surface, and 
it is n expression of isotropic hardening. The function f  increases with accumulated 
p
en there is significant presence of anisotropy in the material initial values 
xr , yr xyr
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criterion to the experimental yield surface through an optimisation procedure. In this 
ay it is possible to determine the values of coefficients (F, G, H and N), and initial 
back stress components. 
 
s in classical plasticity theory, the plastic strain increments were derived 
from a plastic potential which was assumed to be the yield surface, and a yield 
function )
w
A
( ijf σ  is required to match the trends observed when used in conjunction 
with nor ality rule - the plastic strain increments are normal to the yield locus: 
 
m
ijσ∂
p
ij
fdd λε ∂=         (5.2.7.) 
 
where λd  is scalar depending on material hardening and ijσ  are the 
components of the Cauchy stress tensor  
In the above equation the yield function  is differentiated partially with 
spect
f
re  to the components of the stress tensor ijσ . The product of each differential 
and scalar multiplier λd  (an incremental plastic modulus) gives the components of 
the plastic strain increment tensor pijdε . 
 
Using the extended Hill’s yield criterion and normality rule, yields: 
 [ ]yxpxpx HGdtdD ααλε −+== )(&  
 
 
H
[ ]yxpypy FHHdtdD ααλε )( ++−== &     (5.2.8.) 
 
 
xy
p
z
p
xy NdtdD αε ==  
where
λ&
 components of the “effective stress vector” are 
 
xxx r−=  yyy r  xyxyxy r     (5.2.9.) = σα − −= σαα σ
 
the plastic multiplier λ&  is a positive scalar that may vary during the straining 
rocess, and pD , pD  and pD  are the plastic pp x y xy arts of the rate of deformation, such 
that: 
 
   (5.2.10.) 
 the case of uniaxial tension test using a specimen cut out from a sheet at 
angle 
p
x
e
xx DDD += pyeyy DDD += pxyexyxy DDD +=
  
In
α , measured counter-clockwise from the rolling direction, the stress 
components are: 
 
α2  ; ασσ 2sin=y  ; σσ cos=x αασσ cossin=xy   (5.2.11.) 
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where σ  is the stress along the axial direction x′  of the specimen. Let y′  be 
along the width direction of the specimen, the zyx ′−′−′  axes thus for a rectangular 
specimen coordinate system with x′  and y′  lying in the yx −  plane and zz =′ . 
 
In this case, the rate of plastic deformation in the specimen coordinate system 
is: 
 
αααα cossin2sincos 22 pppxpx DDD ++=′  xyy D
   (5.2.12.) 
 
 
αααα cossin2cossin 22 pxypypxpy DDDD −+=′
)2cos()2(sin)(
2
1 2 αα pxypypxpyx DDDD +−−=′  
 
Using Pragers’s kinematic hardening rule, according to which the rate of 
translation of the centre of the yield surface is proportional to the plastic strain rate, 
the deviatoric part of back stress rates can be found as: 
  
 
(5.2.13.) 
 
d 
 
z
D
y
D
x rrr &&        (5.2.14.) 
 
Knowing that zr&  for plane stress, it may be shown that 
 
 and      (5.2.15.) 
 
The scalar parameter C characterizes the material behaviour, and if it is 
ssumed to be a constant, this leads to a linear-kinematic strain hardening. 
 
The plastic strain ratio,  for a test coupon cut at an angle 
])[( yx
p
x
D
x HHGCCDr ααλ −+== &&  
])([ yx
p
y
D
y FHHCCDr ααλ ++−== &&  
xy
p
xy
D
xy NCCDr αλ&& ==  
an
0=++ D
0=
D
y
D
xx rrr &&& += 2 DyDxy rrr &&& 2+=
a
αR α from the rolling 
direction, is defined by: 
 
⎟⎟
⎞
⎜⎜
⎛
+−==
′′
pp
p
y
p
p
y
DD
D
D
D
Rα      5.2.16.) ⎠⎝ ′′′ yxz
 (
 
where the plastic incompressibility of the material is assumed. From this 
equation, the following expressions can be found: 
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yx
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⎤
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⎡ −−−+
−= 1
22)(
)2(2
2
1
45
45
45
yx
x
FrGrFG
rNR σ
σ
    (5.2.17.) 
 
yx
yx
FrGrF
HrrHGH
R −−
−++=
90
90
90
)(
σ
σ
 
 
where 0σ , 45σ , 90σ , , and  represent the yield stress and plastic 
nd 90 degrees from the rolling direction, 
spectively. In the case of
0R , 45R 90R
strain ratio at orientations 0, 45 a
re  0=== xyy
definition of plastic strain ratios given by: 
 
x rrr , above equations reduce to original Hill’s 
G
HR =0 ; F
HR =90  and )(2
)(2
45 GF
GFNR +
+−=    (5.2.18.) 
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5.3. Procedures for calibration of the orthotropic yield criterion 
 the material constants for an anisotropic material is more 
omplex then for an isotropic material. Several types of tests can be performed. Hill 
[76] pr
 
The determination of
c
oposes a series of simple tensile tests. If one determines the yield stress of the 
material in the three principal axes of anisotropy then it is clear that: 
 
HG
xxY
+=
,
1
σ , 
 
FH
yyY
+=
,
1
σ ,       (5.3.1.) 
 
GF +=1σ , zzY ,
 
from which one could determine F, G and H as follows: 
xxYzzYyyY
F
,,,
1112 σσσ −+=  
 
yyYxxYzzY
G
,,,
1112 σ+      (5.3.2.) σσ −=  
 
zzYyyYxxY ,,, σσσH
111 −+=  
 
The other three material constants for Hill’s yield criterion can be determined 
 
2
from the yield stresses in shear with respect to the principal axes of anisotropy. 
yzY
L
,
12 σ=  
 
zxY ,σ
 
M 1=         (5.3.3.) 2
xyY
N 12 =  
,
 
σ
ining the anisotropy 
parame
zyx
However instead of this direct method of determ
ters, it is better to measure the incremental strains in all three directions during 
a tensile test. For example for a tensile test in the X-direction these strains would be in 
the ratios:   
d )(:)(:)(:: GHHGdd −−+=εεε     (5.3.4.) 
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Similarly tensile tests in Y and Z directions will provide the ratios between F 
and H, and G and F: 
 
)(:)(:)(:: FHFHddd zyx −+−=εεε     (5.3.5.) 
 
)(:)(:)(:: GFFGddd zyx +−−=εεε     (5.3.6.) 
 
This then allows a test of the accuracy of the measurements and the theory, as 
he following identity should be satisfiet d: 
 
1=⎟⎠⎜⎝
⎞⎛⎟⎞⎛ ⎠⎜⎝⎟
⎞⎛ FGH
 
 well defined. Or it can be used as a way to determine the 
through
sile tests using a specimen 
ut out from a sheet or a plate in different material directions, result in different yield 
stresses, 
⎠⎜⎝ HFG        (5.3.7.) 
 
This method is preferable to the direct (stress based method) method if the 
yield stress is not very
 thickness yield stress when the material is in the form of a thin sheet. 
 
For a material with anisotropic yield properties, ten
c
ασ , where the index α  denotes the specimen’s direction relative to the 
extr  of 
anisotropy one can see that the parameters n Hill’s criterion should satisfy following 
relation
 
usion direction. Considering the tensile yield stresses in the principal directions
 i
s: 
HG +=2
0σ
 1
(5.3.8.) 
FH +=2
90σ
 1
 anisotropy is also cha acterized by a difference in plastic flow 
relative to the principal anisotropy direction, and as a m
  
The plastic r
easure of the flow properties 
of the material, the specimen’s αR  ratio or Lankford coefficient is defined as the ratio 
between the plastic strains in its width and thickness directions: 
 
α
α
ε
p
p
wR
&=    ε t&
      (5.3.9.) 
 
where α is the angle from the extrusion direction, and pε& , pε&  are true, plastic straw t in 
increments in the width and thickness directions of the specimen, respectively. Often 
the g 
the
se increments are assumed to have the same ratio for increasing strains, enablin
 R  ratio to be written as: 
 
α
α ε
ε
p
t
p
wR =          (5.3.10.) 
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or 
 
in terms of  Hill’s orthotropic parameters as: 
αα
αα
α 22
22
cossin
cossin)42(
GF
HGFNHR +
−−−+=      (5.3.11.) 
 
 
The above equation then yields: 
G
HR =0 ; 
 
F
HR =90  ;         (5.3.12.) 
 
)(2
)(2
45 GF
GFNR +
+−=  
 
For a material exhibiting isotropic flow properties the strains in the width and 
thickness direction of the specimen are known to be equal for all directions in the 
material and for an isotropic material the Lankford coefficients reduces to  for 
all directions 
1=αR
α . 
 
The  values can be determined with uniaxial tensile tests of specimens, αR
which are cut out at the angle α  from the rolling direction. The Lankford coefficient 
thus describes the ability of the material to resist thinning, i.e. a large value implies 
that the material is has high resistance to thickness changes while a low value means 
that the material is has high resistance to straining in the width direction. 
 
Measuring stress and strains in the width and length direction, true stress σ , 
true longitudinal strain lε and true strain in width direction wε can be calculated by use 
of formulas: 
 
)1( leS +=σ ; )1ln( ll e+=ε ; )1ln( ww e+=ε      (5.3.13.) 
 
where S, ,  are the respective engineering values. Subsequently, true plastic 
strains could be calculated from these values as: 
 
le we
El
l
p σεε −= ; wwwp E υ
σεε −=       (5.3.14.) 
 
where E is Young’s modulus and wυ  is Poisson’s ratio for the width direction. 
 
Utilising the incompressibility condition the true plastic strain in the thickness 
direction of the specimen can be found as: 
 
        (5.3.15.) 
 
)( wplptp εεε +−=
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The Hill’s yield criterion in the plane stress case contains four material 
coefficients, which need to be determined. This can bee done with data from uniaxial 
tensile tests and biaxial tensile test [86]. However, since four material coefficients are 
needed, only four properties from the tests can be considered.  
 
For the identification of the parameters of Hill’s yield criterion the procedure 
based on the experimental values of the tensile uniaxial yield stresses in o0 , o45 , 
directions and the balanced yield stress
o90  
bσ  from biaxial test, give the following set of 
equations [84]: 
 
⎟⎟⎠⎜
⎜⎛ ⎞111
⎝
+−= 22
0
2
902
1
b
F σσσ  
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⎞⎜⎛ +− 22
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 ⎜⎝
= 2
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1G σ
(5.13.16.) 
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⎞= 111N
t is possible to rearrange this set of equations in the following from: 
  
⎛
I
)
1
0
2F = 1( 990 R+σ  
 
( )909090 1σ
(5.13.17.) 
2
90
2
1
R
RG +−= σ  
( )90290
90
1 R
RH += σ  
 
( )⎟⎟
⎞⎜⎛ −+−= 90 1141 R  
⎠⎜⎝ + 9029002452 12 R
N σσσ
 
In this case parameters included in Hill’ yield criterion can be determined 
u  
ratio at 
 
We can also calculate the parameters for the Hill’s criterion using the 
measured uniaxial yield stress in  directions and Lankford coefficient 
 strain rate ratio at  utilizing following explicit solution: 
sing the measured uniaxial yield stress in o0 , o45 , o90  directions and 90R  strain rate
o90=α  
o0 , o45 , o90
0R
o0=α
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( )0290
01 R−=  2
90 1 R
F +σσ
 
( )02 1
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R+= σ  0
G
(5.13.18.) 
( )020
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1 R
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2 1
114
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1
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Both yield stresses ασ  and Lankford coefficients  may be employed for the 
calibration of the yield criterion, where -ratio represents the gradient of the yield 
surface [89]. We can choose any combination of those parameters and apply different 
identification procedures as long as the points are not lying in a plane, since this will 
not give solution for the constants. 
αR
αR
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5.4. Experiments 
est 
 
 (extrusion),  and 
(transversal). Because only the longitudinal strain of flat tensile specimen has been 
measur
 
5.4.1. Tensile t
Uniaxial tensile tests for two aluminium alloys AA2024 and AA7010 have 
been performed in three different directions, namely 0o o45 o90  
ed for all three different directions, Taylor test data has been used for 
determination of Lankford coefficient αR  for AA7010. 
 
A plane stress state is defined in an orthogonal system ),( φθ , rotated in the 
plane of the sheet or plate with an angle α . The angle α  is the angle between the θ  - 
axis an  the x – ax
chosen n the direct
d is in the orthogonal material system (x, y), where the x – axis is 
ion of rolling. The angle α  is defined positive counter clockwise. i
The plane stress state may be transformed to material axes by the relation: 
 
⎥⎤⎢⎡⎥⎤⎢⎡ −=⎥
⎤⎢⎡ θσ
σ
αααα
αααα
σ
σ
x
x
22
22
cossin2cossin
cossin2sincos
  
⎥⎥⎦⎢
⎢
⎣⎥
⎥
⎦⎢
⎢
⎣ −−⎥
⎥
⎦ θϕ
φ
σαααααασ xy
y
22 sincoscossincossin
(5.4.1.1.) 
 
In a uniaxial tensile test performed in the direction 
⎢⎣
⎢
α , the stress state is 
defined as σσ θ =  and 0== θϕφ σσ . Choosing directions 0, 45, 90o and using above 
relation, following table defines stress states referred to the material axes: 
 
 
Tab. 5.4.1.1. Stress states referred to the material axes 
α  xσ  yσ  xyσ  
0o  σ  0 0 
45o  2/σ  2/σ  2/σ  
90o  0 σ  0 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.4.1.1. Definition of yield point 
For higher tem eratures, the apparent yield point disappears and determ
of the yield stress becomes difficult. There are thre
determination of the yield point in a stress-strain curve as shown in Fig. 5.4.1.1.: 
 
p ination 
e types of methods [81], for 
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A - The point where the proportional relation between stress and strain 
disappears 
B - The point, which is determ
C – The p
plastic strain. 
In this work, the stress at the C point was defined as the yield stress. 
a ental, and the industry adopted 0.002 plastic 
strain as an arbitrary limit that is considered acceptable by all regulatory agencies. For 
tension
 stress-strain 
diagram odulus line and offset from the 
origin by an amount of 0
offset with the stress-strain curve.  
 
5.4.2. Taylor test 
 
Taylor test 
 for AA7010. Taylor cylinder specimens were cut from rolled plate. The 
specim
pressive impact loading is always applied along X-axsis. The 
X direction was the original rolling direction for
 
ined by the extrapolation 
oint determined by certain off-set strain as the stress at a certain 
 
Permanent deformation m y be detrim
 and compression, the corresponding stress at this offset strain is defined as the 
yield stress. For practical purposes, yield stress can be determined from a
 by extending a line parallel to the elastic m
.002. The yield stress is determined as the intersection of the 
  
data has been used for determination of the Lankford coefficient 
αR
ens were 9.30 mm in diameter with length 46.50 mm and the length-to-
diameter ratio L/D=5.  
A laboratory test frame (X, Y, Z) representing the principal axes of impact test 
is adopted such that com
 this plate. 
 
Fig. 5.4.2.1. R-ratio deduced using Taylor test with initial velocity V=200 m/s 
 
It has been found that the Lankford coefficient for AA7010 has value of 
 th  s en
e of  for the specimen, which was launched with initial velocity of 214 
m/s, and average value is adopted for Lankford coefficient of 
894.  for e pecim , which was launched with initial velocity of 200 m/s and 
valu
00 =R
 778.00 =R
836.00 =R . 
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Fig. 5.4.2.2. R-ratio deduced using Taylor test with initial velocity V=214 m/s 
  
5.4.3. Yield locus 
 
sing above described procedure for identification of parameters for the Hill’s 
criterio axial yield stresses in  directions and 
Lankford coefficient 
G=0.5447; H=0.45
5.4.3.1 – Fig. 5.4.3.5. 
U
o0 , o45 , o90n, using measured uni
0R , the following values have been calculated: F=0.5524; 
53 and N= 1.6870. The corresponding yield loci are plotted in Fig. 
 
 
A7010 alloy plate as predicted by Hill’s criterion at Fig. 5.4.3.1. Yield loci for A
10104.6 −= sXε&  
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Fig. 5.4.3.2. Yield loci for AA7010 alloy plate as predicted by Hill’s criterion at 
 
 
11104.6 −−= sXε&  
 
Fig. 5.4.3.3. Yield loci for AA7010 alloy plate as predicted by Hill’s criterion at 
 
 
12104.6 −−= sXε&  
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Fig. 5.4.3.4. Yield loci for AA7010 alloy plate as predicted by Hill’s criterion 
at 
 
13104.6 −−= sXε&  
 
Fig. 5.4.3.5. Yield loci for AA7010 alloy plate as predicted by Hill’s criterion at 
 
Above figures show the experimental data and predicted yield loci by Hill’s 
orthotropic yield criterion at –50o, 0o, +70o, +140o and +200o C. The yield loci show 
remarkable temperature dependence. 
14104.6 −−= sXε&  
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5.4.4. Y
e yield stress determined from each tensile specimen is transformed into a 
set of stress components 
ield surface 
 
 
Th
xσ , yσ  and xyσ . These sets of stress components can then 
be plotted as a yield surface in a three-dimensional stress space, with xσ  and yσ  
rming two perpendicular axes on the horizontal plane, and xyσ  the vertical axifo s 
normal to horizontal plane [80].  
 
The Hill’s yield condition for plane stress state 
 
xyyyxx NHFHHG
2222 2)(2)( σσσσσσ +++−+=   (5.4.4.1.) 
 
is for  fixed  x  and  directions geometrically represented in the stress space y
),,( xyyx σσσ  by an ellipsoid. The different loading conditions can be represented by 
ellipses lying on the surface of the ellipsoid.  
 
 
 
Fig. 5.4.4.1. Predicted initial yield surface for AA7010 alloy plate 
 
Fig. 5.4.4.1. shows the yield surface which was computed with identified 
anisotropic coefficient of Hill’s yield function for the AA7010 , where rolling 
direction was chosen as the reference direction. 
 
Corresponding initial yield surfaces for AA7010 alloy plate predicted by Hill’s 
criterion at , and in the strain rate range from  to 
, are presented in Fig. 5.4.4.2. – Fig. 5.4.4.6. 
CT o70+= 14104.6 −−= sXε&
10104.6 −= sXε&
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Fig. 5.4.4.2. Yield surface for AA7010 alloy plate as predicted by Hill’s criterion at 
10104.6 −= sXε&  and CT o70+=  
 
 
 
Fig. 5.4.4.3. Yield surface for AA7010 alloy plate as predicted by Hill’s criterion at 
 and 
 
11104.6 −−= sXε& CT o70+=  
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Fig. 5.4.4.4. Yield surface for AA7010 alloy plate as predicted by Hill’s criterion at 
12104.6 −−= sXε&  and CT o70+=  
 
 
 
Fig. 5.4.4.5. Yield surface for AA7010 alloy plate as predicted by Hill’s criterion at 
13104.6 −−= sXε&  and CT o70+=  
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Fig. 5.4.4.6. Yield surface for AA7010 alloy plate as predicted by Hill’s criterion at 
14104.6 −−= sX  and CT o70+=  ε&
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5.5. Validation 
5.5.1. Implementation in DYNA3D 
  
A general Anisotropic Elastic-Plast
in DYNA3D, and this material model has been chosen as the starting point for the 
aterial model. 
h the Hill’s orthotropic plasticity model. 
  
The constitutive matrix C that relates increments in global components of 
stress to increments in global com
 
ic material model is already implemented 
further development of new orthotropic m
 
The implemented model combines the orthotropic elasticity of the Orthotropic 
elastic model wit
ponents of strain is defined as: 
TCT L ,        (5.5.1.1.) 
 
where T is the transformation matrix between the local material coordinate system 
and the global coordinate system, and LC  is the constitutive matrix defined in terms 
of the material constants of the local orthogonal material axes. 
 
T=C
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⎥⎥− cbab
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⎥⎥cba
EEE
1
   (5.5.1.2.) 
⎢⎢ G
00000
Symmetry of the elastic compliance 1LC  implies 
 
−
b
ba
a
ab
EE
νν = , 
a
ac
c
ca
EE
νν = , and 
b
bc
c
cb
EE
νν =     (5.5.1.3.) 
 
Positive definiteness of LC  yields the following restriction on the elastic 
constants: 
 
2
1
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡<
a
b
ba E
Eν , 2
1
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡<
Ea
Ec
caν , and 
2
⎥⎤⎢⎡< ccb Eν    (5.5.1.4.) 
1
⎦⎣ bE
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Values of the Poisson’s ratio are defined as 
 
i
j
ij ε
εν −=         (5.5.1.5.) 
 
where jε  is the strain in the  direction and thj iε  is the strain in the  direction in a 
niaxia
thi
u l stress test in the thi  direction. 
 
In the present model, only isotropic strain hardening is included in the form of 
the linear strain hardening. The linear strain hardening law has the form: 
 
p
py E εσσ += 0        (5.5.1.6.) 
 
where the effective plastic strain pε  is given by 
 
∫= t pp d
0
εε .        (5.5.1.7.) 
 
It is most convenient to choose a reference direction when using the Hill’s 
theory, and in the implemented model the a-direction is chosen as a reference 
direction. 
 
The a-direction hard
irection tangent modulus  as 
ening modulus apE , can be written in terms of the a-
a
TEd
 
a
Ta
a
Taa
p EE
EEE −= ,       (5.5. 8.
 
where aE  is the elastic modulus in the a-direction. The plastic hardening modulus 
a
pE  
is the slope of the stress vs. plastic strain curve in a uniaxial stress test, and the 
tangent modulus aTE  is the slope of the inelastic portion of a uniaxial stress vs. strain 
curve. 
Tangent modulus is defined as the slope of a line 
1. ) 
 
tangent to the stress-strain 
curve at a point of interest. The tangent modulus can have different values depending 
on the point at which it is determined. 
For the a-direction as reference direction Hill’s criterion may be written as: 
 
⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
+++
−+−+−
+= 2'2'2'
2'2'2'
2
222
)()()(
1
1
caabbc
caabbc
NML
HGF
R σσσ
σσσσσσσ   (5.5.1.9.) 
where 'F , 'G  and 'H  are found in terms of the anisotropy parameters R and P 
as: 
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G
F
P
RF =='  
 
G
GG == 1'         (5.5.1.10.)  
  
 
G
HRH =='   
 
The shear terms L, M and N are found using: 
 
( )
G
LZRQL bc =+⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +=
2
1'   
 
( )
G
MZRQM ba =+⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +=
2
1'       (5.5.1.11.) 
 
( )
G
LZQN ca =+⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ += 1
2
1'  
 
here Z is defined as: w
G
F
P
RZ ==         (
 
The anisotropy parameters R, P, , , and  can be determined from 
ress case isotropy, the anisotropy parameters are 
defined in terms of Lankford and Hill’s coefficients as: 
5.5.1.12.) 
bc ba ca
simple uniaxial material tension test in orthogonal directions. 
  
In the plane st  with in-plane an
Q Q Q
G
HRR == 0 ; 
 
F
HRP == 90 ;        (5.5.1.13.) 
 
)(2
)(2
45 GF
GFNRQca +
+−==  
 
and Hill’s criterion reduces to:  
22222 2)( cacaac NHGF σσσσσσ +−++= .   (5.5.1.14.) 
 
5.5.2. Numerical simulation 
 
r to 
test proposed procedure for calibration of Hill’s orthotropic yield criterion and 
calculated parameters for aluminium alloy AA7010. 
Numerical simulations of Taylor test experiments have been done in orde
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The material parameters that were used in the analyses are summarized in the 
following table (Table 5.5.2.1.). 
 
Table 5.5.2.1. Constants for AA7010 in the Hill’s General Anisotropic Model  
Parameter Description Nominal value 
aE  Elastic modulus 70.326 GPa 
bE  Elastic modulus 70.326 GPa 
cE  Elastic modulus 70.326 GPa 
R Anisotropy coefficient 0 836.  
P Anisotropy coefficient 0.824 
bcQ  Anisotropy coefficient 1 
abQ  Anisotropy coefficient 1 
acQ  Anisotropy coefficient 1.0377 
baυ  Poisson’s ratio 0.33 
caυ  Poisson’s ratio 0.33 
cbυ  Poisson’s ratio 0.33 
AOPT Material axes option 2 
yaσ Yield stress in a-direction 504 MPa 
β Material angle 0 
xa  X component of vector a  0 
ya  Y component of vector 0 a  
za  Z component of vector a  1 
xd  X component of vector d  0 
yd  Y component of vector d  1 
zd  Z component of vector d 0  
aE  p Hardening modulus in a-direction 0.65 GPa 
bcG Shear m lus 26.889 GPa odu
abG Shear modulus 26.889 GPa 
acG Shear modulus 26.889 GPa 
 
Definition for globally orthotropic m
a = x (Z axis - DYNA model); 
aterial (Fig. 7.1.) has been used in the 
simulation with material axes determined by vectors defined as: c=a X d; b= c X a, 
and following vector orientations: 
kjia
rrrr 100 ++=  
b = z (Y axis - DYNA model); kjidb
rrrrr
010 ++==  
c = y (X axis  - DYNA model); kjic
rrrr 001 ++=  
 
 
Fig. 5.5.2.1. Definition of orthotropic material axes 
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Comparisons of simulated Taylor cylinder profiles with minor and major side 
profiles of post-test geometry for Taylor specimens impacted at 200 m/s and 214 m/s 
are presented in Fig. 5.5.2.2. and Fig 5.5.2.3. 
 
 
 
ajor and minor side profile of post-test geometry and simulation results 
for the AA7010 Taylor specimen impacted at 200 m/s plotted as radial strain vs. 
 
Fig. 5.5.2.2. M
distance 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.5.2.3. Major and minor side profile of post-test geometry and simulation results 
for the AA7010 Taylor specimen impacted at 214 m/s plotted as radial strain vs. 
distance 
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Comparing the experimental shapes of the impact-interface footprints with 
DYNA3D code results (Fig. 5.5.2.4. – Fig 5.5.2.5.), we can observe that Hill’s 
orthotropic yield criterion can capture orthotropic behaviour for aluminium alloy 
AA7010. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.5.2.4. Comparison of footprints of the Taylor cylinder launched with initial 
velocity of 200 m/s 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.5.2.5. Comparison of footprints of the Taylor cylinder launched with initial 
velocity of 214 m/s 
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5.6. Conclusions 
 
It has been shown that the anisotropic behaviour of the aluminium alloy 
AA7010 can be correctly described by Hill criteria in combination with a sound 
parame r estimation procedure, and that accurate description of material behaviour 
can be achieved. Simple assumption of isotropic hardening has been proven to be 
sufficient to obtain good
 
  novel method for calibration of orthotropic yield criterion has been 
developed in this work. Paramete l
t tests. 
 
een used for calibration of orthotropic yield criterion. 
s (only longitudinal strain of flat tensile 
specimen has been measured for all three different directions) results from Taylor 
sts were proposed for determination of Lan
 
ca s ulation
la r side profiles, and 
e ntal results. 
te
 agreement with experimental data. 
A
rs for the Hill’s orthotropic mode  under the 
associated flow rule assumption have been identified using uniaxial tensile and Taylor 
impac
The uniaxial tensile test, used for material model calibration is cheap, simple 
and robust. Tensile tests in a different material directions resulted in different yield 
stresses, and those values have b
limitations of the uniaxial testBecause of the 
te kford coefficients. 
Numeri l im s of Taylor test experiments have been done, and results 
from the simu tions of the cylinder impact test (major and mino
 footprints) showed a good correlation to experimeimpact-interfac
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 6. MATERIAL FAILURE MODELLING 
 
6.1. Introduction  
 
 Today it is very well known that material fracture depends on numerous 
ding time, local stress, initial temperature and microstructure. Several 
rmulae exist to pre
enomena 
• Phenomena associated with ductile fracture 
 voids develop in the 
ateria
for ile
ture is dominated by the accumulation 
s of void nucleation, growth and 
ilu
lling damage formation (spall) is the stress 
factors like loa
fo dict material fracture, and those formulations represent three 
icrostatistical and phenomenological. different approaches, physical, m
 
We may distinguish two different phenomena: 
• Brittle fracture ph
 
Brittle fracture is characterised by the propagation of a crack with a sharp 
front. Usually, this crack follows crystallographic orientation of the material. In some 
cases crack may propagate between the individual material grains (inter-granular 
mode).  
  
 Ductile fracture is a second common cause of failure in engineering structures. 
A damaged ductile material consists of two parts: matrix medium and damage, e.g. 
voids. Ductile failure is characterised by significant plastic deformation prior to 
material failure. As a consequence the propagation of the crack requires more energy 
and the crack tip becomes blunted. Ahead of the crack tip
m l undergoing plastic deformation. The crack extends by linking with voids. In 
contrast to quasi-static fracture, dynamic fracture is usually nucleated independently 
at many locations. 
  
 The mode of failure that is representative aluminium alloys is duct  
failure. From experimental studies, ductile frac
f localised large strain and damage in the formo
coalescence. 
 
The starting point for this work is to discuss simple criteria with the lowest 
mbnu er of constants but with some physical meaning. A review of exiting dynamic 
fa re criteria is presented in the following chapter. These criteria are mainly used to 
simulate spall failure for the planar impact test. For a cylindrical target, the stress 
contro )(tσ  in the loading direction, which 
 
that time 
the important variables in predicting both microfracture and structural 
is also the maximum normal stress. Therefore, a one-dimensional analysis can be used 
in spall criteria. This can be extended to the three-dimensional analysis, by using for 
the instance the mean stress or a combination of mean and equivalent stress.  
 
6.2. Dynamic failure criteria 
The most commonly used failure criteria are based on the assumption 
and stress, are 
failure under dynamic loading conditions. A general method presented by Tuler and 
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Butcher [96] and by Gilman and Tuler [97] suggests the use of a damage function φ  
as a function of the entire stress history )(tσ : 
 
∫= dttf
0
)]([σφ        (6.2.1.) 
 
where 
t
φ  is selected to be any convenient function of damage and t is time. When φ  
reaches a critical value, t becomes the failure time or lifetime . For example ct φ  
could be total number or volume of microcracks formed. 
 
Tuler and Butch
umulative damage and 
er suggested a general criterion based on the concept of 
c they found that function φ  can be expressed in powers of 
0σσ − , where  is threshold stress below which no damage occurs regardless of the 0σ
stress duration. It was further suggested that one term might be expected to be 
dominant. They proposed a relation between various loading conditions and spall 
fracture, including time dependence of spalling in the form of generalized criterion, 
where the spall stress depends on the stress pulse duration: 
 
ct∫ =− dtt
0
0 ))(( φσσ        (6.2.2.) 
where 
λ
λ  and φ  are material constants determined experimentally, 0σ  is threshold 
stress and ct  is time to failure. 
 
Freund suggested that Tuler’s and Butcher’s model could be rewritten in the 
following manner: 
 
∫ =⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ −
ct
ctdt
t
0
0
0
1)(
λ
σ
σ  with λσ
φ
0
0 =ct     (6.2.3.) 
 
where 0σ  is threshold stress for the accumulated damage, λ  is a positive constant and 
 is the characteristic time, which is different for different materials. This criterion is 
based on the overstress concept and in the limit 
0ct
0)( σσ →t , ∞→ct
ntally are finite and relatively short, 
r longest intervals of loading near the 
. This is not true 
since the longest critical times observed experime
and they are about several microseconds. Fo
threshold stress 0σ , only the initial damage is usually found. 
 
A number of criteria have been derived from the following form of the Tuler 
and Butcher failure criterion: 
∫ ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −=
ct
r
dt
0
01
λ
σ
σσ        (6.2.4.) 
by introducing a damage parameter D as an internal variable, where in the original 
Tuler and Butcher failure criterion rσ  is reference stress and  is the time to failure. 
 
ct
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For example the modified Tuler-Butcher criterion proposed by Cagnoux is 
given by: 
 
( ) dtD
D
b
r
σλ
σ
−−⎟⎟⎠⎜
⎜
⎝
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
−⎟⎟⎠⎜
⎜
⎝
= ∫ 111 0 0       (6.2.5.) 
where b and 
tc σσ ⎞⎛ −⎞⎛ 1 λ
λ  are material parameters.  
 
In the work of Wanjia the modified Tuler-Butcher criterion is proposed in the 
following form: 
 
∫ ⎟⎟⎞⎜⎜⎛ ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ −
−⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛=
ct
dt
D
0
1
11
λσσ
σ   ⎠⎝ r0
    (6.2.6.) 
ulation. Their function D can be 
assume  to be the degree of separation along the spall interface and varies from 0 
(which represents state of no incipient spall) to 1 (which represent state of complete 
splall). 
If a time 
 
Davison and Stevens introduced a continuous measure of damage D, and 
proposed a theory of compound-damage accum
d
0τ  at the stress σ  produces a damage , then an increment in time 0D
of t∆  at the same stress level, will produce an increment in damage D∆ : 
 
0
0
τ
D
t
D =∆
∆         (6.2.7.) 
here  decreases with increasing tensile stress σ  w 0τ
 
)(ˆ0 σττ = .        (6.2.8.) 
For two or more load applications, we can write: 
 
)(ˆ
0
στ .       (6.2.9.) 
DtD ii ∆=∆
The sequence of load applications produces the following damage: 
 
0)(ˆ
DtDD ii ∑ ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ∆== στ     i∑   (6.2.10.) 
and this discretized form
nction of time as: 
 after integrating can be represented as a continuous 
fu
 
∫
∞−
⎥⎦⎣ tx )],([ˆ στ
⎤= dtDD ) 0 .     (6.2.11.) 
Now
⎢⎡
ft
ftx,(
 we can use relationship between σ  and )(ˆ στ , which is proposed by 
Tuler and Butcher: 
λ
σ
σσσστστ
−
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ −+−=
0
00
2
)(
)(ˆ      (6.2.12.) 
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where 0σ  is a critical stress below which there is no damage, and we can 
rearrange above equation as: 
 
dt
txtxDt
ft
f ∫xD
∞− σ 0
(
All of the above mentioned criteria, where time and stress history are the 
important variables, are phenome
mechanisms of failure, Zhurkov [98] introduced, the concept based on the 
ti t 
es s g
erma
be exceeded for fracture to occur. 
he kinetic concept of the mechanism of fracture is understood as time 
dependant proc
Systematic stud
e magnitude of the tensile tress and temperature have been carried out by Zhurkov. 
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ −+−=
λσσσσ
τ
000
2
),()),((
), .  (6.2.13.) 
 
nologically based. To account for the physical 
assump on tha thermal activation is involved in material separation during fracture 
rocess . It i enerally accepted that rate and temperature effects are related to the p
th lly activated micromechanical processes of plasticity and fracturing.  The 
creation of free surfaces in a stressed body occurs with assistance of thermal 
activation processes, or in other words, thermal vibration of the crystalline lattice 
reduces the energy threshold, which has to 
T
ess for which the rate is determined by stress and temperature. 
ies of the relationship between the lifetime of solids under load and 
th
The relationship observed between the lifetime ct , the critical stress σ  and absolute 
temperature T could be written in the form of the kinetic equation: 
 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎛ −= Utt cc γσ0 exp⎝ kT
0        (6.2.14.) 
 
where k is Boltzman’s constant, whils t , U  and γ  represent material constants. 0c 0
The physical sense of the kinetic equation is defined by the three parameters: 
and 
0c 0t , U  
γ . They are as follows: 0ct  coincides with the period of the natural oscillation of 
atoms for the material under consideration, 0U  can be interpreted as the magnit deu  of 
an
the energy barrier related to the probability of breaking the bonds defining strength, 
d γ  called the activation volume, is linked to the microstructure. This constant may 
be interpreted as a coefficient which takes into account the overstress on a bond as 
com ared to the average stress in a solid. The dependence of effective barrier energy p
γσ−=∆ 0UU  on the stress results in sharp acceleration of the fracture process in a 
stressed body, and in a decrease of its lifetime under load. 
 
Another approach to incorporate physical mechanisms of failure is based on 
the rate theory of fracture. The rate theory of thermally activated fracture was 
developed by considering the bond-breaking and establishing processes as 
fundamental mechanism of fracture initiation. In this approach a fracture forms and 
propagates because the rate of bond breaking is greater then the rate of bond re-
establishment. Tobolsky and Eyring [93] originally developed this theory for 
polymeric threads. It has been shown by the other investigators, that theory is equally 
valid for crystalline and amorphous materials. 
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In this approach we can observe constant stress σ , which acts on N bonds per 
nit area. The work done by the force acting on a bond during its breaking is u
 
λσ NW =    (6.2.15.) 
 
where λ  is the average distance over which the force acts during bond breaking 
process. The net rate of bond breaking is approximated as: 
 
NkTkT
U
h
kTN
dt
dN λσsin2exp ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛−=−    (6.2.16.) 
 
where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is absolute temperature, h is Planck’s 
constant and U is free energy of activation.  
  
At large stresses and low temperature when the bond healing process does not 
take place, the equation for net bond breaking can be written as: 
 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛−≈−
NkTkT
U
h
kTN
dt
dN λσexpexp     (6.2.17.) 
 
Above equation can be integrated as: 
 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛−∫ =⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛−−
kT
U
h
kTtdN
NkTN cN
expexp1
0
0
λσ ,   (6.2.18.) 
 
where ct  is the lifetime of specimen  to constant stress llo subjected . If the fo wing 
substitution is made,
NkT
λσχ = , we can write: 
 
( )∫ ⎟⎞⎜⎛−− ∞ Uxp  (6.2.19.) ⎠⎝=−kTN c kTh
kTtd
0
eexp1
λσ
χχχ   
 
The exponential integral on the left-hand side of this equation for large values 
of χ  reduces to: 
 
( ) χ
χχχχλσ
)exp(exp1
0
−≈−− ∫
∞
kTN
d ,   (6.2.20.) 
Therefore, at constant load the lifetime can be expressed as: 
 
kTNkT
UhNtc
0
0lnln λσλσ −+=    (6.2.21.) 
 
One can rearrange this equation in the form, which was used by Zhurkov: 
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00    (6.2.22.) ⎠⎝⎟⎠ kT
m lodets [100], have proposed a m e Zhurkov 
echanics. They proposed hich takes 
into account the local parameters of the fracture process. This is because the barriers 
are overcom nt macroscopic stress levels. The 
ing takes place only in some microvolumes. It the activation 
e. They 
cur instantaneously, 
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heir assumption is that parameters 
U  
T
0
0 t 0
1=φ& ,  and U β  do not depend on 
temperature, and that )(σU∆  is the stress-dependent free energy of damage 
tivation. It is also assumed that time interval of the micro crack growth is very short 
o 
Klep o sed cumulative 
cri rion for ld hat this criterion 
ha physical  activated rate processes, and it can predict 
ver  well th re  as a function of the spall stress 
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(typically few nanoseconds in hard materials) in comparison to the critical time t
spalling.    
 
aczko [101], following Zhurkov’s appr ach, propo
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y e critical time for failu  ct σ  for different 
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)( dtt ⎟⎞ 0cc tt ≤ 0σσ ≥     (6.2.25.) 
where: 
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- is thc e time to failure and 0t  σ , 0ct , )(Tα  are three material constants at constant 
temperature T 
- 0σ  is threshold stress wh 0ct  ich corresponds to the characteristic time 
- 0ct  is the longest critical time when 00 )( σσ =ct , for 0cc tt ≥ , 0σσ =  and =0 const  σ
- kT T i
UT )( ∆=α 0 , where 0U∆s absolute temperature,  is activation energy, and k is 
Boltzmann’
 
When the process is non-isothermal, as it is in the case of spalling, the 
s constant. 
exponent )(Tα  is time dependent due to changes of temperature during loading or 
unloading ),( tT . In such a case the proposed cumulative cα riterion must be integrated 
erature history T(t). 
Since this spall criterion is general, it includes both the brittle and ductile 
cromecha  modes are combined in different 
portions t
accordingly, including the temp
m
pro
i nisms of separation. Those two
determined by the value of exponen  α . The criterion universality lies in 
fact tha  and the ex t the t it has a cumulative character ponen α  is temperature 
de ndent. eases more ductile micr hanisms are activated 
an  threshol  leve f ductility. 
 
pe When temperature incr omec
d d stress for spalling increases up to a high l o
Recently, Hanim and Klepaczko [104], have introduced another effect of 
temperature in this criterion by expressing the threshold stress 0σ  as a function of 
temperature: 
 
0
00
)()( µ
µσσ TT o=        (6.2.26.) 
 
where 0oσ  is the threshold stress at absolute temperature near 0K, )(Tµ  is shear 
modulus as a function of temperature T, and 0µ  is shear modulus near 0 K. 
  
 be 
defined in the following m
  
Following the work of Kocks [55], normalized activation energy u  can 
anner: 
0
0
3
0 )( ubTU µ=∆        (6.2.27.) 
 
where b is Burgers vector, and )(Tµ  is temperature dependent shear modulus. We 
can assume that stress dependent activation energy given by Yokobori can be written 
in the following form: 
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
=∆
)(
ln)()( 0
0
0
3
T
ubTU
µσ
µσµσ      (6.2.28.) 
 
Substituing the above expression for activation energy into cumulative 
damage criterion Eq. (6.2.23.), which was proposed by Dremin and Molodets, a 
modified Klepaczko’s cumulative failure criterion in the integral form can be written 
as: 
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σ  and 0u , modified Klepaczko’s failure 
riterion, could be integrated [106] and defined as a fitting equation in the following 
form:
c
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σ    (6.2.30.) 
   
Using this fitting equation and plotting normalized critical spall stress data 
)(Tµσ  versus critical time of loading data , from series of plate impact tests, 
parameters 
ct
0ct , 0σ  and  could be easily determined. Plate impact tests are carried 
out at different impact speeds resulting in different stress levels, and with different 
plates thicknesses, resulting in different loading times. 
 
Besides those criteria, which can be generalized as Tuler-Butcher type criteria, 
we can recognize second type of dynamic failure criteria and those are based on 
nucleation and growth of cracks or voids. First type of these criteria are based only on 
one evolution equation of damage and do not specify the mechanisms of nucleation, 
growth and coalescence. 
 
Microdamage nucleates at heterogeneities in the material such as inclusions, 
grain boundaries, etc. Nucleation occurs in two stages. First, a threshold condition 
must be exceeded before nucleation can begin. Second, once the threshold is met, 
nucleation will occur over a size range of heterogeneities and at a material specific 
rate. Growth, by definition, is the increase in size of the microscopic cracks or voids. 
And finally, after the microcraks or voids have grown by an amount comparable to 
the average void spacing, coalescence must begin. 
 
Curran et al. [107] developed a physically based model involving the 
nucleation, growth and coalescence of voids in a region undergoing tensile stresses. 
Their approach involves expressions for the rate of nucleation N and the rate of 
growth R. 
In this criterion, the form of the equation for nucleation rate function is 
consistent with experimental results of Zhurkov, and is expressed as: 
0u
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −=
r
nNN σ
σσ 0
0 exp&&        (6.2.31.) 
 where  is the threshold nucleation rate, 0N& 0nσ  is nucleation tensile  threshold 
stress, and rσ is reference stress or stress sensitivity for nucleation. 
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 This equation expresses the fact that below 0nσ , no nucleation is observed, 
and above threshold stress the nucleation rate increases exponentially with tensile 
stress σ . 
 
The growth rate is given by: 
 
RR g ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −= η
σσ
4
0&        (6.2.32.) 
 
where R is void radius, 0gσ  is the growth threshold stress, and η  is material 
viscosity. This equation states that the growth rate R&  is proportional to the radius of 
void. 
 
 The total relative void volume Vv associated with nucleation and growth at the 
end of loading time interval  consists of the void nucleation volume and the void 
growth volume and is given by: 
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4
3exp8 00
3
0
&     (6.2.33.) 
 where  is relative void volume at the beginning of the time 
interval, and  is the radius at the beginning of the time interval. 
  
 To describe void nucleation and growth in ductile metals, a dynamic model 
has been proposed by Rajendran at al [107]. In this criterion, the void nucleation 
proess was modelled through a Gaussian distribution. This model is based on pressure 
dependent yield criterion for compressible plastic flow and is strain rate and loading 
history dependent. If we denote by  the volume fraction of voids, the evolution rate 
of this fraction is given by: 
  
        (6.2.34.) 
  
 The first term in this equation represents the stress-controlled evolution where 
3
00 8 tRNVv ∆= &π
0R
f
gfFFf &&&& ++= εσ εσ
σ&
pε&
σF
is the stress rate. The second term represents the strain-controlled evolution where 
 is the plastic strain rate and the last term represents the rate of growth. Functions 
 and  are given by the following Gaussian distributions as initially proposed by 
Chu and Needleman [105]:  
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 Here, nσ  and nε  are the mean equivalent threshold stress and strain, 
respectively, around which the nucleation stress and strain are distributed in a 
Gaussian manner, respectively. The terms  and  are the standard deviations of 
these d
   (6.2.36.) 
  
 where  is the trace of the plastic strain rate tensor which represents the 
volumetric inelastic strain rate. 
 
 The Cochran-Banner model [108] is another representative of this group of 
damage models. This model was originally developed and tested for solid elements as 
a part of the 1D code. The Cochran-Banner damage model has a simple and efficient 
theoretical definition, and input constants can be obtained from the uniaxial tensile 
test. These arguments ensure that the model can be useful for the crashworthiness 
simulations. 
 It is assumed that the level of resulting tensile stress controls the damage 
initialisation in material. Once the certain level of tensile stress is reached, this 
triggers the nucleation and growth of microscopic voids. In the final stages the micro-
voids will coalesce to form the macroscopic void. The formation of macroscopic void 
represents the stage of material separation, or material failure. 
 The main idea behind this model is to describe the transition from undamaged 
ductile material to ductile f aterial 
influenced by t
-  is defined as the largest tensile stress that the material can withstand before any 
damage m the 
xperimental tensile data for the material of interest. 
-  is defined as a material constant which corresponds to total fracture.  is 
proportional to the size of voids when they coalesce, and it may be related to the grain 
size. 
  
 The method of statistical averaging of microscopic processes into a continuum 
description of material fracture is applied in the Cochran-Banner model. Variable 
D(x,t) is defined as the volume of the microcracks at a given location and time. 
  
 ,  dV>0     (6.2.37.) 
where A is the current element cross-section normal to the loading direction. 
  
 In one dimensional finite difference calculation, the damage will be the 
volume of microcracks (actual volume, not the relative value) per unit area normal to 
1s 2s
istributions. The terms 1f  and 2f  define the maximum allowable void volume 
fraction due to stress and strain nucleation, respectively. In this model, the rate of 
growth of voids is given by the classical relationship: 
  
 ( ) piig ff ε&& −= 1     
p
iiε&
ailure, i.e., to formulate the weakening process in m
he damage growth. 
  
 This model is based on two parameters, failσ  (tensile strength) and 0D  
(critical length, corresponds to total fracture): 
 
failσ
 in material occurs. This value can be approximated quite well fro
e
0D 0D
∫= t AdVtxD
0
/),(
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the strain in a given mass zone. In a general 3D case, the damage is defined by the 
olume of microcracks (actual volume, not the relative value) per average element 
cross-s
o be 
related directly to the other dynamic variables. 
 
voids grow
v
ection area. 
  
 In order to calculate the damage a simplification can be made that all 
expansion that occurs after the tensile strength failσ  has been exceeded could be 
recognised as the microcrack volume growth. This definition allows damage t
 
 Following from theory of micro th, the strength function is defined 
as: 
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 he value of  can be interpreted as a factor that reduces the cross 
amage growth material 
p  degraded. This by scaling of the yi ung’s 
mo ulus and s  the value of , with the global effect in the 
dec ease in stre  
 
The power of 2/3 com sectional area of spherical voids being 
portional to d volume. In this case it is assumed that 
ropic da hich can be 
d for both is
 
To acco hanisms of failure, the concept of thermal 
ctivation of damage and failure has been adopted as basis for this material model 
develo
 
T dam
sectional area over which the stress acts. During the phase of d
F
roperties are  is described eld strength, Yo
d hear modulus by  damF
r ss and flow stress increments.   
es from the cross 
the two-thirds power of the voipro
microvoids have spherical shape. This is an isot
otropic and orthotropic materials. 
mage mo l, wde
use
unt for the physical mec
a
pment and Klepaczko’s failure criteria has been used as a starting point.  This 
basic assumption makes the proposed approach compatible with the Mechanical 
Threshold Stress model, which was used as the strength part of the proposed 
constitutive model.  The developments were incorporated into public domain 
DYNA3D. 
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6.3. Model validation 
6.3.1. Plate impact test experiment - analysis of pullback speed  
 
Plate impact experiments are used to study dynamic deformation and failure 
modes of materials at high strain of rates. Variations of the free surface speed in the 
planar impact test can be directly related to the spall strength. The analysis of these 
profiles provides us with the values of spall stress and time to failure. Unloading starts 
at point of first maximum and continues until point of first minimum, where the new 
compressive wave arrives. This wave is created by the formation of spall surface 
inside the target. The amplitude of spall is signalled with second maximum (Fig. 
6.3.1.1.). Four different approaches [104] for determination of spall strength and 
critical time of spalling are summarized.   
 
1) The difference of free surface speeds between the first maximum (impact 
speed) and the first minimum called pull-back speedvelocity, can be directly related to 
the spall strength Fiσ  by the following equation: 
 
fsRFi VC ∆= 12
1 ρσ        (6.3.1.1) 
 
where  is the speed of the rarefaction wave emitted by the spall surface. It is 
assum d in this calculation that the rarefaction wave is purely elastic . This 
speed can be found from the distance of the spall surface Zc to the free surface and 
the travel time  of rarefaction wave: 
 
RC1
e 11 CC R ≈
Rt∆
R
R t
ZcC ∆=1 .        (6.3.1.2) 
 
The critical time of spalling  can be found from the following expression: 
.        (6.3.1.3) 
 
2) The second approach is based on propagation of elasto-plastic wave with 
the bilinear material behaviour, and consequently with two wave speeds, elastic 
and plastic . Therefore, following formula was derived: 
  
ct
ABc ttt −=
1C  
2C
1
1
1 1
−
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +∆=
p
fsFi C
CVCρσ .      (6.3.1.4) 
The critical time can be calculated using the elastic and plastic slownesses 
 and 11 /1 CS = pp CS /1= : 
       (6.3.1.5) 
where is distance between the spall surface and free surface of the target where 
 is measured. 
)( 1SSZt pcc −=∆
cZ∆
fsV∆
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3) The third is a slightly different approach for determining the critical 
conditions of spalling and is based on the increment of the free surface speed fsVδ  and 
the formula used is: 
)( VVC1 fsfsFi δρσ +∆=       (6.3.1.6) 
here w fsVδ  is the speed correction caused by plastic waves. When acceleration or 
deceleration of the free surface speed  is determined, the final formula for the 
speed correction takes the form: 
fsV&
21
21
1 )( VV
VV
SSZV pcfs &&
&&
+−∆=δ       (6.3.1.7) 
where  and  are accelerations of mass at the wave front before and after spalling. 
 
4) A direct application of the acoustic approach can be used to estimate the 
critical conditions of spalling. The critical time  after which spall occurs can be 
determined using acoustic approximation: 
 
1V& 2V&
ct
1
2
C
Lt ic =         (6.3.1.8) 
 
where  is thickness of flyer and  is speed of elastic wave. This is the time 
interval from beginning of tensile loading in the middle of target to the final spall. 
During this interval the stress plateau is 
iL 1C
Fσ  and applied stress can be represented with 
following formula: 
 
2
0
1
VCF ρσ =         (6.3.1.9)  
 
Th ned after 
ach experiment. It means that for the given stress level 
us, with the input data iL  and 0V , two parameters can be determi
Fσ  the spall occurs at . cte
 
Fig. 6.3.1.1. The characteristic points during variations of the free surface velocity 
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6.3.2. Plate impact test simulation 
 
10.0 mm. Target was supported on the back with 12 
m block of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA). Due to radial symmetry only quarter 
of the f
In order to analyse proposed criterion for spall phenomenon, proposed 
criterion was implemented in DYNA3D code and incorporated into the MTS material 
model. A series of FE simulations have been performed for OFHC Cu with a circular 
target plate d=70.0 mm, impacted with flayer plate with diameter of 50 mm and with 
the impact speed of 304 m/s. The thickness of flyer plate was 5.0 mm, and the 
thickness of the target plate was 
m
lyer and the target supported with PMMA backing have been modelled with a 
uniform solid butterfly mesh (Fig. 6.3.2.1.). 
 
Fig. 6.3.2.1. FE model of the plate impact test 
 
On the basis of published data [33] for spall strength for OFHC Cu (Fig. 
6.3.2.2.), parameters, which are included in proposed failure criterion Eq. (6.2.29.) 
were determined as: threshold stress GPa95.00 =σ , normalized activation energy 
related to the damage bond breaking 0508.00 =u  and critical time stc µ4.10 = . 
Values of the other parameters, which are included in the proposed criterion are: 
Boltzmann’s constant K
JXk 231038.1 −= , Burgers vector , and 
shear modulus 
mXb 910255.0 −=
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −−= 1)exp(/10 T
bbb 2µ , where GPab 3.470 =  is shear modulus at 
0K,  and . Parameters  and are fittting constants. GPab 40.21= Kb 1302 = 0b , 1b 2b
 
Fig. 6.3.2.2. Normalized critical spall stress versus 
critical time of lading for OFHC Cu 
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The flyer plate was modeled with Isotropic-Elastic-Plastic-Hydrodynamic model 
with Grunisen Equation of State. The material constants of the OFHC Cu and PMMA 
are listed in following tables. 
parameters for OFHC Cu used in the numerical simulation 
n Nominal value 
 
Tab. 6.3.2.1. Material 
Parameter Descriptio
G  Shear modulus 48.4 Gpa 
0σ  Yield stress 150 MPa ρ  Density 8924 kg/m3
 
Tab. 6.3.2.2. Grunisen Equation of State constants for OFHC Cu 
Parameter Description Nominal value 
C Bulk sound speed 0.394 scm µ/  
S1 First Hugoniot slope coefficient 1.489 (1.51) 
S2 Second Hugoniot slope coefficient 0 
S3 Third Hugoniot slope coefficient 0 
0γ  Gruneisen coefficient 2.02  
a  First order volume correction coefficient 0.47 
 
Target plate was modelled with Mechanical Threshold Stress model in the 
combination with Grunisen Equation of State. (Tab. 6.3.2.3.) 
 
Tab. 6.3.2.3. Mechanical Threshold Stress model parameters for OFHC Cu [26, 59] 
Parameter Description Nominal value 
aσˆ  Athermal rate independent threshold stress 40.0 MPa 
0σˆ  Initial threshold stress at zero plastic strain 46.0 MPa 
0g  Normalized activation energy 1.6 
0ε&  Reference strain rate 107 s-1
b Magnitude of Burgers vector 0.255x10-9m 
k Boltzmann’s constant 1.38x10-23 J/K 
p Free energy equation exponent 2/3 
q Free energy equation exponent 1 
A Saturation stress equation material constant 0.312 
0ˆ sσ  Saturation stress at zero degrees K 900.0 MPa 
0sε&  Saturation stress reference strain rate 6.2x1010 s-1
a0 Hardening function constant 2371 MPa 
a1 Hardening function constant 8.295 MPa 
a2 Hardening function constant 3.506 MPa 
b0 Shear modulus at zero degrees K 47.3 GPa 
b1 Shear modulus constant 2.40 GPa 
b2 Shear modulus constant 130 K 
Tr Reference temperature 300 K ρ  Density 8924 kg/m3
Cp Heat capacity 385 J/kgK 
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PMMA backing was modeled with isotropic–elastic–plastic-hydrodynamics 
material model with Mie-Grunisen equation of state, and value of 350 MPa was used 
for dynamic yield stress. 
 
Tab. 6.3.2.4. Material parameters for PMMA used in the numerical simulation 
Parameter Description Nominal value 
G  Shear modulus 2.32 GPa 
0σ  Dynamic yield stress 350 MPa ρ  Density 1182 kg/m3
 
Tab. 6.3.2.5. Grunisen Equation of State constants for PMMA 
Parameter Description Nominal value 
C Bulk sound speed 0.218 scm µ/  
S1 First Hugoniot slope coefficient 2.088 
S2 Second Hugoniot slope coefficient -1.124 
S3 Third Hugoniot slope coefficient 0 
0γ  Gruneisen coefficient 0.85 
a  First order volume correction coefficient 0 
 
 of the target, and the 
same ratio was app der 
 capture the continuous propagation of shock wave through the thickness of the 
lates. e
rbitrary fashion. 
A uniform solid butterfly mesh was created for the parts, flyer and target plate 
having identical mesh density. A sensitivity analysis used to define an appropriate 
mesh density is presented in Appendix D. The density of the mesh of the PMMA 
backing was twice as coarse than the backing plate mesh in the thickness direction. 
Ten elements were defined through the thickness of the model
lied to the model of the flayer. A fine mesh was required in or
to
p A sliding contact interface was defin d between the flyer and target. This type 
of contact allows the surfaces to separate and move relative to each other in a 
completely a
 
Fig. 6.3.2.3. Time-distance diagram for OFHC Cu plate impact test simulation 
without failure criterion for the 6 sµ  response time. 
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In order to analyse implemented failure criterion, Langrangian time-distance 
diagrams were used, and the results from numerical simulations with and without 
implemented criterion were compared. Diagrams were created for the sets of the 
elements through thickness of the flayer and the target. Points whose coordinates are 
calculated for the centroids of the elem
 
The time-distance diagrams were constructed from pressure-time data for 
each o
ents represent each element. 
f the elements, which are positioned on the axis of the symmetry. For the 
elements, the coordinate through the thickness of the material represents distance in 
the time-distance diagram. The figures Fig. 6.3.2.3. and Fig. 6.3.2.4. show the time-
distance diagrams for 6 sµ  response time. 
 
One can observe that release waves propagating into the material from both 
sides superpose insi
tension stress exceeds the dynamic tension strength of the material, the material fails 
and new free surface is created inside the target plate. The creation of the spall plane – 
free surface, reduces the tension stress inside the material to zero, and results in the 
 
ing proposed cumulative criterion. When an element fails due 
lated dam ge, it
de the target plate and cause high-tension stress. When this 
reflection of the reminder of the release wave as a compressive wave. 
The implemented damage model detects incipient spall if the mean stress 
exceeds the spall threshold stress. Once incipient spall is detected, model calculates 
evaluation of damage us
 accumu ato  is removed from calculation. 
 
 
Fig. 6.3.2.4. Time distance diagram for OFHC Cu plate impact test simulation with 
implemented failure criterion 6 sµ  response time. 
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Contour plots of pressure at different stages of spalling for impact speed of 
 
ve superimposes with the longitudinal release waves. However, the 
spall propagates almost instantaneously, and the free surface is created. 
304 m/s are presented in Fig. 6.3.2.5. Spall starts near external diameter where the
lateral release wa
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e pressure plots at different stages of spalling of OFHC Cu for incident 
  
The characteristic of the p
wave propagation, and building an FE m
rs (Fig. 6.3.2.6.) of 4x4 elements, and symmetry planes were applied on 
ll the sides. This resulted in a 1D strain state along the length of the bar. A non-
reflecting boundary condition was applied at the back of the PMMA 
condition ensures that no release wave travels back through the PMMA in to the 
t block. 
he impactor is modelled with 25 elements along the axis of impact, the test 
specimen and the PMMA block are modelled with 50 and 60 elem
of impact, respectively.  A contact interface was specified between the im
the tes
Fig. 6.3.2.5. Th
speed 304 m/s 
late impact problem is that it can be reduced to a 1D 
odel in this case is greatly simplified. 
 
In the model that was used for the simulation the three parts were modelled as 
ectangular bar
a
block, and this 
OFHC Cu targe
 
T
ents along the axis 
pactor and 
t specimen. This mesh is sufficient to allow the resolution of all the relevant 
elastic and plastic waves in the target and the flyer. 
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Fig. 6.3.2.6. FE model of the plate impact test – 1D case 
 
The stress time history was recorded in the elements at the back of the test 
specimen. In the figure Fig. 6.3.2.7. the simulated stress trace at the interface between 
the target material and PMMA block, for the plate impact at 304 m/s, is presented. 
 
 
Fig. 6.3.2.7. Simulation results of 304 m s OFHC Cu plate impact test 
 
/
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6.3.3. Taylor cylinder impact test simulation 
 
Another validation, using Taylor cylinder impact test, of the proposed criterion 
for tensile failure was performed after implementation of material model into 
compu
ated into MTS material model. 
A series of FE simulations of Taylo
for AA7010. In the simulations the 
ter code and determination of material constants for AA7010. In order to 
analyse proposed criterion for tensile failure, as previously stated, proposed criterion 
was implemented in DYNA3D code and incorpor
 
r cylinder impact test have been performed 
sgcm µ−−  system of units was used. MTS 
materia  Gruneisen Equation of State, and 
they have been presented in tables Table 4.4.3. and Table 4.4.4. The material 
parame ined on the basis of published data [103], and 
used in numerical simulation of Taylor impact test are summarized in the following 
table (Table 6.3.3.1.). 
 
Table 6.3.3.1. Failure criteria material param
Parameter Description Nominal value 
l model was used in the combination with a
ters of the failure criteria determ
eters for AA7010 
0σ  Threshold stress 1.05GPa  
0u  Normalized activation energy 0.0087 
0ct  C icarit l time 2 sµ  
B Magnitude of Burgers vector 0.286x10-9m 
K Boltzmann’s constant 1.38x10-23 J/K 
b0  Shear modulus at zero degrees K 28.83 GPa 
b Shear modulus constant 4.45 GPa 1
b Shear modulus constant 248.5 K 2
 
Depending on the initial impact velocity and the material strength a very vide 
range of strain rates, temperatures due to adiabatic heating, and strains can be 
achieved from single test. This test provides a clean set of experimental data from 
which 
Loading situations in Taylor test can obviously (Fig. 6.3.3.1.), generate 
internal tensile stresses in materials, leading to internal fracture, if the a  
duration are sufficient. This computer simulation shows how reflected compressive 
and lateral release waves interact in a cylindrical Taylor specimen subjected to normal 
impact, generating tensile stresses. Tension generated by lateral release is shown and 
those tensile stresses can lead to fracturing. 
Time sequence of stress fields and damage fields generated in Taylor 
specimen, impacting target with velocity of 214 m/s is shown in figure Fig. 6.3.3.1., 
and  damage parameter in this simulation is defined as: 
is possible to validate the implementation, and accuracy of material model in 
computer code. 
 
mplitude and
 
0
0
)(
0
0
0
3
)(
)(t kT
ubT
dtT
t ⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
µ
µσ
µσ
ct
D
c∫⎜
=       (6.3.3.1.) 
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Fig. 6.3.3.1. Time sequences of stress fields and damage fields generated in Taylor 
 
 
specimen impacted at 214 m/s 
In order to reduce the number of elements in the simulations model, and the overall 
time o arter of Taylor cylinder was modelled with a uniform 
solid butterfly mesh. Final damage fields generated in Taylor specimen, impacting 
target with velocity of 200 m/s an
 
 
V=200 m/s 
Fig. 6.3.3.2. Dama
 
 
 
The presented results demonstrate that the proposed cumulative damage and 
failure model based on the assumption that damage and fracture processes occur with 
the assistance of thermal activation can simulate high strain rate deformation 
processes and dynamic tension failure. 
 
This basic concept of thermal activation of
during fracture process has been adopted as basis for this material model 
development. Klepaczko failure criterion, has been modified and used as a starting 
point in this research.  The  assumption is that creation of free surfaces in a stressed 
body occurs with assistance of thermal activation processes makes the proposed 
approach compatible with the Mechanical Threshold Stress model, which was used as 
the strength part of the proposed constitutive model, and those developments were 
incorporated into public domain DYNA3D. 
f simulations, only qu
d 214 m/s are shown in figure Fig. 6.3.3.2. 
         V=214 m/s 
ge fields generated in AA7010 Taylor specimen 
6.4. Conclusions 
 damage and material separation 
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amage model, combined with the MTS strength part of the constitutive 
ulate high strain rate shock induced 
deformation processes. Numerical analysis predicted the occurrence of spall, 
including the loc on of ini tion of sp
the interior of target for the plate impact test considered. Proposed cumulative 
criterion is able to reproduce the “pull-back” stresses of the free surface caused by 
creation e . 
 
Numerical simulation clearly demonstrates the ability to predict the damage 
process in Taylor impact test simulation and proposed material model enables one to 
analyse numerically the damage over a wide range of impact speeds and temperatures. 
 
Proposed material model has to be coupled with orthotropic 
order to capture orthotropic behaviour of material of interest, and proposed 
thermodynamic framework for coupling elasto-plasticity and damage is presented in 
the following chapter. 
 
The d
relation and Grunisen equation of state, can sim
ati tia all zone and evolution of the free surface in 
 of th internal spalling
yield criterion in 
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7. COUPLING OF ANISOTROPIC ELASTOPLASTICITY 
AND DAMAGE 
 
age mechanics. 
hus, a multi-dissipative model is necessary
dopting two loading surfaces and two potentia
ther for damage [120]. 
ovoids by means of deviatoric and volumetric strain, and 
coalescence of microvoids linking the growing microvoids with adjacent ones, thus 
leading to complete reduction or loss of 
amage density approaches unity. Experimental observations show that the 
any models for estimation of microdamage accumulation in ductile 
materia
 damage models, while others are based on the continuum damage 
theory – phenomenological damage models. 
urson [127], formulated a model of the first 
on an approximation analysis of spherical voids, a yield function for porous ductile 
materia pe
G
aged configuration of a 
aring it with the actual damage configuration. He originally formulated 
his theory using simple uniaxi
different fields applied continuum damage mechanics to their fields, e.g., Krajcinovic 
 br at
ti age. The models that adopt two separate damage and plasticity 
 
7.1. Introduction 
The nonlinear material behaviour may be attributed to two distinct mechanical 
processes: plasticity and damage mechanics. The two phenomena can be described at 
he continuum level by the theories of plasticity and continuum damt
T , and this can be accomplished by 
a l functions, one for plasticity and the 
o
Ductile materials usually fail as the result of nucleation of microscopic voids, 
growth of the micr
load carrying capacity of the material, as the 
d
accumulation of microdamage has a tendency to be localized. This progressive 
physical process of degradation of the material mechanical properties up to complete 
failure is commonly referred to as the damage process. This work is concerned with 
anisotropic ductile damage. 
 
M
ls have been proposed. Some of them are based on damage micromechanics – 
micromechanical
G type where he obtained, based 
ls with rfectly plastic matrix. Several authors have proposed modification of 
the Gurson’s model, e.g., Tvergaard and Needleman. Tvergaard [128] modified 
Gurson’s model to improve the predictions at low void volume fractions. Needleman 
modified urson’s yield function in order to account for rate sensitivity and necking 
instabilities in plastically deforming solids and to provide better representation of 
final void coalescence. In this way, micromechanical models are based on physical 
principles and various applications have modelled microdamage growth and ductile 
failure [129]. 
 Phenomenological models are based on the concept of Kachanov [94], who 
was the first to  introduce for the isotropic case a scalar variable, which may be 
interpreted as the effective surface density per unit volume. Kachanov pioneered the 
subject of continuum damage mechanics by introducing the concept of effective 
stress. This concept is based on considering a fictious undam
body and comp
al tension. Following Kachanov’s work researchers in 
[94] for ittle materials and Lemaitre [122] for ductile m erials.  
 
 Ductile materials undergo a strong plastic deformation, which has a major 
influence on the damage evolution. There are many models with coupling between 
plas city and dam
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loading surfaces with two independent associated flow rules present a way for 
oupling between plasticity and damage. Those models have been extensively used by 
many a
proach for coupling between plasticity and damage can be achieved 
by using one single smooth generalized yield surface and an associated flow rule for 
the plasticity and damage evolutions, e
hose models obviously cannot describe all loadings correctly since a hydrostatic 
tress w ai ormation can be noticed. In 
dditio  damage levels or dilute 
istribution of defects and therefore they fail to account for the interaction of the 
defects
nother approach to achieve this coupling is by using separate plasticity and 
damage surfaces with separate non-associated flow rules in such a way that both 
damage and plasticity flow rules are dependen
potentials. This approach has been used by Voyiadjis [120]. 
 
7.2. Continuum thermodynamics 
 
 he thermodynamic relations proposed in this development follow the widely 
accepte  v
urces and heat fluxes) and 
infinitesimal deformations. This assumption allows for an additive decomposition of 
the strain tensor, 
c
uthors, e.g., Chow and Wang [113,114], Simo and Ju [117,118], Zhu and 
Cescetto [111], etc. This approach has also been used in this development. 
Second ap
.g., Gurson, Tvergaard, Needleman, etc. 
T
s ill cert nly cause damage before any plastic def
n, most of those models are restricted to lowa
d
 adequately. 
A
t on both the plastic and damage 
T
d approach based on internal ariable representations. This work is limited for 
pure mechanical adiabatic (no internal heat generation so
ε  into elastic and plastic components, that is: 
        (7.2.1) 
 
 The internal energy per unit mass,  at a conti
pe εεε +=
u , nuum point x , depends on a 
set of internal thermodynamic state variables. In functional form, the internal energy 
potential is: 
 
 i[ ])(),(),(, xxxsxuu νε=       (7.2.2) 
 
where s  is the entropy per unit mass and iν  is a set of mechanical variables or sub-
states used to model the irreversible or dissipative processes. 
 
 The second law of thermodynamics expressed in the form of the Clausius-
Duhem inequality: 
 
εσνερρθ &&& :),,( −≥ i
 
where 
sus       (7.2.3) 
ρ  is the density, θ  is the absolute temperature, and σ  is the Cauchy stress 
ution of the internal energy into above equation yields: 
 
tensor. The substit
 
0: ≥∂− ii
ννρε &&     (7.2.4) 
∂⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
∂
∂−+⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
∂
∂− uus
s
u
ερσθρ &
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This inequality must hold for all admissible processes. Since  and s& ε&  are 
rbitrary, their coefficient must vanish, resulting in two consequences. The absolute 
temperatur
a
e, θ , is the thermodynamic variable or force conjugate to the entropy and 
nsor, the stress te σ , is the thermodynamic force conjugate to the strain tensor, that is: 
s∂=θ  (7.2.5)  
u∂   ερσ ∂
∂= u   (7.2.6) 
 
 therm ynamic v
 often called a thermodynamic force and the time rate of change of the extensive 
arameter (strain rate) is termed a flux. The final term is often defined as the 
ciation with the dissipative variables, 
A od ariable conjugate to an extensive parameter, such as strain, 
is
p
dissipation rate, due to the asso iν . The 
issipation rate is defined to be the following: d
i
i
u νργ &∂−≡         (7.2.7) 
 
Then the second law reduces to: 
ν∂
 0≥γ .          (7.2.8) 
 
The Helmholtz free energy is thermodynamic potential given by a “contact” or 
Legend sfore tran rmation of the internal energy using conjugate pair ,(s )θ . The 
Helmholtz function is: 
 ssu i θνεψ −= ),,( .       (7.2.9) 
 
e following functional dependency is 
obtained: 
By taking the total derivative, th
θννενεs ii ∂εθθνεθψ sdd
ududsdsdddssddd ii −uuuu ∂+∂
∂=−−∂
∂++ ∂∂ ∂∂=−= )(      (7.2.10) 
 
therefore, 
 
),,( iνεθψψ =        (7.2.11) 
 
Hence, the internal energy is thermodynamic potential for entropy and the 
mechanical variables and the Helmholtz function is a potential for temperature and 
mechanical variables. The natural choice for isentropic and isothermal processes are 
the internal and the Helmholtz potentials, respectively. 
 
 or purely mechanF ical theories the first law of thermodynamics or balance of 
energy yields: 
 
εσρ && :=u         (7.2.12) 
γρθ =s&         (7.2.13) 
T ropo d in this 
develop -plasticity and 
amage. 
 
his concludes the overview of the thermodynamic equations p se
ment of general thermodynamic framework for coupled elasto
d
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7.3. General thermodynamic framework for coupled elasto-plasticity 
and damage  
 
the damage processes are irreversible, they are by 
e 
cal generation of heat, which for heterogeneous deformation fields results in a flow 
of heat, is not considered, because of isothermal assumption. The isothermal 
assumption is a reasonable
relatively small, or when a process occurs
relatively insensitive to changes in temperature. 
To describe the irreversibility associated with the plastic deformation and 
 let  be the plastic-strain tensor and introduce two second-
rder tensor variables in strain space that will be used to describe the plastic 
hardening phenomena. Let 
7.3.1. Thermodynamic variables and potentials 
 
 Since the plasticity and 
definition dissipative, and the excess energy is dissipated in the form of heat. Th
lo
 approximation when the amount of heat generated is 
 rapidly and the material parameters are 
damage evolution processes, a set of variables is introduced. 
For plasticity,  pε
o
α ′′  be t
centre of the yield surface (kinema
he hardening variable that describes the shift in the 
tic hardening) and α ′  be hardening variable that 
describes the shape and size of the yield surface (isotropic hardening). 
To describe the damage process, a generalized damage tensor, D, is introduced 
as a measure of degradation of the material integrity. Let β ′′  be the damage variable, 
which describes the shift in the centre of the damage, surface and which is a tensor of 
the same order as D. Furthermore, let β ′  be damage variable which describes the 
shape and size of the damage surface. With this definitions and assumptions, the 
orm of the Helmholtz free energy is: 
 
. 
 
The conjugate thermodynamic forces are defined by: 
functional f
),,,,,,( ββααεεψψ ′′′′′′= Dp     (7.3.1.1) 
 
p
p
ε
ψρσ ∂
∂−≡   
D
Y ∂
∂−≡ ψρ  
 
 α
ψρσ ′∂−≡′    
∂
β
ψρ ′∂
∂−≡′Y      (7.3.1.2) 
  
 α
ψρσ ′′∂
∂−≡′′    β
ψρ ′′∂
∂−≡′′Y  
 
The internal energ
 
 (7.3.1.3) 
umptions given above the Helmholtz free energy can be 
ivided as follows: 
 
 (7.3.1.4) 
y now takes following form: 
sDDsu pp ρθββααεερψββααεερ +′′′′′′=′′′′′′ ),,,,,,(),,,,,,,(
 
d
Based on the ass
),,,(),,(),,,,,,( ββααεεββααεερψ ′′′′′′+=′′′′′′ HDWD pep
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where the stored or elastic energy function is defined to be: 
 
)(:)(:)(1),,( ppe DW εεεε −≡ 2
p
e DC εε −     (7.3.1.5) 
 
The exact form of the damage stiffness tensor, eC , depends on the specific 
amage representation theory employed, where corresponding fourth-order stiffness 
tensor in undamaged state is denoted by . The second term in equation for 
d
eC
Helmholtz free energy, ),,,( ββαα ′′′′′′H , defines contribution of the hardening and 
amag variables to the Helmholtz potential - dissipated energy. 
e 
ome overly complicated. 
 
Assuming that elastic properties of the material depend only on the 
ac amage D, and the energies involved in the plastic flow and damaging 
processes, dissipated by heat or stored in 
in the p
ββααεεββα ′′′+′′′+=′′′′′ dpp HHDWD  (7.3.1.6) 
 
d
 
This form of the Helmholtz function assumes an additive decomposition into a 
stored elastic energy term and additional term related to the hardening and damaging 
processes. The proposed approach may be too restrictive but it is used by others 
authors [109] because the formulation is still fairly general but no so abstract that th
derivations bec
cumulated d
the material due hardening, are independent, 
roposed model, the Helmholtz free energy takes following form: 
   
,,,( αεερψ ′p ),(),(),,(),,,
where ),( αα ′′′pH  is the free energy related to plastic hardening, and 
),( ββ ′′′dH is the free energy related to dam ge hardening. 
  
 sing choice of the ersible processes as: 
 
a
U  variables associated with the irrev
{ }ββαα ′′′′′′ ,,,,, D       (7.3.1.7) εν = pi
 
and according to the second law of the
is defined as: 
 
rmodynamics, the total dissipation rate 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ′′′′∂
∂+′′∂
∂+∂
∂+′′′′∂
∂+′′∂
∂+∂
∂−= ββ
ψββ
ψψαα
ψαα
ψεε
ψργ &&&&&& :::::: D
D
p
p  (7.3.1.8) 
  
or using the conjugate force relations the dissipation rate can be rewritten as: 
 
. (7.3.1.9) 
 
Based on the assumption that mechanical and thermal dissipations are 
decoupled and that energy dissipations due to plastic flow and damage processes are 
independent, dissipation rate can be separated into two parts: 
 
0:::::: ≥′′′′+′′++′′′′+′′+= ββασασεσγ &&&&&& YYDYpp
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:: +′′+ σασεσ && pp 0: ≥′′′′ α&      (7.3.1.10) 
      (7.3.1.11) 
 
Above equations show that one can assume 
potential and damage dissipative potential, i.e. 
 
     
 
0::: ≥′′′′+′′+ ββ &&& YYDY
that there exist a plastic dissipative 
0),,,( =′′′ σσσ DF pp    (7.3.1.12) 
0),,( =′′′ YYYFd .       (7.3.1.13) 
 
7.3.2. Effective stress, effective strain and damage effect tensor M(D) 
 
he basic hypothesis in most isotropic and anisotropic models of continuum 
damage t, neglecting the details of microscopic damage growth, 
damage can be viewed as a macroscopic state variable which affects the average 
microscopic damage growth in the sense of “effective stress”. 
Based on the concepts of the continuum damage mechanics, metals deteriorate 
at different stages of loading. The de
formation and realignment of dislocations, micro-cracks, voids and other types of 
material defects and flaws. A damage variable, which provides a measure of the 
change of an element surface area  to 
T
 mechanics is tha
 
terioration, is postulated to be attributed to the 
S S  due to loading, is defined as: 
 
S
=         (7.3.2.1) 
 
The corresponding effective Cauchy stress tensor 
SS −D
σ  is postulated to be: 
 
DS −1
S == σσσ        (7.3.2.2) 
r
 
This basic hypothesis of effective stress can be formulated as [130]: there 
exists a “damage effect tensor” M(D) applied to the stress tenso  σ  which defines the 
effective stress tensor σ , which may be expressed in a generalized form of 
anisotropic damage as: 
 σσ :)(DM=        (7.3.2.3) 
where the damage effect tensor is a second 
age tensor . In this approach four fundamental 
 
)(DM  –order tensor or fourth –
Dorder tensor depending on the dam
variables of continuum damage mechanics have been identified as: damage tensor D, 
the damage effect tensor M(D), the effective stress tensor σ  and effective strain
tensor 
 
ε . 
 
Damage induced material anis
xtensively to study various aspect of damage problems including elasticity, 
otropy may be characterized by a symmetric 
second order tensor D. Because of its mathematical simplicity D has been used 
e
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elastop
mmetric tensor D is that it always possesses three orthogonal principal directions 
and the corresponding principal values. 
 
There is no uniquely defined mathematical formulation of M(D) and various 
rmulations have been proposed. One of the simplest forms is to introduce material 
damage
lacity, and elasto-visco-plasticity. Perhaps the most attractive property of 
sy
fo
 in stress tensor principal direction only: 
 
[ ] [T M 121 σσσ = ]T322 σσσ      (7.3.2.4) 
 
with second-order of damage effect tensor: 
 
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎦⎢
⎢⎢
⎢
⎣ −
−
3
2
1
100
1
D
D
⎥
⎥⎤
⎢
⎢⎡
= 00
001
)(DM      (7.3.2.5) 
 
where ,  and  are damage variables in their principal axes. The 
damage in the material is represented by internal variables , corresponding to a 
material degradation in each ortho
 corresponds to a virgin element while 
⎥⎢ − 1
1
1 D
1D 2D 3D
i
tropic principal direction i , 10 ≤≤ D , where 
D
i
0=iD 1=iD  corresponds to fully damaged 
lement. However, if ined in an arbitrary coordinate system
damage
ction should be made possible not only in principal 
coordinate system but also in any coordinate system. 
 
One formulation, which satisfies the 
principal coordinate system of damage as [113]
e  stress tensor is def , the 
 effect tensor must be suitably modified. One obvious criterion for developing 
such a generalized form of the damage effect tensor is that it should reduce to scalar 
for isotropic damage. This redu
above criterion, was proposed in the 
: 
 
[ ] [ ]TT M 123123332211123123332211 σσσσσσσσσσσσ =  (7.
 
with the symmet  tensor: 
3.2.6) 
ric
 
= diagM
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
−−−−−−−−− 211332321 11
1
11
1
11
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
DDDDDDDDD
 (7.3.2.7) 
 
 It can be seen that first formulation is particular case of second generalized 
formulation which can be readily reduced to a scalar for isotropic damage when 
. Because of its simplicit
be used to derive the constitutive equations of the proposed anisotropic dam
model. 
 
DDDD === 321 y the generalized effect tensor M(D) will 
age 
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  to 
 into effective-stress space by the same operator: 
 
 
The stress-space variables associated with the plastic hardening are assumed
be mapped
σσ ′=′ :)(DM  (7.3.2.8) σσ ′′=′′ :)(DM .  (7.3.2.9) 
 
 The mapping of the stress to the effective stress is req
and was assumed for purely conceptual reason. 
 
 ssuming that the inverse of the effective-stress operator, 
uired for later derivation, 
1−MA , exist, then 
ress 
−
−−−
:):(::):(::):(:
:(:
T
TTTTpTTp
MMYMMYDMMY
M
M rm of the dissipation rate, the rate forms of the plasticity 
ariable d in str
the inv  the eff
the dissipation rate, equation (7.3.1.8), can be rewritten using the effective-st
operator as: 
 
ββ
ασασε
−− &&&
&&& :):(::):(::)
TTTTT
MMMMM
 (7.3.2.10) 
σγ
′′′′+′′++
′′′′+′′+=
 
 otivated by this fo
v s base ain space are assumed to be mapped into an effective space by 
erse of ective-stress operator, that is: 
 
 pp DM T εε && :)≡ , (− αα ′≡′ − && :)(DM T , αα ′′≡′′ − && :)(DM T  (7.3.2.11) 
and the
 
n the dissipation rate (Eq. 7.3.1.9) could be written in the following form: 
 
0:::::: ≥′′′′+′′++′′′′+′′+= ββασασεσγ &&&&&& YYDYpp  (7.3.2.12) 
 
7.3.3. H sis  equi
Instead of the conventional postulate of strain or stress equivalence, which has rather 
limited use in th
eterioration of mechanical properties due to anisotropic damage, Cordebois and 
Sidoro
of a fictitious undamaged material except that the stress is replaced by the effective 
stress in the energy formulation, o
ypothe  of energy valence 
 
e derivation of constitutive equations including progressive 
d
ff [131] proposed a hypothesis of energy equivalence. This hypothesis states 
that the complementary elastic energy for a damaged material has same form as that 
r mathematically, 
 ( )( ) DWDW ee ,, σσ =        (7.3.3.1) 
or 
 
 
σσσσ ::
2
1::
2
where eC  and 
1 11 −− = eTeT CC      (7.3.3.2) 
 
eC  are the virgin and damaged elastic material stiffness tensor 
respectively. By recalling expression for effective stress tensor: 
 
σσ :)(DM=         (7.3.3.3) 
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it can be proved that: 
 
)(::)( 11 DMCDMC ee
−− =       (7.3.3.4) 
 
and according to the hypothesis of energy equivalence the effective elastic 
strain vector is: 
 
ee M εε :1−=         (7.3.3.5) 
 
wh
 
ere: 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )[ ]211332321 111111111 DDDDDDDDD
diag
−−−−−−−−−  (7.3.3.6) 
 
7.4. Anisotropic elasticity and damage 
 
1M =−
When material is damaged, the constitutive relation is: 
 
eeC εσ :=         (7.4.1) 
 
Using the following equation: 
 
)(::)( 11 DMCDMC ee
−− =       (7.4.2) 
 
equation (7.4.1) yields: 
 
11 :: −−= MCMC ee        (7.4.3) 
 
Since the elastic tensor  is symmetric, eC eC  is symmetric too. The elastic 
tensor  may be represented by 6x6 matrix, which for orthotropic materials is: 
 
eC
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   (7.4.4) 
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The symmetry of  imposes the following constrains on the material 
arameters: 
 
eC
p
2
21
1
12
EE
υυ = , 
1
1331
3 EE
υυ
, 
2
23
3
32
EE
υυ= =      (7.4.5) 
 
thus C  is defined as: e
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 (7.4.6) 
 
where: 
 
⎥⎤⎢⎢
⎡
+−+
∆
+
∆
+
∆
− 231213332131222332
1
000
1
EEE
EEE
ccc υυυυυυυ
υυυυυυυυ
3213213123122332133112211 υυυυυυυυυυυυ −−−−−=∆ c    (7.4.7) 
 
The symmetry properties, can be additionally expressed by the following 
relations: 
 )( ) ( 32131223123211 υυυυυυ +=+ EE  
 )( ) ( 23121333221311 υυυυυυ +=+ EE       (7.4.8) 
 )( ) ( 13212333112322 υυυυυυ +=+ EE  
In order to assure the positive definiteness of eC , the following conditions 
should be satisfied: 
 
10 ≤∆< c , 110 ≤−< jiijυυ , 10 <≤ iD  
 
       (7.4.9) 
 
 
7.5. Effective-stress space yield function and damage function 
 
A generalized yield function, , that separates the elastic and elasto-plastic 
domains in effective-stress space is assumed to be of the form: 
023 >G , 031 >G , 012 >G
01 >E , 02 >E , 03 >E  
pF
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0])([)(),,( 21 ≤+′−′′−=′′′ Yppp FFF σσσσσσσ    (7.5.1) 
 
where  Yσ  is a positive scalar ma rial parameter used to describe tte he onset of 
lastic behavi an initial yield stress), and scalar-value tensor functions  and 
re requ
If we assume that only isotropic hardening is sufficient to describe material 
ehaviour, than above equation degenerates into following form: 
 
p our ( 1pF
2pF a ired to be homogeneous of degree one.  
 
b
 0])([)(),( 21 ≤+′−=′ Yppp FFF σσσσσ     (7.5.2) 
 
and this equation in case of Hill’s anisotropic plasticity model with isotropic 
hardening becomes: 
 
0])([),( 0 =+′−= RRRF Fp ασσ      (7.5.3) 
 where 
 
Fσ  is effective equivalent plastic stress,  is initial strain hardening 
threshold – initial yield stress, and 
0R
)(α′R  is isotropic constitutive relationship which 
describe isotropic change in the yield surface or hardening. For sake of brevity in 
further text we will use following equality αα ′= . 
 
In a similar manner, we can consider a damage criterion that takes the 
following form: 
 
 0])([)(),,( 021 ≤+′−′′−=′′′ ωYFYYFYYYF ddd    (7.5.4) 
 
where 0ω  is a positive scalar material parameter used to describe the onset of  
dama age energy threshold). The scalar-valued tensor functions,  
 and , are likewise required to be homogeneous of degree one. The use of 
tensor, 
ge behaviour (a dam
1dF 2dF
Y ′ , equal in tensor order to the damage variable is required for a general 
anisotropic description of the damage surface. Many anisotropic damage theories 
have been proposed that employ only a scalar variable to describe the shape of the 
damage surface. A scalar can only describe an isotropic surface or equal damage 
evolution in all directions, which is inadequate for description of anisotropic damage 
in materials.  
 In the case where damage is represented only with a damage variable that 
describes the shape and size of damage surface, according to the analogy with 
anisotropic plasticity, damage criterion takes following form: 
  
])([ 0BBYF eqd +′−= β       (7.5.5) 
 
where  is the equivalent damage energy release rate,  initial damage threshold, eqY 0B
and )(β ′B  is increment of damage depending on the β ′ , damage variable that 
describes the shape and size of the damage surface. In further text β ′  will be referred 
as β  for brevity. 
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7.5.1. Anisotropic plastic yield surface 
 
g 
large plastic deformations, Hill’s yield criterion [76] in stress space is expressed in the 
llowing form: 
 
As previously stated, in the damage characterization of materials undergoin
fo
0])([),( 0 =+−= RRRF Fp ασσ      (7.5.1.1) 
 
where  is the initial strain hardening threshold. 
 
0R
The effective equivalent stress Fσ  is: 
 
2
1
2
1
11 ⎤⎡⎤⎡ TT ::
2
::
2 ⎥⎦⎢⎣ Η=⎥⎦⎢⎣ Η= σσσσσ F     (7.5.1.2) 
 
The effective plastic characteristic tensor H  is given by: 
 
)(::)( DMDM Η=Η       (7.5.1.3) 
 
The positive definite tensor H  [76] for orthotropic materials is represented by 
6x6 matrix as in the material principal coordinate system: 
 
   (7.5.1.4) 
 
where F, G, H, L, M, N are parameters characterizing the current state of 
plastic anisotropy. For a strain-hardening material, the uniaxial yield stress varies with 
increasing plastic deformation, and therefore the anisotropic parameters should also 
vary, since they are functions of the current yield stress. The consistency between the 
general thermodynamic framework and treatment of anisotropic hardening require 
tensor H to be a state variable. Since we work with weak degree of anisotropy, tensor 
H in plastic flow rule could be treated as constant tensor. 
 
By assuming an associated flow rule, the rate-independent damage plastic 
response is characterized as follows: 
 
Plastic flow rule: 
 
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎦
⎤
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⎣
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+−−
−+−
−−+
=Η
M
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N
GFFG
FFHH
GHHG
200000
020000
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000
000
000
p
F
p
pp
MMF λσ
σ
σλε &&& 2
::: Η=∂
∂=       (7.5.1.5) 
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Isotropic hardening rule: 
 
αλ
dRR && =          (7.5.1.6) 
 
dp
lastic loading/unloading rule: 
       (7.5.1.7) 
 
 
7.5 . Dama
e potential, it can be assumed that there exists 
 damaged fr state of material 
[1 m eneous function o mage energy 
release rate can be expressed in the following form: 
  
d =
P
 
0≤pF , pλ& 0≥ , =pp Fλ& 0
.2 ge evolution surface 
 
 Similarly to the plastic dissipativ
F h separates thea surface, 
1 ]. A da
0=d , whic om undamaged 
1 age criterion in a quadratic homog f the da
])([ 0BBYeq +−F β      (7.5.2.1) 
 
whe rgy release rate is d by: 
 
 
re eqY  is the equivalent damage ene efined 
2/1
::
2
1
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡= YJYY Teq        (7.5.2.2) 
 
in which J is damage characteristic tensor. 
 
Normally the damage characteristic tensor J seems to be a fourth order tensor 
similarly to the plastic characteristic tensor H. However, since we work in the 
principal coordinate system of damage as 0312312 === YYY , it can be treated like a 
second order tensor, and this tensor can be assumed to be symmetric, the operator in 
its general form has six independent components. 
The purpose of introducing a damage characteristic tensor J, like the 
introduction of plastic characteristic tensor H in the theory of plasticity, is to take 
account of the anisotropic nature of damage growth. 
There are several existing formulations of J, which have been proposed by 
different authors. The damage characteristic tensor J in the Cordebois-Sidoroff [131] 
model was expressed as: 
 
 , 
⎥⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
=
µ
µ
00
00
001
J 10 ≤≤ µ       (7.5.2.3) 
 
where µ  is a material constant. It reduces to a scalar equation, only if 1=µ . 
Following form of J, has also been proposed in literature [111]: 
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⎥⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤⎢⎡
1 µµ
 
⎢⎢
=
1
1
µµ
µµJ        (7.5.2.4) 
to describe anisotropic damage evolution. However, their assumption that 
⎣
 
µ  is a 
 has only one unknown parameter to be determined from a 
andard
material constant is not realistic. 
Recently, Chow and Lu [115], proposed the following generalized expression for J: 
 
⎥⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
=
1
1
1
1212
1212
1212
JJ
JJ
JJ
J        (7.5.2.5) 
 
nd this formulationa
st  tensile test: 
 
01
21
12 == dDdDJ        (7.5.2.6) 
02 12 == σσ dd dDdD
 
However, it is only suited for the case when the virgin material properties are 
isotropic. A new damage characteristic tensor J, similar to the plastic characteristic 
tensor H in the theory of the plasticity, with more general properties and more rational 
physical significance then the previous formulation has been proposed on the basis of 
the damage energy equivalence by Zhu and Cescotto [111] as: 
 
 
⎥⎦⎢⎣ 3323 JJJJ
⎥⎢= 32222 JJJJJ      (7.5.2.7) 
Damag
 
⎥⎤⎢⎡ 321 JJJ
 
In the case of damage hardening materials, the equivalent damage energy 
release rate increases with increasing total damage growth, and hence, the anisotropic 
parameters in definition of the damage characteristic tensor should also vary. 
 
In much the same way as the definition of plastic flow, the evolution of 
anisotropic damage is characterized as: 
 
e evolution rule: 
d
eq
d
d Y
YJ
Y
F λλ
2
:−=∂
∂&        (7.5.2.8) D −=&
 
Damage hardening rule: 
 
d
d
d B
F λλ && =∂
∂
        (7.5.2.9) β& −=
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ddd
λβββ
&& =         (7.5.2.10) 
 
dBdBB& =
7.6. C th
 
 
the quivalent energy release rate in any principal direction 
depends on the total amount of damage work done in that direction. For an equivalent 
var o 110]. For the 
ase of a linear damage hardening, the damage work in component 1 is (Fig. 7.6.1.): 
 
Damage loading/unloading rule: 
 
0≤dF , 0≥dλ& , 0=dd Fλ&        (7.5.2.11) 
 
 
alibration of e damage model 
The change in  e
iati n, the damage work done in each component should be the same [
c
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11 DD tt
−=+  (7.6.1.) 
 
Similarly the damage work done in terms of equivalent damage energy release 
=
 
rate eqY  is: 
  
)(
2
1 22 −= 01 YYDW eqtd
       (7.6.2.) 
 
 
Fig. 7.6.1. Equating damage work 
 
By equating above equations, we have: 
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Similarly, we have: 
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2 )(/( YDDY
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, 
Obviously, if component 1 coincides with the reference component, then 
 
B = 100 Y 101)( YYB −=β ,       (7.6.6.) 
 
 
and we can write: 
 
11 =J  
222
2
1
2 ))(/( YYYDD
J
t +−
=      (7.6.7.) 
 
2Y
201011t
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30
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10
2
113
2
1
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Y=  
))(/( YYYDD
J
tt +−
In the above equations, the damage hardening rates  are the slopes of 
 curves with comp
te corresponding to component the initial equivalent damage energy release 
onding to component 
 
The damage characteristic tensor J may be handled as a constant tensor H, in 
order to
xperiment show that this assumption gives interesting results. 
 energy released rate-damage ones: . From definition for 
amage energy release rate: 
 
 
tiD
ii DY − onent i ; iY  the current equivalent damage energy release 
i ; 0iYra
i . rate corresp
 avoid complex derivation, and comparisons between simulation and 
e
 
The required curves for determination of members of damage characteristic 
ensor J, are the damage ii DYt
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σσσψρ ::::),( 1
D
MCM
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DW
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Y e
Te
∂
∂−=∂
∂−=∂
∂−= −   
 
when vector notation instead of a second order symmetric tensor is adopted, the three 
rincipal components of Y can be expressed as: 
(7.6.8.) 
p
 
 j
jii DDD )1)(1(1 −−−
iji C σσ
1
=−
−
iY      (7.6.9.) 
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Applied on a tensile test in a direction , we can get:  i
 
2
iiσ
3)1( ii
i DE
Y −=−        (7.6.10.) 
 
Traditionally using loading-unloading cycles, the evolution of the effective 
oung modulus )( iiiE εY  has been measured. In this approach damage component 
evolution )( iiiD ε is expressed as: 
 
i
ii
E
       (7.6.11.) iii
ED )(1)( εε −=
 
In this work another approach has been proposed. Using cumulative damage 
criterion, which was prop
ulative failure criterion in the integral form can be written as follows: 
where iE  is the initial value of the Young modulus. 
 
osed by Dremin and Molodets, modified Klepaczko’s 
cum
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)( kTt ⎞⎛ ⎟⎜σ
For determining the parameters , 0ct 0σ  and  of proposed model, after 
integrating modifi
equation in the following form: 
 
0u
ed Klepaczko’s failure criterion, it is possible to write a fitting 
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Using plate impact test data, and plotting normalized spall stress data )(Tµσ  
in function of l time of loading t  and applying above fitt critica ing equation, 
eters 
c
param 0c 0t , σ  and  can be easily found. 0
Damage component evolution )( iiiD
u
ε  using above proposed criterion can be 
expressed as: 
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or in following form, which is more appropriate for interpretation of tensile 
test data: 
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where the strain rate and strain can be correlated to the characteristic time 
 
 
 
concept as follows: 
 
ε
ε
&
c
ct =  
 
       (7.6.16.) 
where cε  is critical strain. 
 
So if )( iiii εσ  curves are known by measurement and if )( iiiD ε  is defined by 
damage crite
easily produce  curves. 
In a case when it is not possible to perform tensile test in the other directions 
and such a direct appro
measurement of the strains in the width and thickness direction of the specim
 
ct  deduced using a direct algebraic 
ansformation of constitutive equation: 
rion, using equation for damage energy released rate – damage, we can 
ii
 
DY
ach cannot be applied, we can take advantage of the 
en. 
Values iD , where 3,2=i , can be dire ly
tr
 
σε :1−= C         (ee 7.6.17.) 
 
Substituting classical Hook’s elastic tensor for orthotropic materials into 
above constitutive equation Eq. 7.6.17., and combining with equation: 
 
)(::)( 11 DMCDMC ee
−− =       (7.6.18.) 
one can obtain following e
 
 
xpression: 
))(1(1
))(1(
1)( 111
1
1
111
111
11 εν
ν
εε
συε D
ED
D
i
i
iii
i
i −+=−+=  ; 3,2=i  (7.6.19.) 
 
Thus the curves , ()( ii DY 3,2=i ) can be computed thanks to the damage work 
 energy released rate – damage, with equivalence principle. Using relation for damage
tress values for s iiσ , ( 3,2=i ) produced by the Hill model and )( iiiiD ε , ( ) 
curves we can reach the final 
3,2=i
)( iiiiεσ  behaviour for 3,2=i . 
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7.7. Results and conclusions 
 
A n
esearch. The calibration procedure has been applied on the aluminium alloy AA7010 
  
ovel procedure for calibration of damage model has been developed in this 
r
and results are presented on the following graphs.
 
)( 1111εσ Stress-strain and effective strain curves of AA7010 at 10104.6 sx=ε&  Fig. 7.7.1. 
 
 
Fig. 7.7.2. 11 )11( εσ Stress-strain curves of AA7010 at 104.6 sx=ε&  10
 
The figure Fig. 7.7.1. and Fig. 7.7.3. compare the experimental curves form 
nsile test  at different temperatures and strain rates to the simulation results. We can 
l one, presents a decrease 
age growth. 
parison between 
te
observe that the simulated test, rather near the experimenta
f the stress after a certain amount of strain, corresponding to a high damo
Com 11σ  stress-strain and effective stress-strain curves at different 
temperatures and strain rates is also presented. 
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11104.6 sx −=ε&  Fig. 7.7.3. ( )1111εσ Stress-strain and effective strain curve of AA7010 at 
 
 
Fig. 7.7.4. 11 )11( εσ Stress-strain curves of AA7010 at 104.6 sx=ε&  11−
 
From the general Hill criterion and the knowledge of the set parameters F, G, 
H, N 22σ  stress-strain curves are produced and presented in Fig. 7.7.2. and Fig. 7.7.4. 
r different temperature and strain rate levels. 
 
fo
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Fig. 7.7.5. Damage variable  vs strain under simple tension 
 
1D
 
simple tension 
The damage evolutions,  and  against true strain are reproduced and 
. From the damage-strain curves for 
A7010 through simple tension test, it is readily seen that  in the direction of 
maximum 
icantly smaller. 
Fig. 7.7.6. Damage variable 2D  vs strain under 
 
 
1 2
shown in Fig. 7.7.5. and Fig. 7.7.6. respectively
D D
A 1
principal tensile stress grows much more rapidly then 2D  does, i.e. 
D
21 D  and at the moment 1D  reaches its critical value which also signifies the 
racture of the specimen, the corresponding value of D  is signif
D && >
f
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Fig. 7.7.7. Linear description of the damage energy released rate for AA7010 at 
=ε&
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Fig. 7.7.8. Linear description of the damage energy released rate for AA7010 at 
So as 
10104.6 sx=ε&  
 
)( iiii εσ  is known by measurement and )( iiiD ε  is defined by damage 
age energy released rate – damage, we can produce criterion, using equation for dam
ii DY  curves easily for  equal 1 and 2. In this developm odel is fitted, and 
results are presented in
i ent linear m
 figures Fig. 7.7.7. and Fig. 7.7.8..   
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Table T
tting using tensile tests in large strains of AA7010. As no information on 
ab. 7.7.1.a. and Tab. 7.7.1.b. give final set of the parameters for a 
fi
( ) curves are available, parameters in the principal direction 3 are assumed to be 
 parameters in referent direction. 
3333εσ
e
 
qual to
Tab. 7.7.1.
Parameter Description Nominal value 
a. Material parameters – Elastic modulus 
1E  Initial elastic modulus 71,1 GPa 
2E  Initial elastic modulus 70,3 GPa 
3E  Initial elastic modulus 71,1 GPa 
 
Tab. 7.7.1.b. Damage curve parameters 
Parameter Description Nominal value 
10Y  Initial damage energy release rate T01.062.8 −  MPa 
1tD  Damage hardening 10.29 MPa 
20Y  Initial damage energy release rate T01.078.8 −  MPa 
2tD  Damage hardening 5.82 MPa 
T01.062.8 − Initial damage energy release rate 30Y  MPa 
3tD  Damage hardening 10.29 MPa 
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8. NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION 
is er the 
provement of the existing sim
structures, purpose
lastoplastic damage model is suitable for large-scale computations. Developed model 
 proposed elastic predictor/plastic return 
orrector/damage return mapping, integration algorithm can be easily implemented in 
existing finite elements programs to solve practical engineering problems. LLNL-
DYNA3D has been chosen as a numerical test bed for implementation and validation 
of developed model. 
p odel 33 
 into an explicit finite element code, Cranfield University’s version of LLNL-
DYNA3D. 
 
This model is a general anisotropic elastic-plastic material model, which was 
originally developed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories. It combines the 
orhotropic elastic model (material type 2 in LLNL-DYNA3D), with the Hill 
orthotropic yield criterion. This model uses the normal return algorithm for the update 
of the plastic stress, and important drawback of this stress update algorithm is that the 
solution may drift away from the yield surface. The algorithm involves the calculation 
of a new elastic-plastic stiffness matrix in a each time step. In this model associated 
plasticity is employed and elliptic shape of the yield surface is assumed. 
 
mented General 
nisotropic material model: 
 
- solde – subroutine processes all the solid elements, and other subroutines are 
called from this subroutine for executing different tasks such as packing and 
unpacking the data for the material model (hvpac1 and hvpac2), loa ent 
stress tensor (hvpac1), storing new stress tensor (hvpac2) ,calculation of the rotated 
stress tensor (rstrss), calculation the critical time step and bulk viscosity (bulkg), 
alculation of the kinetic energy for every element (engbrk). 
 
e reads in the material data from the input file 
sets33 – subroutine which is called from subroutine matin and reads in all the 
material specific data for material model 33 
 
8.1. Introduction 
 
Because one of the main objectives of th  research was to off
im ulation tools used for analysis of metals and 
 of this chapter is to demonstrate that proposed anisotropic 
e
of anisotropic damage growth together with
c
 
General anisotropic material model has been chosen as a starting point for the 
new material model development. This model is im lemented as material m
[14]
Following DYNA3D routines are associated with imple
A
ding elem
c
- matin –subroutin
 
- initlz – subroutine contains calls to subroutines that initialise values that are 
required during the solution phase but they re not separately defined in the input file 
 
- f3dm33 – subroutine is the main subroutine which calculates the new stress 
tensor 
 
- 
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- inse33 – sub
transformation matrix f
 and the implemented model 
quires more input parameters. In summary the additions to general anisotropic 
ic elastoplasticity and damage through utilisation of the 
damage tensor 
routine initialise the values related to the q matrix, which is the 
rom element to material matrix 
 
The implementation required changes to several routines in the code, not just the main 
f3dm3 subroutine for the general anisotropic model,
re
elastoplastic material model 33 are: 
 
• Coupling of anisotrop
D , the damage effect tensor , the damage characteristic 
nsor
)(DM
tensor J , the effective plastic characteristic te  Η , and the effective elastic 
stiffness tensor eC . 
 
• Strain rate and temperature dependent isotropic strain hardening. 
thr
 
• Linear damage hardening with temperature dependant initial damage 
eshold. 
 
• Implementation of elastic predictor/plastic return corrector/damage return 
mapping, integration algorithm. 
  
Constitutive equations of anisotropic elastoplastic-damage model, neccesery for 
numerical implementation of the proposed model, and numerical algorithm are 
presented in the following sections. 
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8.2. Coupled anisotropic elastoplastic-damage formulation 
 
8.2.1. Isotropic strain hardening 
aking time derivatives we can get following expression: 
 
Restricting our consideration to relatively simple loading histories, in this 
development we employed isotropic hardening yield surface. According to the yield 
riterion, and tc
 
FR σ&& =          (8.2.1.1.) 
 stress is related to plastic strain by the hardening modulus The Π . Expressed in rate 
rm this is: 
 
fo
pεσ && Π=          (8.2.1.2.) 
The same expression holds for the relation between the equivalent stress and the 
equivalent or accumulated plastic strain: 
 
αεσ &&& Π=Π= pF ˆ         (8.2.1.3.) 
Combining this with equation Eq. 8.2.1.1.,  the rate of expansion of yield surface 
dius becomes: 
   (8.2.1.4.) 
Now we can write isotropic hardening rule as: 
 
ra
 
α&& Π=R       
 
pdt
d
d
dR λααR α
&& Π=Π==  
nd hence 
 
&       (8.2.1.5.) 
 
a
Π=αd
 
dR          (8.2.1.6.) 
crement of strain hardening in this development is represented by mechanical 
threshold stress model: 
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⎟⎞⎜⎛ ⎟⎞⎜⎛ ⎥⎤⎢⎡⎞⎛
=
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q
R
σα
α
εˆtanh
()(
1
1
R
 
which has been discussed in details in Chapter 4, and initial yield stress 0R  
corresponds to the athermal component of MTS flow model: 
 
R aσ=0          (8.2.1.8.) 
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8.2.2. Plastic flow rule 
 
ecalling the expression for the effective equivalent stress[Eq. 7.5.1.2.]: R
 
211 ⎤⎡ Η= σσσ T         (8.2.2
2 ⎥⎦⎢⎣F .1.) 
 
e can determine the  relation for w σ∂
∂ pF  as: 
 
FF
p MMF
σ
σ
σ
σ
σ 22
Η=Η=∂
∂
.       (8.2.2.2.) 
 
Therefore the plastic flow rule can be determined as follows: 
 
pλσ &        (8.2.2.3.) 
F
p
pp
MMF
σσλε && 2
Η=∂
∂=
It has been showed
considered in this 
ence linear damage evolution law was utilized in this material model development 
 
8.2.3. Linear damage hardening 
 
 that damage evolution in the aluminium alloys, which have been 
investigation, could be described with linear damage hardening. 
H
in the following form: 
 
pd
dB
d
dB λβββ && ==         (8.2.3.1.) 
D
B&
 
Increment in damage hardening is defined as: 
 
== )ˆ()( DBB β   Dˆ         (8.2.3.2.) 
 
and because  damage hardening modulus is def
 
dλβ && = ined as: 
=βd
dB  D         (8.2.3.3.) 
 
where β  is equivalent or accumulated overall damage Dˆ , represented with modified 
lapezcko’s damage evolution criteria: K
⎟⎟
⎞⎜⎛ ubT 03)(µ
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1
ˆ
ˆ
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µσ
µ
µε
εε    (8.2.3.4.) 
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It has been found that initial damage threshold 0B  is in function of temperature, and 
that depend ceen  could be expressed with following relationship: 
010 −=
 
here  and  are material dependant constants and T is temperature. 
8.2.4. Damage
 
oting that equivalent damage energy release rate is defined by: 
 
BBB T02         (8.2.3.5.) 
 01Bw 02
 
B
 
 evolution rule 
N
 
2/1
2
1
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡= JYYY Teq         (8.2.4.1.) 
relation for 
Y∂
 
Fd∂  could be found as: 
eqY
JY
Y 2∂          (8.2.4.2.) 
Hence the damage evolution rule can be determined as: 
 
dF =∂
d
eq
d
d YY
λλ &&
2
−=∂        (8.2.4.3.) 
 
8.2.5. Determination of plasticity multiplier pλ&  
 
Starting from the definition of plastic potential: 
 
JYF& ∂−=D
0])([),( 0 =+−= RRRF Fp ασσ       (8.2.5.1.) 
 
and using so-called plasticity consistency condition  0=pF& , parameter  pλ&  could be 
determined. Hence during plastic loading one has [116]: 
 
0=∂+∂ RR&σσ .       (8.2.5.2.) 
Because of the fact that: 
 
∂∂ FF= ppp &&F
1−=∂
∂
R
Fp          (8.2.5.3.) 
 
the consistency condition could be rewritten as: 
 
0=−∂= RFF pp &&& σ .        (8.2.5.4.) ∂σ
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Recalling the constitutive equation for the damaged material [Eq. 7.4.1.]: 
 
 ee
ting relation for the strain decomposition: 
C εσ =          (8.2.5.5.) 
 
and no
 
pe εεε +=          (8.2.5.6.) 
 
we can write: 
 
)( peC εεσ &&& −=         (8.2.5.7.) 
 
Now consistency condition could be expressed as follows: 
 
0=−∂
∂−∂
∂=
dt
d
d
dRC
F
C
F
F pe
p
e
p
p
α
αεσεσ &&&      (8.2.5.8.) 
 
Using formulation for isotropic hardening rule, which is defined as: 
 
αλ d
dRR p&& =          (8.2.5.9.) 
 
where 
 
.10.) 
and the plastic flow rule: 
 
p          (8.2.5λα && =
 
σλε ∂
∂= ppp
F&&          (8.2.5.11.) 
 
the plasticity consistency equation now can be rewritten as: 
0=−∂
∂
∂
∂−∂
∂= αλσλσεσ d
dRFC
F
C
F
F p
p
pe
p
e
p
p
&&&&     (8.2.5.12.) 
 
This expression now can be solved for  to obtain following expression: pλ&
ασσ
εσλ
d
dRFC
F
C
F
p
e
p
e
p
p
−∂
∂
∂
∂
∂
∂
=
&
&        (8.2.5.13.) 
 
where the elastic tensor for damaged material is defined as: 
 
)()( 11 DMCDMC ee
−−= .       (8.2.5.14.) 
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8.2.6. Effective elastoplastic-damage constitutive matrix 
ssuming associative plasticity elastoplastic tangent moduli [117] could be 
 
A
represented as: 
{ }Tpeeep CFCCC λσ∂
∂−=        (8.2.6.1.) 
 
where { }TCλ  is defined by the relation of the plastic multiplier λd  to the strain 
increment: 
 
{ }T ελ λ dCd =         (8.2.6.2.) 
omparing with general expression for 
 
λd  C
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F
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F
d
p
e
p
e
p
p
−∂
∂
∂
∂
∂
∂
=        (8.2.6.3.) 
d
 
it is clear that { }TCλ  can be expressed by: 
 
{ } σλ
C
F
C
e
p
T ∂
∂
=       
ασσ dCe −∂∂
 
one obtains the following expression for the elasto-plastic-damage constitutive 
matrix: 
 
dRFF pp ∂∂  (8.2.6.4.) 
ασσ
σ
σ dRFCF
C
F
F
CCC
p
e
p
e
p
p
eeep
−∂∂
∂
∂
∂
∂
∂−= .     (8.2.6.5.) 
d∂
 
 
8.2.7. Determination of damage multiplier dλ&  
 
Damage multiplier could be derived from damage consistency condition [119]: 
 
0=∂
∂+∂
∂= B
B
FY
Y
FF ddd &&&        (8.2.7.1.) 
 
where damage potential is defined as: 
 
])([ 0BBYF eqd +−= β .       (8.2.7.2.) 
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Because of the fact that: 
 
1−=∂
∂
B
Fd          (8.2.7.3.) 
 
the consistency condition can be rewritten as: 
 
0=−∂
∂= BY
Y
FF dd &&& .        (8.2.7.4.) 
 
Using formulation for damage hardening rule, which is defined as: 
 
dddtd β
dBddB βB λβ
 
where 
 
&==         (8.2.7.5.) 
         (8.2.7.6.) 
&
d
 
the damage consistency equation now can be rewritten as: 
 
λβ && =
0=−∂
∂= βλ d
dBY
Y
FF ddd &&& .       (8.2.7.7.) 
 
This expression now can be solved for  to obtain following expression:  dλ&
 
β
λ
d
dB
Y
Y
Fd
d
&
& ∂
∂
= .         (8.2.7.8.) 
 
8.2.8. Constitutive relations for anisotropic elastoplastic-damage 
 
According constitutive equation for the damaged material: 
 
 eeC εσ =          (8.2.8.1.) 
 
and noting relation for the strain decomposition: 
 
pe εεε +=          (8.2.8.2.) 
 
objective rate form [117] of above equation could be written as: 
 
)( σλεσ ∂
∂−= ppe
F
C &&&         (8.2.8.3.) 
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or 
 
)
2
(
F
peC σ
MM σλεσ Η−= &&&        (8.2.8.4.) 
 
From definition for damage energy release rate: 
 
D
Y ∂
∂−≡ ψρ          (8.2.8.5.) 
 
and from degenerated form of the Helmholtz free energy: 
 
)()(),(),,,( βασβασρψ dpe HHDWD ++=     (8.2.8.6.) 
 
where according to the energy equivalence hypothesis, the complementary elastic 
energy ),( DWe σ  is evaluated as: 
 
σσσσσ MMCCDW eTeTe 11 2
1
2
1),( −− ==      (8.2.8.7.) 
 
we can write: 
 
σσσ
D
MMC
D
DWY e
Te
∂
∂−=∂
∂−= −1),( .     (8.2.8.8.) 
 
 
Now, the coupled elastoplastic-damage constitutive equations are summarized as 
below: 
 
pe εεε &&& +=          (8.2.8.9.) 
 
)
2
( pe
MMC σ F
σλεσ Η−= &&&        (8.2.8.10.) 
 
p
F
p
MM λσ
σε &&
2
Η=         (8.2.8.11.) 
 
         (8.2.8.12.) 
 
pλα && =
αλ d
dRR p&& =          (8.2.8.13.) 
 
σσ
D
MMCY e
T
∂
∂=− −1        (8.2.8.14.) 
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d
JYD λ&& −=   
eqY2
      (8.2.8.15.) 
 
&&
dλβ =          (8.2.8.16.) 
 
dd
dBB λβ
&& =          (8.2.8.17.) 
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2
1
0
2 ασσ RRMMF Tp −−⎥⎦
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⎡ Η=      (8.2.8.18.) 
1
 
)(
2 0
βBBJYYF Td −−⎥⎦⎢⎣=       (8.2.8.19.) 
1 2
1⎤⎡
 
 
8.3. Algorithmic treatment for anisotropic damage model 
 
 
The first part of the implemented numerical routine is concerned with the reading and 
initialisation of all material properties. In a nonlinear finite element analysis, the 
 to the principal axes of anisotropy 
ress and strain 
from the strain-rates by multiplying with time steps. 
constitutive equations of the material have to be integrated locally at each time step. If 
stresses, state variables, etc. are expressed in global coordinates, at the beginning of 
each new step, they should be firstly transferred
using classical rules of coordinates transformations. Then, the constitutive relations 
developed above could be used directly. Hence, the rotation of the st
rate tensors from global to material coordinates has been utilised. The next step is to 
calculate the strains 
 
The elastic constitutive matrix eC  is initialised, and damaged elastic constitutive 
matrix eC is calculated as: 
 
 
11 )()( −−= DMCDMC ee        (8.3.1.) 
 
 
where: 
 
 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )[ ]211332321
1
111111111 DDDDDDDDD
diagM
−−−−−−−−−
=−
(8.3.2.) 
 
 
therefore damaged elastic constitutive matrix could be calculated as: 
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Next step is initialisation of Η  matrix, where matrix constituents F, G, H, L, M, N are 
calculate from anisotropy parameters R, P, abQ , bcQ , caQ . This is followed with 
determination of effective plastic characteristic tensor Η , which is defined as: 
 
)()( DMDM Η=Η         (8.3.4.) 
 
where damage effect tensor is calculated as: 
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and hence the effective plastic characteristic tensor Η  can be determined as: 
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(8.3.6.) 
The yield stress is updated using mechanical threshold stress model: 
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where pεˆ is equivalent plastic strain, which was calculated during previous time step 
at the end of the routine. 
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The final step in initialisation phase of the subroutine consists of passing the stress 
and strain tensor to new variables. 
 
Using the stress tensor components from the previous time step the old equivalent 
stress is calculated as: 
 
2
1
1 ⎤⎡ Η= σσσ T         
2 ⎥⎦⎢⎣F (8.3.8.) 
 
Two obtained values for the flow stress and equivalent stress are compared and the 
largest value is stored to be used further in the routine. 
riables that have to be 
 
The next section in the routine consists of the calculation of the stress and plastic 
strain increments together with the calculation of the history va
known in the next time step. 
 
Firstly an elastic trail stress is calculated as follows: 
 
εσσ ∆+= eC         (8.3.9.) 
 
tntrail
The equivalent trial stress is then calculated and the elastic fraction of the stress 
increment is calculated. If the new equivalent stress, based on the old constitutive 
matrix eC , is less then the current yield stress, then this means that increment was 
e 
p in this process is to determine which part of 
completely elastic and hence that constitutive matrix that was used was correct. In this 
case algorithm moves straight to the later part of the routine in which the new strains 
and equivalent plastic strain are calculated. If the equivalent stress is larger then th
current yield stress however then a correction is necessary because the stress 
increment was not completely inside of yield surface. Corrections to the constitutive 
matrix will be necessary. The first ste
the stress increment was elastic. The elastic part of the trial stress is calculated as a 
fraction of the trail stress: 
 
nttrail
nt
FYm σσ
σσ
−
−=         (8.3.10.) 
FF
 
if ntFY σσ = then the stress increment is fully plastic, and using m ratio, the stress is 
updated with elastic part as: 
 
εσσ ∆+=+ entTEMPnt Cm,1        (8.3.11.) 
 
If the value obtained for m does not lie between 0 and 1 then m is set 0 or 1 
respectively. The plastic part fraction of the stress increment is simply 1-m. 
 
The following step is calculation of the plastic stress increment with the correct 
atrix. In order to do this elastoplastic constitutive matrix has to be 
calculated: 
constitutive m
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 { }eeep CCCC λσ∂−=        (8.3.12.) 
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Using above values for the elastoplastic constitutive matrix, the new stress can be 
calculated as: 
 
( ) εεσσ ∆−+∆+=+ ntnt 1 epe CmmC 1      (8.3.14.) 
or 
 
{ } εσσ ∆⎟⎞⎜⎛ ∂−−+= ++ TpTEMPntnt CFCCm)1(,11    (8.3.15.) σ λ ⎟⎜ ∂ee ⎠⎝
This expression is used when points make elastic-to-plastic transition and do not 
necessarily lie on the yield surface. For the purely plastic loading step (m=0) it is 
obtained: 
{ } εσεσσσ ∆+=∆⎟⎟
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
∂
∂−+=+ epnttpeentnt CC
F
CC1    (8.3.16.) λ ⎠
 
Next step is the calculation of the plastic strains and the equivalent plastic strain, 
where plastic strain is calculated as follows: 
 
p
F
p
F
p ddd εσ
σλσ
σε ˆ
22
Η=Η=
       
(8.3.17.) 
 
because  
 
Πp         (8.3.18.) 
 
one can write: 
 
−= YFd σσεˆ
Π
−Η= YF
F
pd
σσ
σ
σε
2         
(8.3.19.)
 
 
The effective plastic strain is updated by using the plastic stress increment and plastic 
modulus: 
 
Π
−+=+ YFntpntp σσεε ˆˆ 1        (8.3.20.) 
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Numerical procedure presented so far could be categorized as elastic predictor/plastic 
+1 ntnt
return corrector. Once the plastic consistency condition is enforced the state variables 
at the end of the plastic corrector phase become: 
 
⎧ +1nt
⎭⎬⎩⎨
+1,,, ntRDεσ         (8.3.21.) 
 
⎫
To complete the algorithm, it remains to develop an process consistent with damage 
evolution that operates on initial conditions (Eq. 8.3.21.) to produce final state: 
 
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ ++++ 1111 ,,, ntntntnt RDεσ        (8.3.22.) 
 
Although plasticity and damage are coupled in rate equations, the algorithmic 
treatment uncouples plasticity and damage, because as soon as the plasticity is 
corrected, all the damage variables are fixed. Hence proposed numerical procedure 
proceeds along two following steps [118]. 
 
Checking of damage loading consists of determination of damage energy release rate: 
 
σσ MMCY T ∂−= −1   
De ∂
 
which is used for calculation of eq
     (8.3.23.) 
uivalent damage energy release rate: 
 
2/11
⎥⎤⎢⎡= JYYY Teq         (8.3.24.) 2 ⎦⎣
 
and increment in damage hardening is determined utilizing linear damage hardening 
rule: 
 
== )ˆ()( DBB β  D Dˆ         (8.3.25.) 
 
where equivalent or accumulated overall damage Dˆ  is represented as: 
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pc T )(1ˆ µε
dition is checked: 
 
 
At the end of this step damage loading con
 
])([ 0BBYeq +≤ β         (8.3.27.) 
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In case that above condition is satisfied algorithm moves straight to the end of the 
routine. If, on another hand, damage loading condition is violated then damage 
: 
loading is taking place and correction is necessary and algorithm moves to the next 
step. Hence damage return mapping is applied leading to calculation of damage 
multiplier d
 
λ&
Y
Y
Fd
d
&&
∂
∂=λ / D        (8.3.28.) 
 
which is used for update of damage: 
 
d
eqY
JYD λ&&
2
−=         (8.3.29.) 
 
This concludes elastic predictor/plastic return corrector/damage return mapping 
algorithm and finally at the end of routine, the rotation of the stresses and strains back 
to the global axes is applied. 
 
8.4. Numerical results and conclusions 
 
A novel constitutive anisotropic elastoplastic-damage model was developed 
within the general framework of continuum thermodynamics for irreversible 
processes by identifying a proper set of internal variables together with their 
conjugate generalized forces. 
 
The proposed framework is capable of accommodating: general nonlinear 
elastoplastic response, coupling of damage and plasticity, temperature and strain rate 
dependant isotropic strain hardening, and linear damage hardening with temperature 
dependant initial damage threshold. Anisotropic damage evolution law was developed 
by adopting the damage surface concept. The material anisotropy is considered for 
elastic, plastic and damage response. In the elastic regime anisotropy was introduced 
by the appropriate elastic constants in the elastic compliance matrix. Anisotropic 
plasticity was achieved by utilising Hill’s yield function, and in the damage regime, 
by introducing a damage characteristic tensor J  in the damage evolution law, which 
can be conveniently determined by equivalence of damage work. Plastic evolution 
law and damage evolution law were derived by utilisation of the damage tensor D , 
the damage effect tensor )(DM , the damage characteristic tensor J , and the effective 
plastic characteristic tensor Η . 
 
The new material model has been implemented in DYNA3D, using for this 
purpose developed elastic predictor/plastic corrector/damage mapping, integration 
algorithm. Numerical simulations of Taylor impact cylinder test for AA7010, have 
been carried out to validate implemented model and simulation results are given to 
illustrate the potential applicability of the proposed model (Fig. 8.4.1. and Fig. 8.4.2.). 
ical 
Threshold Stress (Chapter 4) and anisotropic elastoplastic model (Chapter 5), with 
Good agreement with experimental results was obtained. Comparison of numerical 
results for purely isotropic models like as Johnson-Cook (Chapter 4), Mechan
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proposed anisotropic elastoplastic-damage model illustrates significant differences in 
material response. It could be concluded following: proposed model is capable to 
capture more accurately major and minor distributions of plastic strains, and 
furthermore, developed model can describe evolution of damage adequately. 
 
 
Fig. 8.4.1. Comparison of experimental and simulation results for major and minor 
distributions of plastic strains of Taylor cylinder test impacted at 200 m/s 
 
 
 
Fig. 8.4.2. Comparison of experimental and simulation results for major and minor 
distributions of plastic strains of Taylor cylinder test impacted at 214 m/s 
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9. CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
lloys, typical for aerospace 
ructures with pronounced orthotropic properties, and the implementation of the tools 
 cod onstitu model  orth yiel , dama e 
growth and failure mechanism has been developed and implemented into DYNA3D. 
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experimental w s ta
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Based on the hypothesis that strain rate and temperature are interchangeable, low 
tem re tensile tests at intermediate strain rate regime, have been carried out. 
Those tensile test results have been used f ion on ati
Afterwards the MTS constitutive model has been used to predict the stress-strain 
response of m h te, ag s b ed
that way hypo nte ilit  ra perature has been 
validated. 
 
A method for calibration of orthotropic terion has been developed and 
parameters have been identified for the H opic model under the associated 
f sum sil ter ain e, in three different 
material directions, have been used for ibration  together w h cylinder 
impact tests, which was used for derivation of Lankford coefficient. 
 
Simultaneous measurement of longitudinal and transverse strain of tensile specimen 
durin tensile test at higher s ain rat allowed direct measurement of 
Lankford coefficient, and hence valida roposed calibration method of 
orthotropic mo
 
It has been shown that the anisotropic behaviour of the alum  alloy AA7010 can 
be co rectly y ia at  s m  
estimation procedure. Numerical simulat ylor tes experiments have been 
done, and results from the simulations of the cylinder impact test: major and mi
side profiles, and impact-interfa e footp been c mpared with test data. 
Simple assumption of isotropic hardening proven to be sufficient to obtain 
good agreemen exp and l sim ata
 
To account for the physical mechanisms o he concept of thermal activation 
of damage an ha op ba is model 
development. This basic assump on mak posed a proach com
the Mechanical Threshold Stress model, w  used a the strength part of  
proposed constitutive model in this devel ration. A method for calibration 
of damage model has been proposed based on the plate impact tests. In order to 
validate the m ries mu  pla  ex  w  
performed for OFHC Cu and microscopic ns of th softly recov ed spalled 
specimen have been carried out. 
repro ce typi ina oad ed pact tests, which is 
caused by the creat n of the inte nal free late impact tests used for model 
validation were performed on a single-stage gas gun, and l
measured with stress gauges. 
 
Another validation, us e proposed criterion 
r tensile failure was performed, were damage fields generated in Taylor specimen 
have be
of hardening model with orthotropic yield criterion including damage 
volution and failure criteria. The constitutive model was developed within the 
eneral framework of continuum thermodynamics for irreversible processes. Method 
peratu
or calibrat  of MTS c stitutive rel on. 
aterial at hig
thes  of i
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In the final phase, the complexity of the model has been further increased through 
coupling 
e
g
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for derivation of damage parameters have been developed utilizing simple uniaxial 
tensile est, and g rrelation with par  which hav  determined using 
ct tests  been found. 
d model has been implem in DYNA sing propose elastic 
/plastic ector/damage m , integra lgorithm. rical 
pact cylinder, have ented 
nd good ent with experi results wa ed. 
urther work can improve capability of developed material model in several areas: 
Further implementation of developed model into DYNA3D, could extend usability of 
model to the other elements, like as shells and beams, and in that way it 
able ap cability of the sim  toll to a complex engineering 
ically loaded and subjected to the different levels of 
t res and  rates. 
ication  Hill’s yield n, which  combined isotropic-
tic strain hardening, could be integr aterial model, using 
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This would allow applicability of the ma odel to ot ineering m s 
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d instea inear damage ev  law, nonl mage hardening could 
ered, i r to extend ap ity of anisotropic elastoplastic-damage 
model to other class of engineering materials. 
ccuracy of the stress update algorithm could be improved by implementing fully 
coupled integration scheme, i.e. elastic p / coupled -damage corrector 
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APPEN
Follow
conducted at 
achieva
DIX A – Cranfield University Tensile Tests 
 
ing tables (Tab. A.1. and Tab. A.2.) represent matrices for tensile tests 
Cranfield University for two aluminium alloys with maximal practical 
ble ranges for temperature and crosshead speed. 
 
Temperature 
Crosshead 
Speed 
-50oC 0oC +70oC +140oC +199oC[1] 
+197oC [2,3] 
α  
0.008 mm/s 7L8M3M51 
7L8M3M52 
7L8M3M53 
7L8M3001 
7L8M3002 
7L8M300
7L8M3P71 
7L8M3P72 
3P73 
7L8M3141 
7L8M3142 
7L8M3143 
7L8M3201 
7L8M3202 
7L8M3203 
0
3 7L8M
o  
 7T8M3M51 7T8M3001 7T8M3P71 7T8M3141 7T8M3201 90
7T8M3M52 
7T8M3M53 
7T8M3002 
7T8M3003 
7T8M3P72 
7T8M3P73 
7T8M3142 
7T8M3143 
7T8M3202 
7T8M3203 
o  
 
7D8M3P73 
 45o    7D8M3P71 
7D8M3P72 
 
0.08 m
8M2P73 
m/s 7L8M2M51 
7L8M2M52 
7L8M2M53 
7L8M2001 
7L8M2002 
7L8M2003 
7L8M2P71 
7L8M2P72 
7L
7L8M2141 
7L8M2142 
7L8M2143 
7L8M2201 
7L8M2202 
7L8M2203 
0o
 7T8M2M51 
7T8M2M52 
7T8M2M53 
7T8M2001 
7T8M2002 
7T8M2003 
7T8M2P71 
7T8M2P72 
7T8M2P73 
7T8M2141 
7T8M2142 
7T8M2143 
7T8M2201 
7T8M220
7T8M2203 
90
2 
o
   7D8M2P71  o
7D8M2P72 
7D8M2P73 
 45
0.8 mm/s 
7L8M1M53 7L8M1003 7L8M1P73 7L8M1143 
201 
202 
7L8M1203 
0o7L8M1M51 
7L8M1M52 
7L8M1001 
7L8M1002 
7L8M1P71 
7L8M1P72 
7L8M1141 
7L8M1142 
7L8M1
7L8M1
 7T8M1M51 
7T8M1M52 
7T8M1M53 
7T8M1001 
7T8M1002 
7T8M1003 
7T8M1P71 
7T8M1P72 
7T8M1P73 
7T8M1141 
7T8M1142 
7T8M1143 
7T8M1201 
7T8M1202 
7T8M1203 
90o
   7D8M1P71 
7D8M1P72 
7D8M1P73 
  45o
8 mm/s 7L8P0M51 
7L8P0M52 
7L8P0M53 
7L8P0001 
7L8P0002 
7L8P0003 
7L8P0P71 
7L8P0P72 
7L8P0P73 
7L8P0141 
7L8P0142 
7L8P0143 
7L8P0201 
7L8P0202 
7L8P0203 
0o
 7T8P0M51 
7T8P0M52 
7T8P0M53 
7T8P0001 
7T8P0002 
7T8P0003 
7T8P0P71 
7T8P0P72 
7T8P0P73 
7T8P0141 
7T8P0142 
7T8P0143 
7T8P0201 
7T8P0202 
7T8P0203 
90o
   7D8P0P71 
7D8P0P72 
7D8P0P73 
  45o
80 mm/s 7L8P1M51 
7L8P1M52 
7L8P1M53 
7L8P1001 
7L8P1002 
7L8P1003 
7L8P1P71 
7L8P1P72 
7L8P1P73 
7L8P1141 
7L8P1142 
7L8P1143 
7L8P1201 
7L8P1202 
7L8P1203 
0o
 7T8P1M51 
7T8P1M52 
7T8P1M53 
7T8P1001 
7T8P1002 
7T8P1003 
7T8P1P71 
7T8P1P72 
7T8P1P73 
7T8P1141 
7T8P1142 
7T8P1143 
7T8P1201 
7T8P1202 
7T8P1203 
90o
   7D8P1P71 
7D8P1P72 
7D8P1P73 
  45o
Tab. A.1. Tensile test matrix for AA7010 
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α  -50oC 0oC +70oC +140oC +199oC[1] 
 
Temperature 
Crosshead 
Speed 
0.008 mm/s 2L8M3M51 
 
2L8M3001 
 
2L8M3P71 
2L8M3P72 
2L8M3P73 
2L8M3141 
 
2L8M3201 
 
0o  
 2T8M3M51 
 
2T8M3001 
 
2T8M3P71 
2T8M3P72 
2T8M3P73 
2T8M3141 
 
2T8M3201 
 
90o  
   2D8M3P71 
2D8M3P72 
  45
2D8M3P73 
o  
0.08 m om/s 2L8M2M51 
 
2L8M2001 
 
2L8M2P71 
2L8M2P72 
2L8M2P73 
2L8M2141 
 
2L8M2201 
 
0
 2T8M2 oM51 
 
2T8M2001 
 
2T8M2P71 
2T8M2P72 
2T8M2P73 
2T8M2141 
 
2T8M2201 
 
90
   2D8M2P71 
2D8M2P72 
  45o
2D8M2P73 
0.8 mm/s 2L8M1M51 2L8M1001 2L8M1P71 2L8M1141 2L8M1201 0o
  2L8M1P72 
2L8M1P73 
  
 2T8M1M51 
 
2T8M1001 
 
2T8M1P71 2T8M1141 2T8M1201 
2T8M1P72 
2T8M1P73 
  
90o
   2D8M1P71 
2D8M1P72 
2D8M1P73 
  45o
8 mm/s 2L8P0M51 
 
2L8P0001 
 
2L8P0P71 
2L8P0P72 
2L8P0P73 
2L8P0141 
  
2L8P0201 0o
 2T8P0M51 2T8P0001 2T8P0P71 
0P72 
2T8P0141 
 
2T8P0201 
 
90o
  2T8P
2T8P0P73 
   2D8P0P71 
2T8P0P73 
  45o
2D8P0P72 
80 mm 2
2L8P1P73 
 2L8P1201 
 
0o/s L8P1M51 
 
2L8P1001 
 
2L8P1P71 
2L8P1P72 
2L8P1141
 
 2T8P1M51 
 
2T8P1001 
 
2T8P1P71 
2T8P1P72 
2T8P1P73 
2T8P1141 
 
2T8P1201 
 
90o
   2D8P1P71   45o
2D8P1P72 
2D8P1P73 
Tab. A.2. Tensile test ma AA2024 
 
trix for 
ntations for each 
material. 
 
Yield strength values listed in tables Tab. A.3. and Tab. A.4., are determined 
from CU tensile tests for AA7010 and AA2024. Tests have been conducted for five 
different strain rates and temperatures, and for three different orie
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]/1[ sε&  T [C] ]0[ oyσ  [MPa] σ ]90[ oy [MPa] σ [MPa]]45[ oy
6.4x 100  -50 547.0 54 - 5.8 
6.4x 100 0 527.3 525.6 - 
6.4x 100 493.5 467.4 +70 496.7 
6.4x 100 467.2 465.1 - +140 
6.4x 100 387.4 - +200 392.7 
 
]/1[ sε&  T [C] ]0[ oσ  [MPa] σ ] [MPa] 4[yσ90[ oy ]y 5o [MPa]
6.4x 10-1 -50 545.9 543.6 - 
6.4x 10-1 21.1 520.6 - 0 5
6.4x 10-1 3.9 488.4 465.3 +70 49
6.4x 10-1 +140 459.7 457.6 - 
6.4x 10-1 +200 378.0 374.4 - 
 
]/1[ sε&  T [C]  [MPa] [MPa] [MPa]]0[ oyσ ]90[ oyσ ]45[ oyσ
6.4x 10-2 -50 540.3 535.3 - 
6.4x 10-2 0 516.8 515.1 - 
6.4x 10-2 +70 491.1 485.5 463.8 
6.4x 10-2 +140 443.9 441.7 - 
6.4x 10-2 +200 352.1 346.7 - 
 
]/1[ sε&  T [C]  [MPa] [MPa] [MPa]]0[ oyσ ]90[ oyσ ]45[ oyσ
6.4x 10-3 -50 536.2 530.1 - 
6.4x 10-3 0 511.9 510.6 - 
6.4x 10-3 +70 485.1 482.6 461.6 
6.4x 10-3 +140 429.5 427.8 - 
6.4x 10-3 +200 320.2 318.8 - 
 
]/1[ sε&  T [C]  [MPa] [MPa] [MPa]]0[ oyσ ]90[ oyσ ]45[ oyσ
6.4x 10-4 -50 530.3 527.6 - 
6.4x 10-4 0 509.2 507.9 - 
6.4x 10-4 +70 483.1 480.1 457.4 
6.4x 10-4 +140 414.0 409.8 - 
6.4x 10-4 +200 295.7 289.6 - 
Tab. A.3. Yield stresses for AA7010 
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]/1[ sε&  T [C]  [MPa] [MPa] [MPa]]0[ oyσ ]90[ oyσ ]45[ oyσ
6.4x 100  -50 365.32 311.27 - 
6.4x 100 0 352.98 304.26 - 
6.4x 100 +70 343.20 299.85 296.74 
6.4x 100 +140 333.08 289.59 - 
6.4x 100 +200 318.78 280.66 - 
 
]/1[ sε&  T [C] o [MPa] [MPa]]0[ o  [MPa] [yσyσ ]90 ]45[ oyσ
6.4x 10 -50 361.13 309.73 - -1
6.4x 10-1 0 350.49 302.01 - 
6.4x 10-1 +70 339.22 296.84 294.85 
6.4x 10-1 +140 317.47 274.14 - 
6.4x 10-1 +200 312.50 275.75 - 
 
]/1[ sε&  T [C]  [MPa] [MPa] [MPa]]0[ oyσ ]90[ oyσ ]45[ oyσ
6.4x 10-2 -50 356.53 307.90 - 
6.4x 10-2 0 348.36 300.58 - 
6.4x 10-2 +70 330.84 294.42 292.35 
6.4x 10-2 +140 310.13 272.56 - 
6.4x 10-2 +200 294.97 270.29 - 
 
]/1[ sε&  T [C]  [MPa] [MPa] [MPa]]0[ oyσ ]90[ oyσ ]45[ oyσ
6.4x 10-3 -50 352.72 305.15 - 
6.4x 10-3 0 346.61 298.43 - 
6.4x 10-3 +70 325.92 292.07 290.46 
6.4x 10-3 +140 305.96 269.09 - 
6.4x 10-3 +200 284.10 262.65 - 
 
]/1[ sε&  T [C] [MPa] [MPa]]0[ oyσ  [MPa] ]90[ oyσ ]45[ oyσ
6.4x 10-4 -50 347.90 303.01 - 
6.4x 10-4 0 344.46 296.15 - 
6.4x 10-4 +70 310.67 291.04 289.85 
6.4x 10 +140 298.52 261.45 - -4
6.4x 10-4 +200 271.75 252.21 - 
Tab. A.4. Yield stresses for AA2024 
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Typical stress-strain plots for aluminium alloy AA2024 from tensile tests 
performed at  in the strain rate range from  to 
for three different specimen orientations at  and , are presented in Fig. 
A.1. – Fig. A.5. 
 
Co70+  14104.6 −−= sxε& 10104.6 −= sxε&  
o0 , o45 o90
 
Fig. A.1. Stress-strain response for AA2024 at +700 C and 14104.6 −−= sxε&  
 
 
Fig. A.2. Stress-strain response for AA2024 at +700 C and 13104.6 −−= sxε&  
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Fig. A.3. Stress-strain response for AA2024 at +700 C and 12104.6 −−= sxε&  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. A.4. Stress-strain response for AA2024 at +700 C and 
 
11104.6 −−= sxε&  
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Fig. A.5. Stress-strain response for AA2024 at +70P0 P C and 10104.6 −= sxε&  
 
Another set of the stress-strain plots for aluminium alloy AA7010 from tensile 
tests performed at Co70+  in the strain rate range from 14104.6 −−= sxε&  to 
10104.6 −= sxε&  for three different specimen orientations at o0 , o45  and o90 , are 
presented in Fig. A.6. – Fig. A.10 
 
 
Fig. A.6. Stress-strain response for AA7010 at +70P0 P C and 14104.6 −−= sxε&  
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Fig. A.7. Stress-strain response for AA7010 at +70P0 P C and 13104.6 −−= sxε&  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. A.8. Stress-strain response for AA7010 at +70P0 P C and 12104.6 −−= sxε&  
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Fig. A.9. Stress-strain response for AA7010 at +70P0 P C and 11104.6 −−= sxε&  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. A.10 Stress-strain response for AA7010 at +70P0 P C and 10104.6 −= sxε&  
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Values of yield stresses in 0Po P, 45Po P, 90Po P, directions and Lankford coefficients R, 
listed in Tab. A.5. and Tab. A.6., were used to calculate parameters included in Hill’s 
orthotropic criterion for AA7010 and AA2024. 
 
 
Tab. A.5. Hill’s model constants for AA7010 (R=0.836) 
F G H N 
( )0290
0
2
90 1
1
R
R
+− σσ  ( )020 1
1
R+σ ( )020
0
1 R
R
+σ ( )⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
+
−+−
0
2
0
0
90
2
45
2 1
114
2
1
R
R
σσσ
0.5524 0.5447 0.4553 1.6870 
 
 
 
Tab. A.6. Hill’s model constants for AA2024 (R= 0.772) 
F G H N 
( )0290
0
2
90 1
1
R
R
+− σσ  ( )020 1
1
R+σ ( )020
0
1 R
R
+σ ( )⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
+
−+−
0
2
0
0
90
2
45
2 1
114
2
1
R
R
σσσ
0.7048 0.5643 0.4357 1.8457 
 
 
 
 Yield surfaces which were computed with identified anisotropic coefficients 
of Hill’s yield function for the AA7010 and AA2024, where rolling direction, o0=α , 
was chosen as the reference direction, are presented in Fig. A.11. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. A.11. Predicted initial yield surfaces for AA7010 and AA2024 
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Sets of data for adopted reference direction, o0=α , presented in tables Tab. 
A.1. and Tab. A.2. have been used for derivation of parameters for two temperature 
and strain rate dependent strength material models, JC and MTS. Calculated 
parameters for two aluminium alloys AA7010 and AA2024 are summarized in the 
following tables (Tab. A.7. – Tab. A.9.). 
 
 
Tab. A.7. JC model constants for AA7010 
Parameter Description Nominal value 
G  Shear modulus 26.0 GPa 
A  Yield stress constant 547.03 MPa 
B  Strain hardening coefficient 601.58 Mpa 
n  Strain hardening exponent 0.65 
C  Strain rate dependence coefficient 0.0022 
m  Temperature dependence coefficient 1.30 
mT  Melt temperature 893.15 K 
rT  Reference temperature 293.15 K 
0ε&  Reference strain rate s/1101  
pC  Specific heat 896 J/kgK 
)( mcutp σ  Pressure cutoff  (Failure stress) 1.30 GPa 
 
 
Tab. A.8. MTS model constants for AA7010 
Parameter Description Nominal value 
aσ  Athermal rate independent threshold stress 10.0 MPa 
0σ  Initial threshold stress at zero plastic strain 600.0 MPa 
ε0g  Normalized activation energy 1.606 
εε0&  Reference strain rate 1x10P7 P s P-1 P 
B Magnitude of Burgers vector 0.286x10 P-9 Pm 
K Boltzmann’s constant 1.38x10 P-23 PJ/K 
εp  Free energy equation exponent 1 
εq  Free energy equation exponent 1 
A Saturation stress equation material constant 5.542 
0ˆ sσ  Saturation stress at zero degrees K 801.01 MPa 
0sε&  Saturation stress reference strain rate 1x10P7 P s P-1 P 
a B0 B Hardening function constant 67604.6 MPa 
a B1 B Hardening function constant 1816.9 MPa 
a B2 B Hardening function constant 202.3 MPa 
bB0 B Shear modulus at zero degrees K 28.83 GPa 
bB1 B Shear modulus constant 4.45 GPa 
bB2 B Shear modulus constant 248.5 K 
TBrB Reference temperature 293.15 K ρ  Density 2810 kg/mP3 P 
CBp B Heat capacity 896 J/kgK 
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Tab. A.9. JC model constants for AA2024 
Parameter Description Nominal value 
G  Shear modulus 28.6 GPa 
A  Yield stress constant 369.0 MPa 
B  Strain hardening coefficient 684.0 Mpa 
n  Strain hardening exponent 0.73 
C  Strain rate dependence coefficient 0.0083 
m  Temperature dependence coefficient 1.7 
mT  Melt temperature 775.15 K 
rT  Reference temperature 293.15 K 
0ε&  Reference strain rate s/1101  
pC  Specific heat 875 J/kgK 
)( mcutp σ  Pressure cutoff  (Failure stress)  1.67 GPa 
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APPENDIX B - Ernst-Mach-Institute Tensile Tests 
 
Matrix of tensile tests conducted at Ernst-Mach-Institute (Germany), is 
presented on table Tab. B.1. Tests have been conducted using servo-hydraulic test 
machine with maximal withdrawal velocity of 20 m/s at ambient temperature and 
crosshead speed of 8 m/s for two orientation of the AA7010. 
 
Tab. B.1. AA7010 Tensile matrix 
Temperature 
Crosshead 
Speed 
15 Po PC α  
8000 mm/s 7L8P3151 
7L8P3152 
7L8P3153 
0 Po P 
 7T8P3151 
7T8P3152 
7T8P3153 
90 Po P 
 
Compared Cranfield University (CU) and Ernst-Mach-Institute (EMI), tensile 
test results are presented on figures Fig. B.1. and Fig. B.2. 
 
Fig. B.1. AA7010 stress-strain responses for 00=α  orientation obtained  from CU 
and EMI tests 
 
 
Fig. B.2. AA7010 stress-strain responses for 090=α  orientation obtained from CU 
and EMI tests 
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Contact-less optical strain measurement technique has been applied (Fig. 
B.3.), which allowed simultaneous measurement of both longitudinal and transverse 
strain for the determination of R-value (Lankford coefficient). 
 
     
t=0s    t=2.60x10 P-5 Ps   t=7.80x10 P-5 Ps 
     
t=1.30x10 P-4 Ps   t=1.82x10 P-4 Ps   t=2.34x10 P-4 Ps 
     
t=2.86x10 P-4 Ps   t=3.38 x10 P-4 Ps   t=3.90x10 P-4 Ps 
     
t=4.4201x10 P-4 Ps   t=4.9401x10 P-4 Ps   t=5.4601x10 P-4 Ps 
     
t=5.9801x10 P-4 Ps   t=6.5001x10 P-4 Ps   t=7.0201x10 P-4 Ps 
     
t=7.5401x10 P-4 Ps   t=8.0601x10 P-4 Ps   t=8.5801x10 P-4 Ps 
     
t=9.1001x10 P-4 Ps   t=9.6201x10 P-4 Ps   t=10.1401x10 P-4 Ps 
     
t=10.6601 x10 P-4 Ps   t=11.1802x10 P-4 Ps   t=11.7002x10 P-4 Ps 
     
t=12.2202x10 P-4 Ps   t=12.7402x10 P-4 Ps   t=13.2602x10 P-4 Ps 
     
t=13.7802x10 P-4 Ps   t=14.3002x10 P-4 Ps   t=14.8202x10 P-4 Ps 
     
t=15.3402x10 P-4 Ps   t=15.8602x10 P-4 Ps   t=16.3802x10 P-4 Ps 
     
t=16.9002x10 P-4 Ps   t=17.4202x10 P-4 Ps   t=17.9403x10 P-4 Ps 
 
Fig. B.3. Tensile test time sequence obtained using contact-less optical strain 
measurement technique for the test 7L8P3153. 
 
Lankford coefficient has been determined from the plastic strain using 
longitudinal and strain in width direction: 
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It can be seen from figure Fig. B.4., that the R values vary with plastic 
straining. Initial region of the curve was singular and was therefore omitted from this 
plot. The R-values exhibit a slight increase at the onset of elastic yielding, which was 
proceeded by an initial sharp reduction from the singular value (not shown on the 
graph). Any detailed analysis of the R-values obtained at this low strain is only 
speculative at best and should be avoided due to the considerable scatter in this 
region. It can be seen that value of 836.0=R  for Lankford coefficient deduced using 
Taylor impact test corresponds to the maximal value of Lankford coefficient in Fig. 
B.4.  
 
Fig. B.4. R value variation with plastic straining 
 
In order to validate the hypothesis that strain rate and temperature dependence 
of material are interchangeable, parameters for MTS model, which have been fitted 
using AA7010 stress-strain data up to 10104.6 −sx strain rate and temperature of 
Co50− , have been used to predict stress-strain response of material at 2104.6 x strain 
rate. Comparison of the prediction of the MTS model with experimental data is 
presented in Fig. B.5., and good agreement has been observed. 
 
 
Fig. B.5. MTS model fit stress-strain response of AA7010 
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APPENDIX C - Grunisen Equation of State 
 
The three-dimensional stress state of material is normally modelled by 
decomposing the stress into hydrostatic components (pressure term) and deviatoric 
components (plasticity term). At low strain rates pressure is calculated as a mean 
stress. In material characterisation of high strain rates pressure is calculated from 
equation of state. Since high strain rate deformations involves the generation of high 
temperatures under shock wave conditions, temperature or energy must also be 
considered in the formulation. 
 
The mathematical formulation that describes the behaviour of hydrostatic 
components of stress and strain is called the equation of state and can be expressed in 
the general form as: 
 
),( VEfP =         (C.1.) 
 
 where P is pressure, E is internal energy and V is relative volume. 
  
One of the most commonly used equation s to model material behaviour under 
impact conditions is the Gruneisen equation of state. It defines the pressure for 
compressed materials ( 0>µ ) as: 
 
( )
( ) ( )
( )Ea
SSS
aC
EP µγ
µ
µ
µ
µµ
µµγµρ
µ ++
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
+−+−−−
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ −⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −+
= 0
2
3
3
2
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,  (C.2.) 
 
and for expanded materials ( 0<µ ) as; 
 ( ) ( )EaCEP µγµρµ ++= 020,      (C.3.) 
 
Were µ  is compression coefficient, which is defined as: 
 
1
0
−= ρ
ρµ         (C.4.) 
 
and 0C  is intercept of the shock velocity vs. article velocity )( ps vv −  curve, 
1S , 2S , 3S  are coefficients of the slope of the )( ps vv −  curve, and 0γ  is Gruneisen 
gamma. 
The Gruneisen equation of state is available in DYNA3D and was used in 
numerical simulations. The advantage of this equation of state is that it is derived 
from laboratory experiments and covers a wide range of conditions. 
 
Values of Gruneisen EoS parameters, for aluminium alloys AA7010 and 
AA2024 are summarized in following tables Tab. C.1. amd Tab. C.2. 
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Table C.1. Grunisen EOS constants for AA7010 [75] 
Parameter Description Nominal value 
CB0B Bulk sound speed 0.52 scm µ/  
S B1B First Hugoniot slope coefficient 1.36 
S B2B Second Hugoniot slope coefficient 0 
S B3B Third Hugoniot slope coefficient 0 
0γ  Gruneisen coefficient 2.20 
B First order volume correction coefficient 0.48 
 
Table C.2. Grunisen EOS constants for AA2024 [75] 
Parameter Description Nominal value 
CB0B Bulk sound speed 0.5328 scm µ/  
S B1B First Hugoniot slope coefficient 1.338 
S B2B Second Hugoniot slope coefficient 0 
S B3B Third Hugoniot slope coefficient 0 
0γ  Gruneisen coefficient 2.00 
B First order volume correction coefficient 0.48 
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APPENDIX D – Mesh sensitivity analysis of the plate impact 
FE simulation model 
 
 
The mesh sensitivity study for the plate impact test numerical simulation has 
been performed. Numerical simulations using the three different meshes were 
performed, and those meshes are presented in the following figures Fig. D.1, Fig D.2. 
and Fig. D.3. 
 
 
Fig. D.1. Mesh 1 
 
Mesh 1 (Fig. D.1.) has been used to assess influence of the mesh size of the 
supporting plate. Mesh density, through the thickness direction, of the supporting 
plate was twice as coarse then mesh density of the target and flyer. Mesh 2 (Fig. D.2.) 
has been used as a reference mesh, and this mesh has identical mesh density through 
thickness for all three parts, namely: flyer, target and supporting plate. 
 
 
Fig. D.2. Mesh 2 
 
Influence of the mesh size of the flyer and target plate has been assessed using 
Mesh 3 (Fig. D.3.). In this mesh configuration, mesh density in the radial direction of 
the flyer and target was twice as fine then in reference mesh configuration - Mesh 2. 
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Fig. D.3. Mesh 3 
 
In order to analyse mesh sensitivity of the FE model for the numerical 
simulation of the plate impact test, Langrangian time-distance diagrams were used, 
and results from numerical simulations were compared. 
 
 
Fig. D.4. Time distance diagram for OFHC Cu plate impact test numerical simulation 
with Mesh 1 
 
Diagrams were created for the sets of the elements through thickness of the 
flyer and the target, which are positioned on the axis of the symmetry. The time-
distance diagrams were constructed from pressure-time data for the three different 
mesh configurations (Fig. D.4. – Fig. D.6.) and for 6.5 sµ  response time. 
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Fig. D.5. Time distance diagram for OFHC Cu plate impact test numerical simulation 
with Mesh 2 
 
Numerical simulations were performed using DYNA3D. All three plates, 
namely flyer, target and support plate, were modelled with Isotropic-Elastic-Plastic-
Hydrodynamics material model in combination with Mie-Grunisen equation of state. 
 
 
Fig. D.6. Time distance diagram for OFHC Cu plate impact test numerical simulation 
with Mesh 3 
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Pressure time histories for the elements in interior of the target and for three 
different mesh configurations are compared and presented in the figure Fig. D.7.  
Elements in all three configurations were positioned on the axis of the symmetry and 
half way through thickness of the target plate. 
 
 
Fig. D.7. Pressure time histories for the elements in interior of the target plate for 
three different mesh configurations 
 
The effect of mesh size on the loading behaviour of target specimen has been 
investigated and very limited effect was observed. Evaluating the CPU time spent in 
simulations, it is possible to conclude that Mesh 1 conducts to the best compromise 
present between accuracy and CPU time. 
 
